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«.nit of the box early in the game.Murderer Alfred J. Ilurd of Biddeford was,
Saturday morning, found guilty in the
first degree, and now stands sentenced to
life imprisonment for the killing of his
father.Charles Morris, the guide who
is alleged to have shot Game Warden
Collins about a year ago, and who has
since then beeu a fugitive from justice,
was brought to Houlton Monday
morning,
having been captured at Kineo Sunday.
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George W. Latimer, who
was the lirst slave hunted on MassachuFor one square, one inch
setts soil, in 1842, and, by his subsequent
?1.00 lor one week, ami 25
arrest and incarceration in the old Leveruent insertion.
A iraction
a lull one.
ett street jail, Boston, received the championship of Wendell Phillips, aroused William Lloyd Garrison, and moved the poet
Lo-l>ay’s Journal.
Whittier to write Lis famous lyric, •‘MasPAGE 1.
sachusetts to Virginia,*’ died in Lynn,
! .«• Bella.-: Sr it. !>.. WedHe was 75 years old.
Ma>s.. May 29th.
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Until, Esther and Marion, and her maid,
left Washington by a special car attached
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to the 7.50 regular
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Buzzard’s Bay,
Massachusetts.
They
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Llewellyn Powers. .Granite been unusually heavy.The Paris Eclair
■. —nidation.
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Political Points.
The Maine Republican platform announces that in State affairs the party is pledged to these things:
1. Economical administration. 2.
Continued debt reduction.
3.
Just and
equal taxation. 4. Development of natural
resources.
5.
Encouragement of home
investment of home capital. 0.
Fidelity
to the cause of temperance.
Better
7.
fads. It is a good platform.Cleveland
might have shortened his veto of the river
ami harbor bill a good deal by simply calling attention to the notorious fact that
Democratic rule has reduced the revenue
'•» ;i
point where nothing is left for public
improvements.The split in the Prohibition party is of national interest, because that is not
only by far the oldest of
the minor organizations of the present
day. but it has lived much longer than
'third" party which has ever
any other
Its first
figured in American politics.
national ticket was put up in JS72, and it
has p,i tii ipated in every Presidential
campaign from that time to this.The
IV
-bscot county Bepublican convention,
he'd in Bangor, June 5th, was presided
ovei
The following
by Col. Stetson.
nominations were made: Senators, William E11'_«• of Bangor, Edgar B. Weeks of
t»iu Town, Albert B. Day of Corinna ‘.Treasurer. 11. E. Stubbs of Bangor; Judge of
Pr-'bate, James 11. Burg< ss of Bangor;
County Attorney, B. L. Smith of Patten;
MieiiiT. Charles B. Blown of Springfield;
Co.n missioner. Lev is C. Whitten of Cairn"!.
There were no eon tests over the
nominations, except that of commissioner. whirh it took three ballots
to settle.
Besolutions were adopted endorsing the
platform of the State convention and inviting voters, irrespective of party, to
unite in the support of the nominees of
the convention.
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Bates Satura lively game.
,U1<‘
battery for M.
1,1
Tny, Bates’ pitcher was batted

The School Committee held

Patriarchs Militant in Rockland.

adjourned
meeting Wednesday evening, June 3d, adto
journed
Thursday evening, and again to
Monday forenoon. The election of teachers
resulted in filling all the
positions except that
of first assistant in the
High School. There
were a large number of
applications, from
which three names were
selected, one of
which will doubtless secure the
position.
They are Miss Ellen D. Townsend of New
Haven, Ct.; Miss Dora M. Rounds of Calais;
both graduates of
Wellesley; and Miss Martha B. Owen, a graduate of the
University of
Michigan. It w’as voted to equalize the
salaries of the assistants,
making them >500
each.

Following

is

the list

Mary A. Bickford, 1st

div., Bertha I. Bird, 2nd div.
Central Intermediate-Lizzie S. Hall, Ella
M. Folsom.
South Intermediate—Julia A.
B. Carter.

Wiggin, Ida

South Primary—Alberta Wadsworth, Isa-

Roberts.
Pitcher School—Lilia M. Rivers.
I lay ford School—Edith E. Thomas.
Poor’s Mills—Abbie L. Moody.
Headoi Tide School—Sadie A. Russ, Grammar, Gertrude Ferguson.
City Point Aim a Robinson.
Board Landing School—Nettie M Brown.
Brick School—Ethel E. Thomas.
White School—Mamie A. Woodbury.
Union School—Edith L. Burgess.
Music Teacher—Mrs. E. S. Pitcher.
A large number of applications were received for the position of Superintendent.
The Committee has considered all and the
list is narrowed down to seven names.
The
members of the committee think the choice
will not be made before the regular meeting
ing, June 29th.

The

Republican Campaign

The campaign
Hon. Llewellyn
the high office of

has begun
Powers will

in

Maine.

auspiciously.

be elected to
Governor of the State by

of Maine’s sweeping September majorities, which will set the Presidential pace
for November. [Biddeford Journal.

one

Ingraham.

following is a list of Cantons represented: Pallas of Belfast, Worumbus of
Lewiston, Ring of Bath, Bangor of Bangor,
Grand Canton J. I(. Dearborn of Biddeford,
Lafayette of Rockland, Yiualliaven of Vinalhavn'n, Evergreen of Gardiner, Somerset of
Skowhegan, Augusta of Augusta, W. A.
Ba-eoot Fort Fairfield, Columbia of Presque
Isie and Houlton of Houlton. They aggregated over 500 chevaliers and officers.
The

—

The Rockland papers,

of

seven

siugle

most

Bateman.

Mr. Campion—The gentleman from LeHe
vant, Mr. White, made a mistake.
thought the section exempted property from
taxation instead of from attachment. The
gentleman from Levant—”
“Knew what he was talking about,” interrupted Mr. White, who had come back.
Mr. Campion—“I move to make the exemption 81,000, and see to it that no sheriff,
tax collector or interest taker be permitted
to cross the door of the home of the poor.”
Hon. Charles E. Allen thought the law
more liberal than the resolution.
Mr. White explained the provision of the
law and said: “I want you to do just as
you’ve a mind to, but if you count that
plank in count me out.”
Mr. Turner—“Uncle Solon, how much of
your property is exempt from attachment?”
Mr. Chase—“Them steers.” (Laughter.)
Mr. White—“Now I’m a trusting poor fellows all over the lot to money I’ve earned,
ami many of them will try to’ cheat me out
of it, and they’d spend the money like horse
thieves. You’re encouraging idleness and
dishonesty. Do just as you’re a mind to,
though. God knows that’s what I want you
to do.’
Solon Chase—“This plank is of no earthly
use.
It, is outside the storm centre.
What
is the use to bark up a tree where there's no
coon?”
The plank was stricken out-.
The platform as adopted demands:
The free coinage of both silver and gold in

Rossini

Lenz
“Gypsey Serenade,”
Lax
“Bonnie Scotland,’’
Xylophone solo, Mr. R. 1*. Chase.
Selection,

“Princess

Bonnie.”

Medley, “All the Rage,”

Beyer
All the selections were finely rendered,
but “Bonnie Scotland” won applause which
vouchsafed the highest appreciation. The

band consisted of 28 musicians, and to say

they are a credit to the city from which they
hail is putting it mild.
The dance music was by Sanborn’s Orchestra of Belfast and the Star speaks of it
“strains of the sweetest and best music
And further: “The prompter
was Mr. M. C. Murch of Belfast, who performed his part iu the best manner possible.”
The Rockland Tribune had this to say :
It. befell th*- Belfast band to do escort duty
during the field day and parade and that
they took especial pains to please was easy
In the parade they wore brand new
to stM*.
uniforms of white, ordered specially for the
These uniforms are of white linoccasion.
en w’th gold buttons and white helmets surmounted by gold spikes. Tlie white unif< ;iu for parade purposes has become a lad
with the leading bauds in the country,
which being the case, of course the Belfast
hand had to adopt it. The effect was very
pvdty md the big baud was heartily applauded as it marched along ahead of the
t’antous, tooting out music by all the great
as

imaginable.”

to

Instead of the usual method of closing the
schools on different days all will close Friday, June lt'tli. There will be special exercises the last day ill most of the schools.
The baccalaureate sermon to the High
School class, will be next Sunday forenoon
at the usual hour, at the L'uitarian church,
by Rev. J. M Leighton.

Elmer I. Rankin
urday on business.

Usual.

was

lows :
Overture, “Semiramide,”

seats to

as

been

an
event of most enjoyable nature
participated in by a large number at
the Spring street rink last evening. The
festivities opened by a concert which merited much praise by the Belfast Band, Frank
J. Rigby, leader. The program was as fol-

proposed
change the Lower
Grammar school to this building and the
Central Intermediate to the rooms now occupied by the Lower Grammar.
It is

were

said:
The grand culmination of what has truly

the row. The building is to be supplied
with modern heating and ventilating appliances.

usual,

complimentary in their references to our
hand. The Daily Star of Friday morning

The plan for the proposed changes in the
Grammar School building was adopted and
submitted to builders for estimates. The
addition to be built ou Miller street will be
in the centre of the building, two stories
high, with gable roof. It will be 18x18 feet,
of wood, with a platform from which two
bights of steps lead to the sidewalk. The
entrance to the upper rooms wiii he by a
broad flight of steps. The old partitions in
the building are to be removed and the present outside doors closed up.
A central partition will be built across the building
dividing each story into two rooms. The
seats will be arranged so that, the light will
come from the rear and left, by having those
in the eastern end face the south and those
in the western end face the north.
The
lower rooms will each contain four rows of
eight double seats to the row; the upper
seven rows

as

Governor,

PERSONAL.

Pror. Bate-

a

ratio of 1G

to

1.

The payment of our bonded debt and that
herealter no bonds shall be issued under
any circumstances; that Congress shall assume its constitutional right to issue a greenback currency which shall be a full legal
tender loi all debts, public and private, i.’itil
the sum total of money in circulation shall
composers from Sousa down, in the. most arF. «T. Rigby, the hauler of
reach 8”>b per capita.
tistie fashion.
this baud, has gathered around him >0 as
That the government shall take possession,
line musicians as exist in Maine to-day, and ! as empowered by the constitution, of all
I'liamiler’s band of Portland, which lias al- railroad, telegraph and telephone systems
and operate them as a part of the postal sysways been accounted the best ill the State,
tem of the country.
wiii shortly have to dip her colors in acThat, all undesirable foreign immigration
knowledgement of neighbor Belfast's sushall be absolutely prohibited.
William
II.
thedrill
masSanborn,
premacy.
That al! trusts and combinations founded
ter, accompanied the Belfast baud on the
trip ami did the drum major m tine form. for the purpose of spr mlating in the necessaries oi li'.e shall he forever prohibited and
It is not to be supposed that Leader Rigbv
their promoters treated as public outlaws.
does not appreciate the confidence reposed
That ail land for speculative purposes
by us m liis organization. On the contrary
he feels that it is another feather in his cap shall hr taxed to the full extent of its
rental value.
to be selected for an important engagement
That all persons, firms, or corporations in
like Thursday's. One mouth later his hand
this State, employing the labor of unnaturagoes to Bar Harbor where it has been engaged to furnish music for Eden the two lized foreigners, shall pay mto the city or
days while that, town is celebrating her cen- town treasury, where such persons, firms or
tennial. And Eden’s just the place for tlie corporations are located the sum of ">0 cents
Belfast band to play in.
per day for each foreigner thus employed.
Then followed Bateman’s nomination for
Of the concert the Tribune says:
Every number got a good hand and the Governor, aud be made iiis usual speech, inxylophone solo by Mr. Chase got the envoie terspersed with chunks of Grecian and Roit deserved. The selection “Princess Bonman history.
Then came the election of
nie,'5 prepared specially f«»r this occasion,
delegates to the national convention. But
was highly enjoyed by the audience and especially by those of the audience who wit- one man was to be chosen when a score
nessed the production of the opera here re- of
delegates shouted, “I nominate Solon
cently by Wight Philharmonic Society. The Chase." What followed is thus told
by the
Belfast Baud makes a specialty of being a
Portland Press:
concert organization and with good reason.
“I protest,” said Mr. Campion.
Our Canton also came in for the followW. 11. Fernald said:
“Solon Chase is
ing complimentary notice from the Tribune: known the world
over, and we want him to
Canton Pallas was the tirst canton in the
go to St. Louis.”
line aud this organization which is always
Frank Howard said:
“Solon Chase is
popular in Rockland made its usual good known the world over and we don't want
display. They gave exhibitions of fancy him to go to -’t. Louis.”
marching at frequent intervals along the
Mr. White said he would give Mr. Chase
line and did the maltese cross iu splendid Ins
place. He felt sure his people would
Tribune
The
office.
while
shape
passing
“He is worth a hundred of you.
It
say:
They were warmly applauded for their was the best thing you could do, old fellow.”
effort.
L>r. Meader—“I don’t want to go without
Mr. Chase.
The members of our band returned from
Mr. Batemau made an appeal to the convention to send Mr. Chase.
much
as
on
former
occasions,
Rockland,
Mr. Chase said he didn’t want to go.
pleased with their reception in the LimeMr. Campion doubted if John White of
rock City, aud grateful for the many kind- Levant is a Populist. He seemed to him to
he a monopolist.
nesses and
courtesies shown them while
W. H. Sargent protested against this
there. They were quartered at the St.
abuse of Solon Chase.
Nicholas, Geo. A. Blood, proprietor, where
Mr. Campion asked: ‘What did you ever
they had handsomely appointed rooms, an do for the party, Brother Sargent .”’ and he
made a sharp reply.
excellent table, and were given
at-

Belfast Band and a vocal quartette:
Music, Overture, “Tancredi,”
Rossini
I

j

Braver,

Rev. J. F. Tilton.

Music, Intermezzo
Salutatory
Nation,”

and

from

!

I
Rmticana,
I
Mascagni I

Essay, “The Little Manx

special
by the landlord and clerk. As a
manifestation of their appreciation of cour-

tention

tesies extended

|

the band serenaded the pro-

prietor of the St. Nicholas. As to the
pression made by the band iu Rockland

imwe

the extracts above from the newspipers of that city. The band and Canton
returned home Friday morning by steamer
Cimbria and paraded the principal streets
before going to their respective head,
quarters. As a compliment to the band, and
a mark of appreciation or the good service
I they had done, Canton Pallas escorted the
I musicians to their hall, thus reversing the
usual practice.
! refer to

The Dana

Property

Sold

by

the Sheriff.

property of the Dana Sarsaparilla Co.
in this city was sold on execution by Sheriff
Norton at the office of Joseph Williamson,
Esq., Tuesday forenoon. There were two
executions in favor of the Geo. P. Rowell
Advertising Co., of New York. Geo. H.
Drew, Esq., of Boston, representing the attaching creditors, bid in the property at the
amount of the executions and costs, or $4,758.08 on one and $3,911.53 on the other. The
property thus passes into the hands of the
Geo. P. Rowell Advertising Co., except the
right of redemption for one year of the Dana
[Com.
Sarsaparilla Co. F. E. Wiley is continued
in charge of the property, with
William
Secret Societies.
Twombly as night watchman. Chas. A.
West of Boston was present to represent the
The Rev. Geo. D. Lindsay has been apSarsaparilla Co.,and Mr. Drew, Mr. Williampointed and installed Grand Chaplain of the son and B. F. Newton, Esq., of New York,
the Rowells.
Grand Royal Arch Chapter of Maine.
The

I

1

said Mr.

Campion.

“Gentlemen, do hear me,” said Mr. Chase,
standing with uplifted baud. “I decline to
go to St. Louis anyway.”
“Three cheers for Solon Chase,” shouted
Mr. Turner, and they were given with a
will.

Henry Betts was chosen in place of Mr.
White, and the convention adjourned.
F.

week

W. Brown, Esq.,
on business.

wras

in

Boston last

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Crockett have moved
from this city to Boston.

Paul Blonge of Lewiston
Monday visiting friends.

Mrs. G. R. Lancaster of Rockland is visiting friends in this city.

James Wardwell, of Winterpurt
Belfast last Monday ou business.

Mrs. Frederick W. Brown went to Thorndike Monday for a short visit.

:s

in

was

J. M. Vogel and W. II. Hooper of r'.istine
in town Tuesday on busings.

were

Frank M. Staples went to South Hancock
last Saturday to visit relatives.

Joseph Williamson, Jr., Es<p,',f Augusta
in town yesterday on business.

was

John XI. Gilmore of Boston visited friends
Belfast and vicinity last week.

Mrs. Anna Brown of Searsport
of Mrs. Walter J>. Staples last week.

Mr. and Mrs. Horace Chenery of Chicago
Belfast Sunday for a visit.

guest

Col. Fred Atwood of Winterport was in
Belfast Tuesday on probate* business.

arrived in

E. Fa

mice returned
Saturday
visit to friends in Boston.

Mrs.

W. E. White of Watervillespenr SunMr. and Mrs. E. S. Bowker.

day with

Mrs. E. O. Thorndike of Harriman, Tenn.,
is expected here this week to visit friends.

and Mrs. James S. Harriman returned
from a short visit in Boston.

Mr.

Tuesday

J. A. Gammans left Saturday on his reChicago from a visit to relatives in

Mrs. Fred Yerplast of Honlton was ;n
last week visiting her brothers.

turn to

town

Belfast.

Miss Milly Blake ol' Bangor :s visiting her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Martin S. Gray
Mrs. A. F. Austin returned last Saturday

Rev. Geo. S. Mills was called to Manchester, Ct., iast Thursday by the illness of his
brother.

evening from
Boston.

Alice

Barton of Newton, Mass.,
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Miss

for Boston.

Mrs. John Thomas of Everett, Mass.
at Franklin O. Greer's.

Thomas E. Shea and family arrived Saturto spend the summer.

a

town

the steamer Penob-

was on

Monday bound

in

was

visiting

day

Miss Mary
evening from

Warren

E. L.
scot

W. G. Preston and family moved to Bangor the first of the week.

of several weeks in

visit

a

E. M. Hart of Lawrence, Mass., returned
home Tuesday from a visit to relatives in
Belfast,

Quirnby.
Charles F. Robinson of East Somerville,
Mass., visited Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Marriner
last week.

Mrs. A. D. Chase went to Boston Monday
night by steamer Penobscot and returned
yesterday.

O. W. Greeley, general baggage agent of
the Boston & Maine Railroad, was in town

Fred W. Storms of Rochester, N. Y.,
visiting her parents, Capt. and Mrs
Charles Baker.
Mrs.

Saturday.

is

Prof. A. A. Drury left last Thursday on a
business trip to Boston, New Bedford and
other places,

Clifton M. Gray is expected home next
from Meadville, Pa., where lie has

Monday

B. P. Hazeltine, Jr., is at home from the
Institute of Technology, Boston, for his summer

closed his second year in college.

days

Miss Blanche Dolloff left on steamer City
of Bangor last Saturday to visit friends in
Massachusetts.

sport. Tuesday to attend the
exercises at the East Maine

Job H. Montgomery, Esq., and Wiliistou
Grinuell of Camden were in Belfast Saturday on business.

Rev. J. F. Tilton left Monday afternoon
attend the commencement < xer :ses a:
a
the Newton Cer.tr*
Bapt.st Th*-o.

A.

to

Seminary.

Frances Crawford anil her little niece
Cora went to Augusta Jinn- "th i >r a visit
of several weeks.

L. T. Boothhy *•: Waterv.Me
yesterday. He earn* to attend

Isabel Ginn left Satina lay fur A tihurndale, Mass., to attend the comim-in-eiamt uf

port Camp Groum;
Miss Jaiie A. McLellan has lv*-i.
teacher in the Dorchester High school, th**
tie
highest position held by a woman
public schools of Boston,

Miss

surance

Miss

Mrs.

Carmen

and

her

Mclvnight, arrived last

daughter, Mrs.
tu spend the

week

in Belfast.

summer

Arthur

<

liesley

Boston

cousin, Chas. F. Sts aw, «.f tin.-'
returning home Saturdav.

visited
.tv

hist

:

Fred Terrell and Charles B. ,:ap.>.m .*f
Lynn, Mass., arrived Sunday h r a ->:t t<friends in Belfast and Northport

Dexter
bail

Capt. A. U. Gray of Brooksville was in
town Friday on his way to Koikiand to
join his schooner, the Geo. H. Haley.
J. S

Mrs.

Waldron and

daughter and

Miss Foster of Fort Fairfield
Mrs. Kate Conaut

Hugh

J).

went to

a

few

days

were

guests of

last week.

McLellan and Herbert T. Field

Waterville

Friday

to

attend

the

field day exercises of the State Colleges.
Arthur Ritchie,
of this city, is

now

with

Mattocks,

[Portland

formerly
studying

of Monroe, hut
i aw in the nfih-e
& Heekbert.

Greeuleaf

Press.

Bobbins came from Salem to play
with the Belfast Band at Rockland last
week anti called on his friends here Friday
F. A.

and

Saturday.

Charlotte T. Sibley arrived home
Friday evening, having lectured in Laconia,
N. H., and Gardiner, Maine, Wednesday and
Thursday evenings.
Joseph Frohock of Northport attended
the annual field day of the Cantons m
Miss

Rockland and was the guest of his brother,
I). N. Frohock. (>3 Park street.
Mr. C. O. Baker, the lost freight agent of
Maine Central, George A. Alden of
Waterville, and other railroad officials were
in Belfast Thursday on business.
the

Capt. Isaac Burgess of Islesburo was in
Belfast Friday on his way to join his vessel,
the schooner F. C. Pendleton, which is at
New York loading for Brunswick.
Col. L. I>. Carver <>f Rock laud, Commander of the Maine G.
A. IL, was in town
Saturday on his way home from Winterport,
attended the meeting
Veteran’s Association.
where he

<

f the

Waldo

Mrs. A. (’. Paul of. Fort Fairfield, president of the non-partisan W.C. T. I
and
Mrs. F. 8. Bur bee of the same organization,
with her son Cassens, from Fort Fail field,
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. .1. K. Sullivan,
Camden street, during the Canton's visit to
our

j
1

1

city.

[Rockland Tribune.

A huckboard party
consisting ot Mrs.
Frank J. Rigby, Mis. W L. Littlefield, Mrs.
Alice Chase, Miss Orilla \\ lute, Mrs. ( liarles
Waldron. Mrs. James S. Harriman, Miss
Minnie Hilton and Mrs. Dwight P. Palmer
drove down from Belfast Thursday to enjoy
the parade aud concert.
They returned m

the evening.

[Rockland Star.

Frank H. Colley, a Belfast hoy, formerly
local editor of the Age, who is studying law
in the office of City Solicitor Jones of Manchester, N. H., will apply for admission to
the bar in York county and proposes to
practice up in booming Aroostook. Mr
Colley delivered the Memorial Day address
in Manchester and it was regarded as one of
the linest ever given there. [Bangor Commercial.

One of the speakers at the Maine Medical
Association banquet in Portland last week
was a native of Bucksport and well known
in this city: The local papers say :
William M. Bradley, Esq., was introduced
as one who had a large acquaintance along
shore. He would tell the story of three
sailors.
In his inimitable way he told the
story of the three sailors aud the parrot,
amidst roars of laughter.
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Sunday morning.

Stephenson

trip Idem that place

Mayor Hanson went to lb.stun Thir.-diy
night by Steamer City of Bangor, n husi- i
ness, and returned

••

•.

agent at V inceboro. and Mr.
J go mi 'In
the Vam-eboro agent

Mrs.

and

m-

ed

Fred J.

!
(>hi
Eugene Maddi
Town spent a few days with >i
M.’s brother.
George Madden, the past week.

Mr.

m ♦•im-ni

o-r-

dlege nml : attend t!
w:t!i a suppunion of the class of
:s.-s

e.

will

He

Young’s.
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Seminary.

Lasse 11

j

graduating
Conference

Seminary.

Lord and Mark L. Rollins of
Randolph visited Geo. I). McCnllis and
family last week.

|

of

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hogan of Portland
and Mrs. Geo. H. Bosson of Lawrence, Mass
are visiting their aunt, Mrs. I. H. Sherman.
Mrs. Win. H. If all and son went to Bucks-

or more.

John

to

Dr. Frank E. Freeman, V. S., went
Augusta yesterday to attend a meeting
the Maine Veterinary Association.

vacation.

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Ellis of East Belfast
went to Lowell Saturday for a visit of ten

you.”

“That will take out the most of the party”

Janies H. Howes went to Boston Monday
business.

Charles B. Hazeline went to Boston last
on Business.

in

visit in

a

on

Saturday

John White, of Levant resigned in favor of
Mr. Chase.
Mr. Sargent said of Mr. Campion: “That
man wants to break up the convention.”
L. W. Lermond—“Send Soion Chase, to
St. Louis and half the party will leave

said Mr. Todd.

T. N. Winslow left Monday for
New York.

Mrs. Patrick Brogan went to Salem Saturto visit relatives.

delegate.

element,”

PERSONAL.

Boston last Sat-

day

Mr. Campion—I move to lay the nomination of Solon Chase on the table.
Mr. Chase—“I second the motion.”
Speech after speech in favor of Mr. Chase
“If
was made, aud then said Mr. Chase:
there’s one man here who don’t want me to
I
can’t
go.”
go
Mr. Campion— Here s one.
Mr. Sargent moved to reconsider the vote
nominating Mr. Campion. Not put.
George O. Fall was selected as the last

Mr. Chase was declared nominated and a
division of the house was called for. As
they separated, one anti-Chase man shook
his fist at the Chase delegates.
“I wish l hadn’t come here,' said one delegate bitterly.
Two-thirds of the convention were plainly
for Chase.
and almost
Then came a picturesque
pathetic incident. Solon Chase stepped between the two factious, and said:
“Gentlemen, one word.”
“We must have you Solon,” said John
White, with trembling voice.
“We must get rid of this old greenback

to

Hon. Geo. E. Johnson went to Augusta
on business.

■

The. graduation exercises of the High
School will be Friday evening, June idtli, at
Belfast Opera House. The following program is announced, the music to be by the

went

Monday

John White of Levant asked to have read
again the plank about exempting homesteads from attachment. We quote here
from the Portland Press report:
The Chair—“Mr. Richards will read it.”
Mr. Richards read the following: “Ninth,
we demand that all homesteads of this State
up to the value of £700 shall be exempt from
attachment.”
“Now 1 object to that, and 1 want to say,”
observed Mr. White, “m> point is this, what
I’ve got I’ve earned myself. I’m helping
poor fellows every spring to cows and seeds
and they own their farms. Some of ’em are
honest, and some of ’em are scalawags, who
go to horse trots and circuses I never went
to, and be idle while I can work, and have
things I never had, and now if you’re going
to take me into communism and make me
divide up with a set of scalawags, count me
out.” He spoke of his twelve years of service in the movement, and said : “I’m going.”
He added to a friend at the door: “It would
take £25,000 out of me this summer. Some
of the cusses wouldn’t pay me if they warn’t
forced to.”
“I move to amend by making the exemption £300,” said Mr. McLaughlin.
“I move that the section be stricken out,”
said Col. Ashe.
“Don’t exempt anything on anybody,”
said E. V. Turner.
“The plank is of no great value,” said Mr.

and the dance music was furnished
by Sanborn’s Orchestra of Belfast. Major
C. *E. Weeks was floor director, his aides
being Col. E. W. Berry, Cants. Bird, Spear,
Heald, Bit-then and Moore, Chevaliers Burpec, II. I* Ames, G. A. Ames, Spear and

Piper.
North Primary- Grace E. Walton, Ida B.

Nominated lor

Down

credentials; Geo. \V. Pendleton of Belfast,
committee on resolutions; and A. F. Stevens
of Belfast was placed on the State committee. The committee on credentials reported
“that this convention is composed of 435
delegates in this hall and on the cars.”
“Good,” said a delegate, “I didn’t think
we’d have half that number.” After dinner,
when the committee on resolutions reported,

concert,

dora

rooms

man

was chosen as the next place to hold the
annual council and field day.
Of the IS Cantons 14 were represented at
the annual lield day Thursday, ami it was a
complete success throughout. The afternoon
was spent at Crescent Beach where a clam
bake was enjoyed. The grand ball in Elmwood Hall Thursday evening, tendered the
visiting chevaliers by Canton Lafayette, was
.me of the most brilliant social events ever
held in Rockland. Fifteen hundred people
The Belfast Band gave a
wpresent.

Lord.

Turned

The Populist State convention, held in
Auburn June 4tli, was a very lively gathering, but notable more for the indignity offered to the veteran Solon Chase than for anything else. Prof. Bateman, as usual, was
nominated for Governor. S. B. Fletcher of
Belfast was a member of the committee on

Biddeford ; executive committee, Major Marshall, Skowhegan, Col. Foster, Waterville,
Capt. Pond, Augusta, Lieut. Col. Lord, BanSkowhegan
gor, Col. Nealley, Lewiston.

as

Chase

By the Populist State Convention.

General J. L. Small, Biddeford; vice president, Col. E. W. Berry, Rockland: assistant
'adjutant general, Major C. L. Bachelder,
Saco; treasurer, Major G. N. Weymouth,

elected:
High School—R. L. llsley, Caroline W.
Field.
Upper Grammar-H. E. Ellis. Grace A.
Lower Grammar

Solon

The annual council of Patriarchs Militant,
X, o. O. F., Maine division, was held in
Rockland Wednesday night, June 3d, and
President,
the following officers elected:

an

Lena Peirce Ellis.t
Washington
Whisperings.
The
Music, Pastorale and Polka,
Moranl
President has approved the act exemptEssay, “Clara Barton,”
Della Hatcli Pendleton.;
ing distillers of fruit brandy from “any
Plus Belle,
Waldeufel
provisions relating to the manufacture of Music. Ma
and Prophecy,
spirits, except as to the tax thereon,” History Edith
Maud Ellingwood.*
when the commissioner of internal reve- i
Music, Musical Scenes from Scotland,
nue may deem it expedient to do so; and
Langey
the act repealing the section of the WilEssay and Valedictory, “Library Trainson tariff law
tax
free
of
alcohol
ing
Schools,”
making
Jessica Josephine Haskell.*
used in manufactures and the arts_The
President has vetoed the general defici- Class Ode, by Della Hatch Pendleton.;
Vocal Quartette.
ency bill because of the appropriation for
Awarding Diplomas,
payment of French spoliation claims.
Supt. O. C. Evans.
The general deficiency bill passed the
Benediction,
senate June 8th as it came from the
Rev. C. H. Wells.
house.
When the announcement of its Music, March, Invincible Cadets,
Lurvey
was
to
the
made
house
at
1.40
passage
•College Preparatory Course.
The house
p. m., the members cheered.
^Classical Course.
leaders believe this removes the last diffi^English Course.
The class color is carnation and the class
culty in the way of early adjournment_
The President has approved the filled flower the carnation. The
class motto is
cheese bill and the fortification appropria“Doe ye nexte thynge.”
tion bill.Unless all signs fail Congress
will adjourn this week.
Miss J. A. Wiggin took her scholars
through the shoe factory recently and the
Fish and Game.
The State game comwere shown all the various processes
missioners, lion. Leroy T. Carleton, Hon. pupils
of making a shoe. Mr. Sibley very courteCharles E. Oak, and Hon. H. O. Stanley,
were in Bangor last week on their way to
ously directed the class through the factory,
the Moosehead region and the northern and explained the working of the machines,
The commission etc. The papers written by the pupils showportion of the State.
Mas just from Mt. Desert island, where
ed that-they have a good understanding of
two hearings were held.
It will visit
what they saw and heard.
the
Sebec
and
Moosehead,
Rangeleys,
many other well known fishing resorts to
listen to petitions to close certain feeders
Wedding Bells.
to inland waters for a term of years.
Sell. Lizzie Maud arrived at Portland
Greer-Monroe. A very pretty wedding
June '1 from a twro weeks’ trip.
She took place at the home of the bride’s father
J'S)
of
barrels
salt
mackerel in
brought
prime
Morrill, June 1st, when Miss Loviua M.,
and 15,008 pounds of fresh mackerel to J.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. V. Greer, was
L. Fernald.
This was the first arrival of
united in marriage to Mr. E. J. Monroe of
salt mackerel this season.Since the
Belfast. The ceremony was performed by
opening of the fishing season at Moosehead lake, May 0. over 500 sportsmen have Rev. H I. Holt. The bride was dressed in
registered at Moosehead Inn.It is ex- very light blue, trimmed with ribbons, and
pected that East port sardine packers will the groom’s suit was dark blue. The wedreturn to the old method of frying fish
ding party stood on a handsome rug with
instead of baking, as practiced of late
plants on each side, and above their heads
it
is
dries
years.
claimed,
Baking,
up was a beautiful
bouquet of lilacs and green
the fishes, causing them to absorb the oil,
and thus producing a poorer grade of leaves. The house was tastefully decorated.
Nice music was furnished by George Davis,
edibles.
Ernest and Linwood Townsend and Miss
Nellie Greer, organist, assisted by Charlie
Ti m- Tones.
The Brooklyn handicap
of $10,000 in the first race of the Turf Hemenway. After the ceremony icecream
Association of 1800, was won June 4th and cake were served. The bride is a very
by Sir Walter, who defeated the favorite hue young lady and lias many friends who
Clifford by a short head, after a desperate wish her much happiness in her new home.
race.
Most of the public money was The
groom is a very nice and well known
lavished on Clifford and St. Maxim.
man of Belfast.
The
wish to
Twenty thousand persons were present. extend their thanks toyoung couple
their friends and relTime 2 minutes 8 1-2 seconds for full disatives for the many and beautiful presents.
tance 11-4 miles.The two-minute trotThe company
ter has been born, so the horsemen say.
after wishing the couple
Nancy Hanks, 2.04, lias just dropped a much happiness left for their homes and Mr.
female foal, its sire being the great Cali- and Mrs. Monroe started for their home in
fornia Ariou, 2.07 3-4.
Belfast, where they went to keeping house.
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s

week.
Ellery Bowden, Esq., of \\ interport
Belfast Tuesday to attend the Ins
Court, which was held W.dnesda;

y

to

Bowden

is

still

strain of

his

right

some

suiferii g from
.eg caused >y an

Mr.
seven-

-id-

a

weeks ago.

Seth H. Weld, of Cleveland. U;
of Deer Isle, is visiting hi- aunt.
>-a;>Mrs. Lewis 0. Fernald. He experts (■
Dr. Wehh is a practiti, ..-r
li Belfast.
the Homeopathic School, and lias rem n*
been attached to a hospital in C cvelan-.J.
I»r.

formerly

f the four-masm
( apt. Ed. Marston
bark, Doris, win has
visit to
Baltimore to Kio, made
It was Cm-:
home in this city yesterday.
Marston's first visit lo re be three yea-s
He will return to his slop in Baltimore 11. *

day

or

[Portland

two.

Press.

(.apt. Marston sailed fr- u; this
first officer of the Doris, w it>1 ('apt. Bonn--;Another Shoe

f actory

Project.

Another firm of shoe manufacturers s m
negotiation with the Belfast Board "f Trade
n
m relation to establishing a shoe factor;,
this city. A meeting "f the committee n
industries

was

account «:»f

on

Tuesday

called

evening.

small attendance it

was

ad-

journed to Wednesday evening. The m w
plan is as follows: Mr. W II. Bittenbendei
of Boston makes the billowing propos’tmu
He

furnisU "Jd.ooo ash. his partner
the same amount, and tln-v ask

will

will furnish

citizens of

the

Belfast

to

; a

i.t’.s--

corporation to be formed, under the laws
Maine, with but one class ■>; stork. Mr.
Bittenbender offers to i.-.m th.rp,,r:‘T ui
■

s-1‘5,*’*(’■(>

as

a

working
They

rate of interest.

apitai
ask for

at

cn>-nt

tec

rent and 'axes

free for ten years, and promise to d«
aii
ness of ft;cn,tDo per year, w 11

a

-o

al

am

Mr. Bitr-mhe-ah
pay roll of r-_'< ii m ii,
the retail shoe business in Boston, and

s
v

ti
>-

-t
an
the seni.-p im-mber -f th*
«
Bi o.-kt- n.
Bittenbender \ Ca\erley
His partner is a so a pracinanufacturers.
tical shoe manufacturer.
The;. int-Mu:
nestablish a factory in Manic, Mr. l‘-itt< i.
d
dcr to atts ml to the busimss m Boston

formerly

...

his

j'aitner to have

<

barge

I

the

factory

“Just Tell Them That You Saw

Vie,”

may have sung Tin* song, but ><•'
haven’t solved the great “Just Tell Them
You

That You Saw Me” puzzle which will he
published in The Boston Sun-Jay Herald
The song was originally
June 14. li-W.
published in Tin- Herald, and immediately
became tin* most

popular

song of the

season

fair to «tjual the song in
interest.
Secure a <op> by
once of your newsdealer, and
be among the first-to solve the puzzle. There
is amusement in every letter of the puzzle,
and it. is as contagious as the song. llemeuiber that the puzzle is only published in
The Boston Herald of Sunday. June 14,

puzzle
widespread
ordering at
The

1H1H).

hid

NEWS

OF

Matters.

Maim

THE

Yachts and Boats.

WEEK.

Senator llale has

At

Little Deer Isle Geo. A. Black is build-

two tine yachts for New York and Bosdefinitely decided 10 rebuild “The Pines,” ing
ton parties, one of which is completed, and
made.
are
and preparations
already being
P. Sedgwick is building a yacht for C. L.
The work of clearing away the ruins has
Barbour, to be launched June 15th.
A large portion of the
been completed.
“Rigs ami Makeshifts of the Small Boat”
foundation walls was found in good condiis tlm title of an illustrated article that Dudtion, and ihe chimneys have been proley I). F. Parker contributed to Harper’s

nounced sound.

The order for the frame

has been placed with a Bangor firm.
o. \Y.
Hrisko, the veteran editor of :he
Maehias Union, has resigned the collectorshrp ol his home port, to which President ( U ve and appointed him about a
The cause of his retirement is
yeai ago.
not stand.
There are numerous candidates for the vacancy, which is expected
to he tided without very much delay.
The report of the Maine insurance commissioner, Hon. S. \V. Carr, shows that
the insurance business for lsbb resulted
in a net profit of over $40,000, the largest
in the history of the department. ..Clarence
Cushman committed suicide at the residence of his father, Koscoe N. Cushman,
Bangor, May 28th, by taking poison. The
cause is attributed to temporary insanity.
.The annual returns of savings banks’
trustees, and semi-annual returns of the
savings banks for taxation have nearly all
been received at the State Bank examiner’s office. On account of the blanks which
the examiner devised for the banks to assist them in making their returns more
promptly, better results have been obtained and the securities are better designated_\ fine picture of the cruiser Maine
lias bt en placed in the Secretary of State's
office at Augusta, handsomely framed,
li is large and the view presented is full
«»f life.
It shows the stately vessel,
majestic in her swift course through the
water,
passing beneath tie towering
Brooklyn bridge.The class of '7b of
the Maine State ( ollege will celebrate its
twentieth anniversary at the
Bangor
House on Tuesday evening, June Kith,
with a banquet. This class was the iiftli to
In• graduated from the Maine State College ami numbered .hi. two of whom are
dead.
The class at the time of its graduation was not only the largest which had
ever left 1 i.e college, but was considered
to 1m
The career
i exceptional ability.
.-f the members since graduation has conHarris
this
estimate.President
tinue!:
of Hi Maim- State college lias returned
fi 11 a nip which included a visit to his
me in Philadelphia, attendance upi
m 'son
of tin Methodist (deneral
:
<
nten rice, ol which lie was a member,
it velum!, and several days spent at
at
Vm >: ,!■_■■ i.Mayor K. ]-. Webb of YYaPi shout Hyde of Bowdoin e>lt« :
sa;:n,ri U. Leavitt of Bast port,
ej, appointed by <>uv, Cleaves a
1 \f
t" inquii'e into rite desirabiieon a msi
:
stablisliin.g lm 'le Norma! Schools
< cirtral
it !
Maine, and the most
(.t

June 2d. It is of special in111 commend itself to yachts-

Round Table of

terest, ami

\n

attention, as it contains many practical hints and suggestions on the handling of
men's

yachts.
Pendleton & Son of Damariscotta have
built a yacht for Edward L. Rich of Boston
from designs by John F. Small of that
city. She is 25 feet over all, 20 feet waterline, 10 feet 0 inches beam and 18 inches
draft. Her rig is that of a eatboat, with jib.
The mast is stepped at the waterline. The
main boom is 32 feet, gaff 20 feet (» inches,
hoist 10

feet, jib

on

foot 11 feet.

Messrs. Abel Hunt and H. O. Miller have
sold their steamer Annie and purchased a
30-foot sloop, which has just arrived at Bangor from Calais. The boat is named Phauton
anil is said to be rapid. She sailed from
Machias to Bass Harbor in one day and
from Bass Harbor to Bangor the next. The
Annie has been sold to Mr. Hutchinson of
Calais, and lias gone around the coast under
her own steam to her purchaser.
[Bangor

Whig & Courier.
Capt. S. H. Barbour’s steam yacht Navis,
which, as will be remembered, was so badly
damaged by lire last summer, has been rebuilt at Brewer during the past winter and
s
again about ready for the water. In rebuilding her c apt. Barbour has improved on

the first model and has added several feet to
her length, making considerable more cabin
All of the machinery has been overroom.
hauled and put in iirst cl iss shape and the
boat is as good as new and will probably be.
in as much demand as ever by private parties. 1 Whig K Courier.

The

Probating

The Platform of

of John Stetson’s Will.

An important step in the John Stetson
will case was taken yesterday afternoon, at
Frank S. Nicknoon, at wliicfl time
ersou, acting as attorney for Charles H. Pattee, the executor, filed a petition in the Suffolk Probate office, praying for the probate
of the will. The heirs-at-law named were
John Stetson, Sr., father of the deceased, a
sister, and Mrs. Stokes, mother of the late

AYER’S

Lawyer

The papers

Mrs. Stetson.

June 4.
house in

are

;
■

j

said that lie did not expect a very serious i
In bis opinion there
contest over the will.
was more smoke than fire in the numerous
rumors of the alleged contests that were to
He claimed
arise in this well-known case.
that Stetson was a shrewd business man, j
and bail arranged his affairs carefully, j
While, of course, there might be some contest made, yet nothing of a very unusual |
nature was looked for. Mr. Nickerson said j
that

his

Lawyer

health*,

Pattee was rapidly
was able to sit up

and

[Boston Journal.
Nickerson, the lawyer

regaining
nearly all

in the case, is

j

of Swanville and married a daughter of the late Win. Pitcher of Belfast. After
his marriage he moved to Searsport, where
all his children were born, three of whom
are now living—William P., who is engaged
in journalism in New York State; Jean P.,
now New
England representative of Shoe
and Leather Facts, and studying law with
his father; and Sallie P., who resides with
her parents at 317 Harvard Street, Cambridge, Mass. Gen. Nickerson was in his
early life interested in polities, as a DemoIn 1801 lie was made captain of a milcrat.
itary company enlisted in Searsport and was
elected major before the troups left the State.
Later he became Lieutenant-Colonel of the
14th Maine (Col. Berry) and then came

|1

Gen.
a

native

home and recruited the 1‘Joh Maine. In 1808,
on the Held, he .received his commission as
Brigadier General. He served until the
close of the war and refused to be breveted
Major General, caring more for his law
!
June 2. One. of the most pe- !
practice. In 1874 lie sold l»is bouse in Searsj New ifYork,
100
of
the
the
most
not
remarkable,
culiar,
port and moved to Boston, where be has
odd half-raters or 15-footers being built for
since resided.
His office for the past twelve
the defense of the Seawanhaka-Corinthian
yacht club’s small boat trophy is a little years has been m Room 18, Herald building.
racer which is called the In It, which is beAlthough he lias attaiued the age of three
ing built tor S. M. Randall by the Crosby
score years and ten Gen. Nickerson is vigorCat and Yacht Building Company at Bay
Ridge. She is a freak of freaks, being only ous and active, with all his faculties as good
11 ft. ii in. on the load water line, with an
as ever.
The position be lias attained in his
She has 8 ft. beam,
overall length of 23 ft.
and it is said will earry 325 ft. of canvas, 30
profession is indicated by bis connection
The
be
in
her
will
jib.
per cent, of which
with the important case mentioned above.
peculiarity of the boat is that her immersed
portion is like, a separate boat or hull, the
An Old Time School in Prospect.
upper portion being another boat placed
The In It wili represent the Atupon it.
We are indebted to Mrs. Belle J. Palmer
aeht club in the trial races, and will
lanta*
lir sailed, by Thomas Fleming Day, one of of Monroe for an
interesting old document
the elevc-resd of our amateur skippers, who
relating to a school in Prospect in 1827. It
was largely accountable for the success of
lias an ornamental heading in the old style
tin* 34-rater Dragoon last season. The In It
'■
mwill mak her iirst appearance in the
of penmanship and gives a roster of the
tic vacht Dub's annua! regatta, June 1(5.
scholars with their ages and rank :u the vanous branches of study.
Appended to the
m loaat lulls.
m
list is the following note:
Papers and Periodicals.
The school in the second district (Prospect)
!
Just 1, >04 persons made apwas opened on the 17th of Dee., 1827, and I
We leave re<a in vi, with the compliments
am happy to say, 1 found the members of
in: membership in the League of of the author and
j
publisher, a campaign song the school much further advanced in knovvlWherlmen during the last week for 18'.>ii 1-ntitU‘d “Never till the Old Man edge than I expected to have found them.
Am* •. :•
< »t that linnbci 5:1-1 were from
in M;ty.
Cannes,” words and music by F. A. Ed- The school gave evidence that the labours of
their former teacher had not been in vain.
Id from Pennsylvania. 502
New Voik,
wards, published by W. E. Clark, Lincoln, Their minds were strong and well prepared
fi«>:i. Massachusetts, 11s from New Jer- Me. Newsboys’ edition, 15 cents ; piano ed- to receive my instruction. The greater part
of the school have surpassed my most sanTi:e total membership of the league ition with quintat chorus arrangement, 50
sey.
guine expectations. They, by theii good
i'< date i> 44,075.
N ew York is the lead- cents.
behaviour have gained mv affection—iffeeing division, having more LluueMwire the
liangeley Lakes—not the great sportsmans’ tion, too, that time cannot obliterate while
life
lasts. The school closed on the 7th of
membership of Massac husetts, which un- resort but the weekly newspaper of that
March, A. D., 1828.
til last year held the post.,'of honor, and name
at
liangeley—lias completed
published
Instructor, L. C. Hough.
k.-ving almost a third of /lie entire mem- its first volume and its
enterprising pubFollowing is a list of the scholars:
iauship of the league. Massachusetts has lishers are to be
congratulated on the suc- Alexander Griffin.
it g71.
and ran no longer claim a fifth of
Abigail ,1. Park.
Asa Parker.
Celia French.
tiu
entire membership.
Pennsylvania cess which has attended their efforts both Benjamin Pendleton.
Catherine E. Park.
still holds third position, with 4,705 mem- in printing a very entertaining newspaper Benjamin B. Park.
Eliza C. l\,rk.
Elizabeth c. Atherton.
in
while New Jersey comes next with and in aiding to build up the liangeley region. Bill l’ark.
Charles N. Pendleton.
Elizabeth Kidder.
:lj.w»:l.At Nashua, N. II.. May 50tli,
Christopher E. Peiulle- Elmira .1. Colcord.
The
Northern
Pacific
Railroad
Co. have
the jury in the case of Dr. J. C. Moore,
ton.
Jane \N Atherton.
their tourist book David N. Park.
Maiy G. Pendleton,
clanged with over issuing the stock of issued “Wonderland
Howe,
Margaret A. Pendleton.
the! 'don Publishing Company, returned | for 1800. While the title of Woudtrland is j Henry S.Kidder.
W. Kidder.
JelFrey
Mary
of guilty.
a veto
Counsel moved fora I retained for these yearly issues each book is James W. Mosman.
Mary Ann Colcord.
Mary Jane Howe.
s'ay ot sentence j>ending the decision of entirely new in design, illustrations and John Park.
John G. 1’. Colcord.
Nanev Pendleton.
law points raised and pending the motion
text. In typography and illustration they
Orilla B. Park.
Joseph Park.
for a new trial.
John G. Pendleton.
Judge Pike held the de- rival the first class
S. Atherton.
Rebecca
magazines, and are not Joseph L. Park.
fendant iii
baii oil this ease, which
Sally R. Kidder.
behind
in
:>n
James
11.
The
Pendleton.
Susan
Anne
Mosman.
literary
quality.
chapters
w.is furnished, and there will be no furJames R. Park.
Sallv Park.
tilt
action till the meeting of the law Yellow Stone Park and Hunting the White James G. Park.
Sallv R. Park.
Jonathan G. Park.
eoint. ...Mark M. (“Brick”) Pomeroy, the Goat will be found specially interesting.
Amelia J. Park.
G. Pendleton.
Esther 11. Ptndleton.
joa-hn'ist. died at his home, Fifty-sixth The author made the tour of Yellowstone James
Joel Howe.
stivr
and Fourteentli avenue, Brooklyn,
Park on horseback and diverged from the Moses N. Mosman.
V
Nathan Pendleton.
May 40th.The filibuster- beaten track in order to obtain new
points Otis Griffin.
ing steamer Bermuda arrived at PhilaOliver C. Park.
for this book.
He also made this hunting
delphia fiom Puerto Cortez May 51st.
Capt. Samuel Park.
Those on board confirm the statements trip specially to obtain the material for the William A. Atherton.
that the- attempt to land her cargo and chapter on wild goat hunting. The pam- William H. Park.
William G. Clifford.
pas>engci> on the Cuban soil was a fail- phlet can he obtained by sending six cents in William H. Park 2nd.
uie
and >ay the vessel had a narrow es- stamps with
proper address tu (’lias. S. Fee,
The whole number of scholars was 5b of
:»]•»■ troin destruction. Spanish gunboats
G. P. iY T. A., St. Paul, Mini
which 18 were in arithmetic, Join
writing,
appeared as the boats were pulling ashore.
The May issue of Western Field and ID iu English grammar and 17 in geography.
The Bermuda started at full sjieed and
cseaped. At least 52 of the party are Stream fulfills the promise of the initial
A Good Roads Bulletin.
mis.Miig.At Moscow, > ay 51st, a vast number, as might easily have been predict< "V. d. assembled on a
piain to a free ban- ed. Of the senior editor, Charles Halloek,
The .Tune bulletin of the State Board of
Agquet was stampeded, and at least 2,500 the New York Times
riculture will be a good roads number, as in
says: “Mr. Halloek,
were, trampled to death in the panic. This
addition to the regular questions for the
as senior editor, is not alone a journalist of
mouth the question of improving the counput an end to the festivites of the coronation..Memorial Day was characterized distinguished merit, but is a true sportsman, try roads will be considered as fully as posthe country over by undiminished crowds having the widest experience. As a fisher- sible. Secretary McKeen of the board says:
at deet-ration ceremonies and
by orations man and a naturalist, Mr. Halloek is known “This immediately interests every farmer
full of fervor.
In many of the latter all over the United States.” Mr. Halloek is and producer in the State and should receive our most careful thought. It is
promiPresident Flliot came in for sharp criticnot only a journalist but an author; and the
nently before all of our people, and without
ism.
Judge A. W. Tourgee was the
doubt
will
receive
consideration
at
the
veteran Isaac McLellansays of him iu a note
speaker before F. \V. Kinsley Post of
bands of the incoming legislature.” The
Boston.H. II. Kohlsaat. proprietor of to the publisher of Field and Stream : VV hen board asks for its correspondents to give as
the Chicago Herald, rece'ved a cable- I consider that you have for senior editor my complete a statement of their ideas as posgram May 50th dated Yokohama and old friend Charles Halloek, there can be no sible, covering such points as the best way
signed by I.on in A. Thurston, ex-Minis- doubt as to your success. I have ever ad- of electing road officers, whether State supervision would be a benefit, whether legistei to the United Mats from the .Sandwich
mired liim as one of the very best writers on
lation is necessary, and if so what it should
Island, which said: “Kate Field died at
sport in this country. His published books be, whether the roads and bridges on main
Honolulu, May 10, of pneumonia.”.A are
traveled thoroughfares between different
prime authority on matters of field towns should be built and
clever swindler has been going the rounds
maintained at the
and angling. Indeed, I think that expense of
of Dover, N. IF,
town, county or State, what
purporting to represent sports
the People's Magazine Company.
He has the writers on sports in our various sports- course towns should adopt to better the
watches to sell on the installment plan, men’s journals are not excelled, if equalled, present condition of their roads, modes of
repairing and improving roads on low
collecting an installment before delivering by the contributors to the literary maga- ground,
ami on stony grouud, whether or
the goods.
The fellow caught many peo- zines of the
day.” Western Field and Stream not re-location is called for in many places.
ple for sums ranging from 50 cents to 85. is
published at St. Paul, Minn., on the 15th
A Memorial Day Suggestion.
Political Points.
The 2nd Congres- of each mouth, is handsomely illustrated,
sional district Democratic convention was and the subscription price is only SI per
Next year Memorial Day will come upon
held in Lewiston May 28th.
Atwood year.
Sunday, and already the propriety of observLcvensaler of Thoinaston was nominated
ing it upon that day is being discussed. We
can
see no harm in it at all. In fact we think
as candidate for Congress, and the followat Boston.
the services are more becoming to the SabSquare-riggers
ing delegates elected to the national conbath than to other da\s, and if any c hange
vention; .L II. Gherman of Camden; C.
Twenty-four years ago Capt. Carter of ship was to be made w e would have Memorial
Vey Holman of Thoinaston; alternates, E. B. Sutton sailed into Boston harbor in Day services held upon the last Sunday in
Thomas S. Pridgham of Ruekfield; Rich-' company with four other ships, and a week May each year, rather than as it now is. It
aid T. Rundlett of \\ iscasset.
E. O. or two ago, when the Sutton was towed up is not in accordance with our ideas of proCicenleai of Farmington was recommend- into the harbor from the outer bay, the cap- priety to make a holiday of such an occaed foi the State convention as presidential tain of the towboat informed Capt. Carter sion, and if the services were held on the
that for 24 years there had not been so many
Sabbath, they would not be interferred with
elector.
The resolutions favor the gold
in the |*ort at the same time
square
by base ball games, bicycle races, and other
standard; oppose free coinage; denounce as then.riggers
It transpired that the towboat capsports. Memorial services will not interfere
the McKinley bill and favor a tariff for tain 24
with the Sabbath, but now week day work
years ago was a deck hand on the tug
revenue only.
Editor Otis of Rockland which towed Captain Carter’s ship into Bos- and sports do interfere with Memorial serintroduced a resolution that the Maine ton port. All of which would indicate that vices. [Gardiner Reporter-Journal.
member of the national committee be a Captain Carter is a Mascot for Boston. [Bath
man in touch with the Democratic
party Independent.
Street Commissioners and Shade Trees.
This coniirms the statement made in The
of Maine on the tariff and
currency questions.
The resolution was adopted in the Journal of May 21st. The writer was on
That Rockland case, where a street
convention after a spicy discussion. board steamer City of Bangor, which over- commissioner was sued for
cutting down
The Third District Democratic Convention took the E. B. Sutton as she was towed into the shade trees in front of a
lady’s lot,
will be held at Waterville, June 10th, and Boston
has
been
decided
the
and
could
but
notice the
by
supreme court in
harbor,
the Fourth District Convention will be
favor
of
the
defendant.
The
number of square-rigrescript
held in Bangor on the same day.Later comparatively large
says:
in port.
returns from Oregon indicate that the gers
“The street commissioner was justified
Populists have elected both Congressmen
in removing the trees standing within the
The Boot and Shoe Trade.
from that State.
The Republicans conlimits of the new location if such removtrol the legislature.
The legislature
Dun’s Review of May 30th says:
Boot al was reasonably necessary for the proper
stands: Senate, Republicans 20; Democonstruction
of the sidewalk which he
anil shoe shipments G per cent, larger than
crats, 1: Populists, :j. House, Republicans,
was directed by the city council to
build,
last year, then the largest on record, indi01; Populists 9;Democrats .">; Bi-metallism
and even if it was not necessary, he would
cate that in some branches makers are catch0: doubtful 10—Senator Palmer declines
not
be
liable
if
in
them
he
with
their
and
acted
are
dising up
orders,
removing
many
to become the candidate of the sound
charging cutters. Yet many others have or- on honest judgment and without tnalifor
money Democracy
governor of Illinois, ders for months ahead, and sales still run cous motives.”
and a boom has been started in favor of large for the season, ami manufacturers quite
If the court says so, of course it is so,
the nomination of James II. Eckles of generally insist upon a slight advance in but if it could have stretched the
point a
Ottawa for governor on the sound money prices, which buyers do not yet pay. While little and said that trees
by the roadside
Democratic ticket.The Kansas Demo- hemlock sole aud union leather are strouger, were the
of
the
the
of all quotations is slightly lowproperty
abuttor, and
cratic State convention, June 3d, elected er. average
Hides at Chicago have another spas- were not to be disturbed unless absolutely
delegates to the national convention and modic advance, in live weeks nearly 20 per necessary for the convenience of the pubadopted a platform which commended cent.
lic, and not then until there had been a
the administration except as regards the
hearing upon the matter, instead of leavA
Hint
to
the
Maine
It
demands
free
and
Democracy.
currency question.
ing it to one man’s judgment, it would
unlimited coinage of both geld and silver
have been more encouraging to the raisat a ratio of Pi to 1.
If the Maine democracy is looking for a ing of trees by the roadside.
Any one
really respectable candidate for Governor it who will cut down a line large shade tree
cannot do better thau to take Galen
probably
the
unless
HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ills,
roadside,
by
obliged to, should
C. Moses of Bath. Galen’s only “out” is his
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache. democracy—and that isn’t objected to in be considered an enemy of the public
Journal.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.
some quarters.
good. LKeporter[Bridgton News.
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and fall

out. After the
use of
one bottle of Ayer’s Hair Vigor my
hair was restored to its original
color and ceased falling out. An
occasional application has since kept
the Hair in good condition.”—Mrs.
H. F. Fenwick, Digby, N. S.

;

S
!

!

j

party.

|

of Hair.
|

j

j

!
!

\

j

in conven-

In State affairs, we are iu favor of: Au
economical administration of our State
government, and a continued reduction of
our State debt.
Iu just and equal taxation.
In free,
popular education.
Such constant and intelligent regard for
the natural resources of our State as will
tend to their development, and to the
keeping of Maine capital employed in
Maine.
Fidelity and adherence to the cause of
temperance, and such continued action as
shall keep our State in the lead in ibis

Growth
Eight years ago, I had the varioloid, and lost my hair, which previ-

ously was quite'abundant. I tried
a variety of preparations, but without beneficial result, till 1 began to

j

cause.

fear L should he permanently bald.
About six months ago, my husband
brought home a bottle of Ayer’s
Hair Vigor, and 1 began at once to
use it.
In a short time, new hair
began to appear, and there is now
every prospect of as thick a growth
of liitir as before my illness.”
Mrs. A. Weber, Folymnla St., New
Orleans, La.

1 mproved highways, a movement for j
which has been iu augurated by mu State j
board of trade,
(rood roads mean ini- i
facilities, enlarged intercourse, iuj proved
| creased revenue aud better citizenship.
We earnestly recommend such careful
consideration, and the passage of sum
laws, as the importance of this matter do
mauds.
in national ail airs: the Republicans of
|
! Maine are in favor of the restoration of
j that Republican policy of protection
by Lincoln, illustrated by the sig| taught
nal prosperity of the country for thirty
as
s
BY
PREPARED
years and rounded out by the reciprocity
of Maine,—a policy adapted to the busiCR.J.C.AYER & CO..LOWELL. MASS., U S. A.
ness of the country, and adjusted, from
time to time, to changed conditions.
Ayer’s I’ills cure Sick Headache• j
man*
With confidence and prosperity restored, revenue will be made adequate to the 1
| support of the government: ami the issue ;
I of bonds, ostensibly for the maintenance
! of the redemption funds, but really to
as
| meet deficiency, will cease.
We are opposed to the free and uniimivi ed coinage of silver, except, by intern ijiional agreement; and until such agrec; ment can be obtained, \\r believe that the
i present gold standard should be maintain
i
Miss Della Stevens. Of •' ■> tor Mass.. T
We believe in the maintenance ol t.,<
ed.
|
write.-:
1
have
s*.?...<\
-mV.-ivtl
from
\
7
1
j highest national credit by the utmost g >..d
hereditary Semi .if.. ;■>, whom i tried \
i faith towards the public creditor, -not for j
j various routed
i, phvsienms, hut
the creditor’s sake, but for the nation's !
! taking ti iv.ttlrs
sake, h r the sound reason that the most
=-■
( I am now well,
valuable possession of any nation in time
| am very prat* in! wk
to you. a- I iiri
of war or distress, next to the courage of
! that if saved m<*
its
;
people, is an honorable reputation.
{ from a life of nnt< Id agony, and
Whoever pays with honor borrows with
|
Atf Woo! Suits,
S S.QO,
(shall take plon-miv in -peaking «nly
Sound finance and certainty at the
ease.
“
“
} words of prai-e tor the wonderful mod- )
( icine, and in r*.voirnu<ndimt il to all.
treasury, and protection for the produc8.00,
:
Treatise on
1
ers will mean prosperity and peace.
“
“
“
( Blood and Skin fc E I
10.00,
We are in favor of a foreign policy
i Diseases mailed
“
“
“
which shall be at all times, and with all
{ free to any ad12.00,
dress'.
nations, firm, vigorous and dignified, and
j
“
“
Worsteds,
8.00,
which will preserve the national honor at'
“
“
“
j SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta. Ga.
home and abroad.
10.00,
We are in favor of measures for the re“
“
“
12 00,
striction of immigration.
“
“
“
We are in favor of a just administra15.00,
tion of all pension legislation.
1K96
“
“
4
Covert,
15.00,
We congratulate our delegation in Con“
“
gress that their long continued efforts in
7.00,
Overcoats,
behalf of American shipping have at last
“
“
“
0.00,
aroused an interest throughout the coun“
“
“
12 00.
try that promises to restore this great in“
“
dustry, so important to national defeuse,
!4.00,
to its former prominence.
We join our
Rode 21,000 miles on an
“
“
fellow Republicans of the other States in
8.00.
Mackintoshes,
the advocacy of discriminating duties in
“
“
“
10
00,
favor of American ships; a policy approv“
“
“
ed by Hamilton, the father of American
15.00,
protection, and which gave us our carry“
“
“
5.00,
ing trade in the early days of the republic.
We renew our unswerving loyalty to Stitt
.75,
Hats,
that great champion of protection and
“
“
Cost for repairs for entire trip, $I.Q0
1 00,
sound
the
lion.
Thomas
R.
money,
Reed,
|
“
in the hope that the coming national conSoft
“They stand the test.”
.50,
vention will recognize the urgent demand
.25,
of the business interests of the country Shirts,
for bis nomination.
.15,
Hose,
We render our cordial appreciation to
DIAMOND OR LOOP FRAME.
our distinguished representatives in both
branches of Congress, for their able representation of the State at the national
We want to moM tlio foods at
—

Five cents* worth c'
“BATTLE AX’* will serve two
chewers just about
long as 5 cent;
I worth of other brands will serve or
This is because a 5 cent piec
; of “BATTLE AX** is almost a?
I large
the 10 cent piece of other
high grade brands.

Ayer'S Hair Vigor

j

!

1

j
j

1

m

■■

a n

to turn
gray

j

day long.

Maine,

economical and able conduct of our State
affairs iu every department.
We have
seen our State debt reduced and at the
same time the burdens of State taxation
The party now tenders its
made lighter.
grateful appreciation for the faithful and
distinguished service rendered to the State
during the past four years by our GoverIn the long list
nor, Henry 13. Cleaves.
of illustrious men who have filled the
executive office, no one has deserved better of the State, or given a more signal
illustration of capacity to govern wisely
and well.
We are proud of the history, and adhere to the principles of the Republican

“A little more
than two years ago
my hair

beg

of

tion, review with pride the history of the
Republican administration in our State.
We have seen the beneficent effect of wise
laws, good government, and of a faithful,

Restores natural
color to the hair,
and also prevents
it tailing out. Mrs.
H. W. Fenwick, ot
Digby, N. S., says :

!

bis
he

Adopted at the state Convention
In Bangor June 2d

Republicans

The

Hair
VIGOR

(

returnable

Lawyer Nickerson was seen at
Cambridge last eveniug. and

Resolutions

Maine Republicans.

:

j
j
!

j
1

a

I

H

j

1

j

for

|

tier

Carry

a

Full Line of

14,00

“
“

16 OO

“

“

:o.OO

“

“

13.00

“

“

16,00

“

“

!8O0

“

“

1800

“

“

10 00

“

“

12 00

“

“

15.0)

“

“

18,00

“

“

“

[i

We

12 OO

“

TOM WINDER

12.00

“

13 OO
20 00

“

“

“

“

“

“

2.50

“

“

3.00

“

$85.

;)Q

“

“

...

PRICES $100

price, S

8.U0

«

?5

“

30

ii

k

Furnishings

eapitol.

our faithful and
loyal supesteemed fellow-citizen. Hon.
whom
we
have
named
Llewellyn Rowers,
to be the standard hearer of our
party,
and to be the next Governor of Maine.

We

port

pledge

to

our

The White Store,8I Main
CHARLES O’CONNELL, Propriety
_

Grave of
The Remains

to

be

James (i.
Removed

Blaine.

to

VM>

Wlnthrop Hill, I

Augusta.
and

equal

It lias been definitely decided that the
remains of the late James G. Blaine and i
those of his son, the late Walker Blaine, I

to the best.

PRICES $85

$75.

will be laid to rest

throp hill,

FOR LADIES OR GENTLEHEN.

NEW and SECOND

*

HAND WHEELS.

*

in

on

Augusta.

R1
BICYCLT 'S

the brow of WinThe lot is situat-

I

agent for these well
wheels, and have all e».

|

•

am

ed on the east sole of the road connecting
Western avenue with Green street, on
enamel.
ISi-yele sundr
what is known as the Mulliken estate.
It
brazing frames and villi
is beautiful, both from its peaceful sur1 keep a supply of <»ARI)K\ Hu^K.
tires doueiiiall their branches.
roundings and the extended outlook which
The ISIXJ Hartford Hicyde has been reduced to the following pt
it commands of the city, lying at the foot
of the long, high hill, the river flowing Patterns Nos. 1 and
2, from $80 to $65.
through it, and extending far to the north
Patterns Nos. 3 and 4, from $60 to $50.
and south; and in all directions,for miles,
Patterns Nos. 5 and 6, from $50 to
can be seen the
surrounding country, with
rolling hills and mountains in the dis44
tance.
There Mr. Blaine used to often go
=
and find the greatest pleasure in the view
presented. As he was proud of the city,
so was he proud to show it, and he was
wont to take 1*.is guests to this place,
The c'nly Baf0'8,1
m
Tlk^E'rf~»kr*-nBT:r®-’t5SS
“~*
reliable Female
where they could see the city and its beau
tifill environs. Graceful elms spread their
branches over the chosen spot, making a
typical place for a grave. No arrange
Ask for DE. MOTT’S PENirYKO TAX 1’II.LS and take r
ments have been made for tin* immediate I
<> i"ir» I"i
?8»?“Send for circular, l riee $1.1*0 (M r box,
Cleveland, <
reception of the remains, and it is not
im. JiOTTS < H’b'IlCJAL to..
likely that they will be brought from
Foil SALK BV It. II. VIOOIIV, BKIKAST, MAIM'..
where they are now
Washington, 1 >.
before
next
fall
or
the
placed,
following
spring. Some alterations will necessarily
be made, but the trees bordering the semicircular driveway will be left as now.
The lot eoutaius about three acres, and
E. C. Caswell of Brock port. N. Y sa\j.
lias been transferred by Mr. W. II. Gan“I was terribly atlirtcd will) scrofula, an.I
nett, the former owner, to Mrs, H arriet had Install hopes ot being cured A friend
Stanwood Blaine, the widow of the late advised me t<» take.
iho lim
•: M
IIavitu;- iviiiv;i t
statesman.
I'cu »i•
1

Easy Terms.

Discount for cash.

W. H. OUIMBY.

Belfast, April 2,

4ml4

♦
....1896
+
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Geo. T. Read,

™

COME IN
AND SAMPLE

PENNYROYAL PILLS. 5”s?SI

j

DR. OSGOOD S

SCROFULA CURED

Indian

Restorative

I

DR. DAVID KENNEDY'S

In Olden Times

Bitters!
They

are

the

best

People used to dig such roots as dandelion,
sarsaparilla, yellow dock, etc., etc., every
spring and hrew home made root beer from

Spring

them.

tonic.

They

cure

all bilious dis-

They clear the complexion.
They give an appetite.
They take away drowsiness.
They are made wholly of

A

was

used

as

a

trated form all the valuable roots and herbs
that were used by the old folks years ago.
The sale of Williams’ Root Beer Extract
has increased year by year, until it has become a leading article in thousands of stores,
and many dealers buy several gross at once,
in order to supply the large demand.
The fact that root beer was in demand has
led to the manufacture and sale of many
imitations of root beer that contain no roots,
In buying root beer extract you should buy
the kind that will do the system good, by
improving the appetite and aiding digestion.

roots, barks and herbs.
They stop that dizzy feelling.
are

home made beer

beverage by the whole family, just
as soon as they could get the roots out of the
ground in the spring. Now-a-days and for
many years past, Williams’ Root Beer Ex'
tract has taken the place of the root digging
and brewing process, as it saves a great deal
of time and trouble, and contains in concen-

eases.

They

This

tonic and

pleasant

pint bottle for

POOR &

to take.

£50 cents.

SON,

DRUGGISTS.

[

>

FAVORITE REMEDY

which I did with great hem-lit, and I recommend it to others.” It restores the liver to
a healthy condition, and cures constipation,
scrofula, rheumatism, dyspepsia, and all
kidney, bladder and urinary diseases
ELY’S
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BALM

Is
abquickly
Cleanses
sorbed.
PassaPain
liitlammathe
Heals
tion,
sores.
Protects the
Membrane
from
additional
Cold.
Restores t he Senses
Taste
and
of
Smell.
Hives
Relief at ouee and it
will cure.

ges,
and

BARGAINS

Nasal

Allays

Williams’ Root Beer Extract can be relied
A
particle is applied directly into the nostrils
upon, as it is the production of the well and is agreeable. Price 50 cents at. Druggists or
known Drug House, the Williams & Carle- | by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 5G Warren Street, New York
ton Co. of Hartford, Conn.
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the Other End of the Continent.

berry, light

blue or Pompeian red, upon
which carpets would be not only a superfluity, but an abomination, affording van-

you

tage grounds for creeping and crawling

for

feel, while in the atmosphere of it,
transported to the days of

as

chivalry.

In

ascending a staircase it is de regent
lady to take the gentleman’s
things of every description. Take forex- arm; but in
h lmerica, and Children Never
descending, though it he but
ample the home pro tem of an English a step or two, lie
lifaerer.ee their Parents.
goes ahead, holding
of our acquaintances which we her
family
iiimly by the hand to avoid any poslenee of The Journal.]
frequently visit. The casa is at the cor- sible accident, with as much
solicitude
\
vn,
May 10th, ’00. ner of the Calle del Flamingo and has a as
though she had a few broken bones,
t tn find much well dered
bird
on
one
side
to
inhuge
painted
or were a thing of brittle
glass just ready
t dent in a city so remote
dicate the name of the street.
It is of to

Bello oi

lt

lucaian.

The Social
Neighbors. No “Old

southern

world’s

:1k*

climate

,i

antagon-

as

physical labor;

to

as

ii

intellectual

discovered

mistake.

our

i;da has not

distinguished

way since the conquest,
■•sitiou has prevented her

participating in the powhich have harassed the

s

ic, and they have avail-

b

the

;

of tran-

blessings

uiou of letters

:i>

unsur-

Yupart of Mexico.
many writers of more

!

:

poets, novelists,
historians.
One work,
■

it,

of the

-nan

aboriginal

stone, with

deal of

alleged

fall in pieces.
And to the honor
of Yucatan gentlemen be it
recorded that
the same careful attention is
offered to all

adorn-

in stucco over the doors and bar-

ment

red

good

a

windows,

and

one storied, like most
women
to the old and
ugly as well as to
grand “sala,” or reception the beauties of
Another highly
society.
room, is 25 feet long and nearly as wide— commendable trait
of Yucatan character
in fact almost square, like an immense is that
they will never say anything disbox, the vaulted ceiling being 20 feet agieeable to
you, either on their own achigh. One feels lost and lonesome in count or in
repeating the gossip of others,
these vast apartments, which are scanti- hoi
instance, in alluding to one’s age, the
ly furnished after the Mexican fashion, greatest delicacy is
always observed. In
with queer little corner tables, straight the h nited
States a woman is often made

of them.

Its

rows of chairs against the walls and one
small oasis at the far end, of a square rug,
llanked by a sofa and four American

where the hostess receives
Beyond the sala is a broad

pillared

corridor

opening into

a

been

is

produced

with

in Jspain, Peru and
And no doubt many

ress

i

}

i-

Maurique, Miguel de

or

Indian

Ixtilxochtl

has

for lack

of opportuMeritin's well contented
i"

At

is

one

a

North,)

before she is

side of the corridor

tera—a

alluded to

even

“single” lady.

immense

an

town

if she had committed

where women mature
very early, a girl
may remain unwedded to at least the ago
of 30 years, (equivalent to 40 in the

tain olive trees, limes, pomegranates and
bananas are growing, with llowers bloom-

ing beneath.

as

having been born a good many
years ago, although she herself had nothing to do with fixing the date of her birth;
and if
unmarried, the stigma of “old
maid
cannot be lived down
by any
good deeds or loftiness of purpose. Here,

rocking chairs,
her guests.
arched and

feel almost

to

crime in

professor in the I a courtyard. The latter is 50 feet square,
ol great value; and a surrounded
by a high stone wall, with a
Merida las: year by a fountain in the center. Around the bum-

by

the

as una

Later

on

sol-

in life

sleeping apartment, like a nothing more offensive is said of her than
hall, and back of that the dining that she is mui/
faxtidiotsa—“very hard to
it

is

singular
please;” and they sometimes add, '‘she is
throughout all Spanish America, the beds a dresser of saints”—meaning that since
educated in London or are invariably
“single” ones, barely wide she lias no children of her own to sew for
—cd and re-crossed the enough to accommodate one
person, the she may devote her time to the
holy work
\ears iti Europe and visitdomitones are generally large enough to of
making vestments for the sacred
aoild’s important cities; hold a regiment—in Yucatan but one
big, images. Bachelors are remarkably nui’cyond any other, and de- unpartitioned bedroom to an entire fammerous—owing as much to the scarcity of
he here. It seems strange
ily; an idea rather too social in one sense, money as to the difficulties that environ
tin<and learning should and not
quite social enough in another, to would-be lovers. They are called solterv corner of the globe as
satisfy the average married American. ones iu general terms, but the young unbut even to the stranger Beyond the courtyard are the store rooms married
men
also rejoice under the
■tinahle charm about the and kitchen, with another
great dormi- sobriquet of gallinos. and older ones as
K.-eps him here and grows tory for the several servants; and back gallos—meaning young and old
roosters;
line
The present of that is another courtyard,
passes.
larger while the young gallants who are lookingMerida is reckoned at 10,- than the first anil with walls equally for
wives, standing in the plazas and
K-wspapers are published high, where the horses and mules are church doors, watching the senoritas and
the
daily lie vista del stabled, and hens, peafowls and even pigs staring them out of countenance, are apsemi-weekly El Echo del are usually kept. The hire of this propriately called lagartijos,
(lizards,)
•liicial organ, ami two rebouse, furnished, costs our friends exact- because they are always out in the sun.
»ne lioman Catholic, the
ly *11 a month—more than the average The Spanish American dude is not more
ient.
Besides schools, colprice we are told; and it is said that the ridiculous than his species elsewhere, but
educational institutions, owner of the casa is
chuckling at the is complete, eye glasses and all. Since
large public library with smart bargain which he has driven with small and
elegantly formed feet are a
attached and a “Liceo,’’ Ids
estrangeros! They pay 50 cents a week source of national pride, he squeezes his

\

!

room,

fact that while

a

•.

f

l.

\
\

'l

association which

ii v

nini,) universally

we

attend-

The public
per classes.
.1) liner than tlie average
a the
United states can

;

\

.a

\
[

«*

"lie

Americas.

two

There

tielawyers and doctors
f's in general use, more

i

houses, and many liand-deuces.
Vet, as in all

America, it

-a

;

is

a

\

l
|

Oasis of the

if

\

<•

•

current

due to

j
\

a

tlie seeds
a

medio.

In

puled.

For

counted

are

■presenting
l

about
some

as

ac-

iit-

of the

of soap also pass
pieces lose none of their
ior a few
washings, proe.es

he exchange should
carry it out of the disft

■•

[

known.

.s

There is

xico called

?

than

1-pped

<»ne
in

way or

■

a

of

a

cop-

tlalco, worth
our

pennies,

even
halves,
making change in

and

trade.

The scarcity of
:educe everything else to

[

’i

[

servants’ wages are from
month, and those of

|

ars a

l
I

'portion.
Norths,

man-milliuers,
sitting outside
the public sidewalk, workdresses, while hanging in

|

or

them

see

I

other dresses in various

re

mipletion, as a sign of the
they hold themselves ready

[

ud a ball in the (ioverand you will see that these
ikers are not unskillful, for

I

-sely

followed by upperof the way place as
bait you would never sushe glimpses you get of la-

j

out

[
I
t

as

onies,

you pass along the
them squatted

generally see

ndmv seats behind the case"it ting on stools in the door-

[

in elaborate

fancy work—
hair, slip-shod feet and
behind. Xow-a-days rents
nominal charge, because

>

any unteuanted houses in
house of the better classes
b‘ of all the rest.

They

•hit at least one, or maybe
'g<>, with beams and rat»<»d, hard as iron and ai'1

d'd*.

There

tour to

six

he great beams that
supat roof of adobe are
paint.

:

v

1

°lors.
y

Hess
«>i

t
i,

generally

replastered, season after
them smooth, beautiful
>
polished marble.
The
■>
apartments are arched

t-

..

are

feet apart,
nail stone; and these are

'•

11

Undraped,

uncur-

bare of ornament, their
has an imposing look
home comfort, which

depressing

to one fresh
of northern homes. But
''ter no refuge for
scorpions,

"n sS
e

I
i„

i
i>.

hi.
!.
^

■

And oh! the

blessing

perfect weather,
buy—the cloudless

of eternal summer! of course, lying so
far to the southward, Merida has a climate hot as the hottest, averaging beand ‘.>0

tween

7')

night

the

degrees; but day
wind, blowing “where it

would

the tropics, you know, large families are
the fashion, and any day you may see
girls out in groups, of from three or four

and

baker's dozen, who belong to the same
parentage, as one glance at their clothes

to

list-

Northern-

fired

all

naturally

Yucatan,
shining cement

of

j,:lle gray, crushed straw-

a

distinguish
family anywhere, and

infrequently
poetically called by their favorite flower, or
color.
For example, the five senoritas of
the Kspaiioza household are known as
the fair sisters

not

“The Ked

the country.
In all the
lnuises of Yucatan you will notice many
little wooden knobs protruding from the
walls and

Thus it is easy to

the members of

over

whitewashed

a

will show.

suppose June, July
and August t>> be the hottest months, but
here March and April enjoy that distincers

are

Hoses'’ because each of them

invariably adorns herself with jaqueminots, while

people speak

of the Gonzalez

as *•/'/.s
because they arealways dressed in blue.
Speaking of dress,
the costume of about nine tenths of the
hoys of Yucatan under the age of ten or

gills

from the beams

overhead—not pegs upon which to hang
one's effects, as might naturally be supposed, but for use in fastening up the twelve years is simplicity itself, consisthammocks of henequin fibre or sweetof a straw

of Central America.

At

first the North-

hat—generally crownless,
by somebody else—a pair of
made by his mother, and a string
bis neck with a charm attached,

ing

scented Panama grass which constitute
the usual beds, sofas and lounging places

discarded
sandals
1

around

find these hammocks decidedly awkI which has been blessed by the local priest.
ward. and it requires not a little practice
Sometimes for State occasions he dons a
to learn how to get in and out of them
i little calico shirt, but evidently feels deswithout tumbling upon one’s nose or experately hampered and ill at ease in such
posing the color of one’s hosiery. None shackles of
conventionality. The attachbut those to the manner boi n can ever hope
ment of all classes to their homes is a
to acquire the graceful and killing pose
striking feature of the national character.
which a native lady instantly assumes iu
Reverence for parents goes with them
one of the swaying, sack-like concerns—
through their wedded lives, increasing
fan iu hand, the dainty toe of one slipper
with the lapse of years. A man or woman
just peering from beneath her ruffled is never too old or
dignified to kiss the
raven
hair
skirts,
falling about the face hands of the aged father or mother and to
and lustrous, dreamy, love-lit eyes calvisit them every day, and the time never
culated to produce must violent pit-a-pats
comes in the lives of the parents when
beneath the waist-coats of all masculine
“the children11 are
not amenable to

erner

beholders.

them, though themselves the parents of

As to social customs in this queer town,
it takes some time to “learn the ropes,”
so to say.
The Yucateean, like his Latin

children.

It is not unusual to see several
families residing in the same casa, because

brother across the sea, talks quite as much
with his hands and eyes as with his
tongue, (and that is saying a very great

deal), and shrugs his shoulders as
quently as a Frenchman. Among

and

The Journal and

toward the person for whom the demonstration is intended.
As everywhere iu

Spanish America gentlemen manifest their
appreciation of female beauty by gazing
intently into the faces of ladies, wherever
met; and what in the North would he re-

impertinence, is here accepte<l as a
nattering tribute to ones’ charms.
Not only in Merida, but all over
Mexico,
South America anil the Spanish Islands of
as au

Atlantic,

gentlemen

it is customary at the opera
to rise to their feet between

the acts, deliberately level their
glasses at
those Senoritas to whom they desire to
render admiring homage, and remain

standing
staring—while on the part
of the well-pleased belles the
pretty language of the fan comes into play.
On leaving a house, after
having made
a ceremonious call or a
friendly visit, you
iind that the longest part of the performance comes with
leave-taking. The whole
family gathers in the doorway, and after
and

within

sight and hearing; and instead
of finding anything absurd and wearisome in these
long drawn-out civilities,

are

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

I he

Tribune.

The Republican Journal Publishing Company had a six months’ contract
with the publishers of the New York Weekly Tribune by w hich the two papers were
furnished to new subscribers at £2, and to
old subscribers paying in advance for £2.25.
Another contract lias been made on even
more liberal terms, as set forth in our advertising columns. New and old subscribers
are now placed on an equal footing and all
wlm pay for The Journal one year in advance can have
The New York Weekly
Tribune without extra charge.
In remitting it should he stated that the Tribune is
v anti d, as it will not. be sent unless the reThe New York Weekly
qiust is made.
Last

by gathering the lingers of the
right band closely together, touchiug the
lips with them, then throwing them outward like a fan, at the same time
blowing
lightly on the hand as it is outstretched

the

with their wives,

Fansie B. Ward.

It is made

lor

sons

daughters

the

many gestures in general use, that known
as the beso
soplado is one of the prettiest.

sented

the grown-up

the

with their husbands,
could not be spared by their living parents to make separate homes.

fre-

nitulas and the

"*ntiful

extremities into shoes at least two

sizes too small, with toes pointed like
toothpicks and remarkably high heels set
exactly in the centre of the foot. Sisters

of

all the usual courtesies, ten times
exaggerated, have been repeated again and
abounding
latitude, and the stranger again and you finally succeed in tearing
his hammock with a sense yourself away, the profound salaams and
beso sopiados and a las pies de
1,1
listed,
tropical regions. There
(‘‘at your feet”) continue as long as you
h'doors in
but al“

pedal

circulating tion—partly because at that time the heat
generated by the tropic sun is increased
by burning grain fields, which are then

among the
i J« seated b> tile .seeds
g) aims of which are couis

1

\
|

and

medio, or six"mallest coin, a tractioii-

>j'anish

f

man

his wife, and a real, (about twelve and a
half cents) to the mozo or errand-boy.

city of eth,” renders life endurable.

Take the currency of
which the wealth or povuntry may be judged.

;

a

which money cannot
have a fancy for dressing precisely alike,
alms-house, found- blue of the sky and the breezes from the even to the
tying of a bow, the turn of a
of the best appointed
nearby ocean tempering the fiercest heats button, or the flower worn in the hair. In

an

ie

for the combined services of

|

1

ll

year

acknowledged to stand without a
rival «> the leading Republican papercithe
‘b:\.
!; is a twriity-page journal and gives
ail the 1.1 w s of tlje world, while its different
departments, political news, editorial, etc.,
in

o

\s

valuable paper to all. The
cheap at £1 00 per year,
which is its price.
The Republican Journal
wiil be maintained at. its present standard,
with special attention to local and State
news. Subscriptions may begin at any time.
make

a

Tribune

most

is

very

Much in Little
especially true of Hood’s Pills, for no medicine ever contained so great curative power In
Is

so

small space.

They

are

a

whole medicine

Hood’s

chest, always ready, always efficient, always satisfactory; prevent a cold
I or fever, cure all liver ills,
sick headache, jaundice, constipation, etc. 25c.
The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

|
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The Maine Universalist

A

Convention,

Kansas

Congressman.

The Xew York Journal, in a recent isAt the afternoon meeting June 2d of
i the Maine Universalist convention at Au- sue, prints a picture of a fat grotesque
figure with alfalfa hair, and says:
! burn the sermon by Rev. W. If. Gould of looking
“What you now behoid is a magnificent
Dexter was followed by the communion
outline
sketch
of one Blue, who performs
I service. Rev. F. E. Barton of Bethel, and
! Rev. II, A. Markley of Addison presided, as congressman-at-large from that land of
i Rev. W. W. Hooper of Deering, State sunflowers and kiln-dried Republicanism,
the State of Kansas.
Blue has the front
missionary, presented the report of the of a
statesman, and wears glasses, as did
He referred to the
executive committee.
Daniel Webster, whom he does not otherdeath of President J. V. Bradley and the
wise resemble.
What the casual glance
election of George M. Twitchell to the
might take for a growth of lilacs over
vacancy.
each
is
an
ear,
uprising of mutinous hair.
The receipts from parishes are larger
On the dome of Blue the vegetation is not
than ever and new circuits have been
robust.
He is quite rinky and bald, in
formed in Somerset, Washington and Oxsave for a few lichens and edelford counties. Improvements include the sooth,
What
and a church to weiss which here struggle for life.
new church at Kingfield
The commit- you note in his hand is a volume of the
be built this year at Solou.
Connecticut blue laws, of which Blue
tee reported unwise to change the present
claims his grandsire was the author.
In
missionary system to district system and 1841, in Wood
county, that State, Blue
recommended the employment of State
was born a Virginia
gentleman. BecomMissionary W. W. Hooper another year.
dissatisfied with a nobility of bacon
Rev. W. M. Kimmell reported work in ing
and
corn
and
pone,
longing for three
Sunday schools. Four schools were or- meals a
day and a wider life, Blue went
ganized during the year, at Addison to Kansas.
After that they strove to head
Point, Caribou, Leeds Centre and Per- him off in vain.
Blue plunged into poliliarn, with a membership of 235. Sixty
and
with ‘Excelsior!’ for his
schools are in the State with a total mem- tics,
motto,
onward
and
kept
upward until he landed
bership of 5,137. The average attendance in
his
seat
in
the
house of reprepresent
is 3,001.
The total gain in membership
Here Blue is resting for the
is JOS. The Bangor school is the largest, seutatives.
like
some
tired
present,
traveler
at some
having 470 members. Eighty-seven chilwayside inn. Eft soon, however, he will
dren were christened during the year.
There lias been a net gain of 22 schools breathe dampness on his hands, seize destiny again by the tail, and plunge away
since 1*85.
Miss Annie M. Frye reported that the through unchartered space, the comet of
Y. P. C. State Union composed 30 unions politics that he is.”
with a total membership of 1,372: a gain
Fisii and Game.
The United States
of 140.
Mrs. W. M. Kimmell reported for the commissioners have sent to the Green
Lake
station
There
W. U. M. Society.
are sixteen
50,000 eggs of steel-head
circles in the State; the largest at Con- trout, which when hatched and of suitable size will be introduced into several
gress Square church, Portland.
of the waters of this section,
Daniel Lai a, the convention treasurer,
probably
reported total receipts So,007.07, cash on into the Penobscot, St. Croix and Kennebec rivers.
It will not be long, they
hand 8*14.01; *300 more than at the close
say,
of last year.
The realized interest on before the fish will be put in and their future
will
he
awaited with lively interest.
permanent fund is *519.02 and the bills all
paid. Rev. Henry Blanchard of Portland The steel-head trout is a Western fish, belittle
known
in the Eastern States. In
ing
reported from the committee of Westbrook Seminary a great need of more the Hudson and its tributary brooks,
scholars and more endowment.
however, there have been recently planted about 100,000 fish.
At the evening meeting Rev. Miss C. E.
Angell of Norway delivered an address
on “The outlook for
Palermo.
The funeral of Mrs. Mellie
Christianity and our
on a church.”
Rev. George L. Perrin,
S. Hatch, whose remains arrived on the six
D. 1)., pastor of Every Day church, Bos- o’clock train
Monday, May 25th, from Fort
ton, delivered an address entitled “Is it Sam
Houston, Texas, was held at the Bapworth while to make individual Universatist church, Carr’s Corner, at 2 p. m., May
lists?”
2dth. Words of comfort were spoken by
At the morning session June 3d liev.
Henry Blanchard of Portland introduced Rev. Albert Leach of China, from Matt.
a resolution favoring
international arbi- 11 and 28. Had it not been stormy the church
tration.
Rev. Julius Kimball of Turner would have been filled,
yet quite a large
reported for the committee on reports, number came to look for the last time upon
the recommendation of the committee of
her whom all loved. The bearers were C.
retaining the present missionary system E.
Carr, Fred Spratt, Frank Norton and
and the re-engagement of State MissionFrank Wood. The Branch Mill’s choir renary Hooper being adopted, also other
recommendations, including better sup- dered sweet music suitable for the occasion.
The husband and children accompanied the
port of the Westbrook seminary.
Resolutions were passed for the better the remains from San Antonio, Texas. The
enforcement of the temperance laws, bail- friends from abroad
were
Mr. and Mrs.
ing with joy the increasing unity among -Enas Hatch of
Liberty and two daughters,
Christians, favoring an international tribunal of arbitration, that political candi- Miss Lutie Hatch, also a daughter, of Bosdates for office do not receive votes unless ton, Mr. Thomas Rowe, uncle of the deceased from Newton Centre, Mass., and Mr. and
morally qualified.
The annual meeting of the Woman’s Mrs. J. A. Norton of Augusta. Flowers, the
Missionary Society was held and the fol- sweet emblems of her pure life, adorned the
lowing officers were elected: President, casket and the pulpit. There were wreaths
Mrs. E. S. Hobbs, Augusta: secretary,
from the ladies of the 3d Artillery and 5th
Miss Alice Blanchard, Portland; treasurCavalry, from friends in the 18tli Infantry
er, Mrs. E. H. Sargent, Portland.
At the afternoon session the following and from friends at home; a floral offering
officers were elected: President, Dr. G. M.
from Miss Lutie Hatch of Boston; carnaTwitehell, Augusta; Vice Presidents. Rev. tions from Bert Black of Augusta; cut
E. F. Pember, Bangor, Tascus Atwood,
flowers from friends in Newton
Auburn; Secretary, Rev. W. W. Hooper, Mass. At the head of the casket Centre,
stood a
1 )eenng; Treasurer, Merritt B. Coolidge,
Portland; Trustee, B. F. Briggs, Auburn; large easel bearing a life size portrait of
Mrs. Hatch in the bloom of life. The interCommittee on Fellowship, Rev. G. A.
Hayden. Augusta, Rev. W. 11. Gould, ment was in the family lot at the Smith
j Dexter, Rev. O. F. Alvord, Kingfieid, Dr. cemetery. A husband and two children
j 1). W. Maxfield, Bangor, J. H. Barrows, are left to mourn the loss of a wife and
I Bethel; Preacher on occasional sermon, mother, and all are mourners together for one
: Rev. J. F.
Rhoades, Fairfield: Alternate,
who always had a sweet smile for every one
Rev. R. 11. Rose, Auburn; Committee oil
and who had ministered to the poor and
; Westbrook, Rev. Henry Blanchard, D.D.,
[ Portland, Mrs. M. M. Coolidge, Wood- distressed in many wavs.
Go ids, Miss Ella T, Bradbury. Portland;
Prospect Village. Mr. Barak Hatch of
[ Trustee Universalist Publishing House, C.
Morrill is visiting his children, Mrs. Ella M.
[ >. Forbes, Portland.
The evening exercises included adLittlefield and Chas. O. Hatch... .The S. B.
! dresses by Rev. S. G. Davis of Calais and 1. Society met with Mr. ami Mrs. Fred DockI Rev. C. Hayden of Augusta. Resolutions ham May L’Sth, and Miss Ora Libby June
were passed thanking the press, railroads
4tli. ...Geo. Miils
is
very sick.Will
and Elm street parish for courtesies and
arrived
Simonds of Somerville, Mass.,
entertainment.
31st to spend a few weeks with
The closing meeting was held Thursday by boar May
his cousins, Mr. and Mrs. (’. II. Littlefield.
At a meeting under the ausS morning.
William Gould of Brooks spent May 31st
j pices of the W. U. M. Society, addresses
: on the work were given by Mrs.
with his brother, Isaac F. Gould....The
L. M.
Smiley of Newfield, X. II., and Mrs. C. A. farmers here have sold their hay to F. G.
Quimby, National President.
White of Belfast for 81- 50, and hauled it
Commencement of ’96 at Kent’s Hill. to Sandy point last week to be shipped to
Boston_May 31st was the White Sunday
This commencement will be more note- for Prospect. The fruit trees were as white
worthy than most of its predecessors for as white could be ; and such a beautiful rain.
the reason that it is the seventy-tiftli anEverything looked lovely... .Most of the farniversary of the founding of the instituS ui c through with their plantingtion. The exercises will be almost entire- iii Ci
ly by graduates except such as are Mrs. Griffin of Stockton Springs is visiting
usually taken by members of the school. her uncle, James Killman-Miss Emma
Several noted artists, who have been Mardeu went to Bar Harbor last week to
the summer-Misses Flora Haley,
pupils at Kent's Hill, have promised to aid spend
Laura Crockett, Bertha Parin the regular Wednesday evening con- Edna Ginn,
tridge, Addie Crockett, Sarah Littlefield,
cert, given by the Musical department. and Messrs. Horace Gould, Ashley LittleThe annual examinations began Friday,
field, Wendell Marden and Sanford Lane,
June 5th.
Sunday, the sermon before the who are attending the Normal School in
Ail
class
was
Rev.
R.
Castine, arrived home June 6th.
graduating
preached by
Misses
were glad to welcome them home.
S. Green, D. 1)., of Somerville, Mass.,
and
Laura
Crockett
Littlefield
and the sermon before the Religious So- Sarah
this term.
cieties in the evening by Rev. J. R. Clif- graduated
ford of Wood fords.
The examinations
were continued on Monday with
the annual prize contest in declamations in the
The
trustees
at
met
evening.
10, a. m.,
Tuesday. At 9 a. m., there was an assembly of all the schools in the chapel to
receive the trustees and listen to brief addresses.
Field Day exercises occurred in
the afternoon. In the evening, the annual
exhibition in Physical Culture and Elocution was given.
Wednesday forenoon was surrendered
to the exercises of Class Day. At 2 p. m.,
THE BARS OF HEALTH
in place of the usual oration, an alumni
finds an easy enonce down, disease
| meeting was held, open to all the public,
trance.
addresses by some of the most prominent
If there is a weak spot in the body, dis! of past members of the school. The folease-germs will find it. They will lodge
lowing promised to be present and adright in that spot and unless they are
dress the meeting: Judge Harriman of
I
driven out at once, will increase and
X.
V., Rev. J. II. Pillsbury,
Brooklyn,
multiply and grow into seriousness.
Weakness is a predisposition to disease.
j Stonelram, Mass., Rev. A. IS. Ladd, Cal; ais, Rev. Howard A. Clifford, East Wilton,
Whether the weakness be local or gen! Mrs. Hattie P. Keyes, Farmington. In
Good healthy
eral, it is dangerous.
i the evening a Grand Concert was given in
strength all over the body is the best
Ricker Hall, under the direction of Dr.
disease.
Debility of
safeguard against
Morse.
The graduating exercises will
any kind is a direct invitation to serious
occur to day, Thursday, June 11th, besickness. The reason that Dr. Pierce’s
!
ginning at 9 a. m. Aiunini dinner at 2
Golden Medical Discovery cures 9^ per
to
be
the
followed
usual
p. m.,
by
postcent, of all cases of consumption if taken
prandial display of wit and wisdom. The
in the early stages of the disease, is that
President’s reception on Thursday evenit puts the whole body into a hearty,
ing will close the exercises of Commenee- i healthy condition. The poisonous tuberment week.
cular matter is thrown off by the
j
lungs, and the pure, rich blood coursMiss Sibley’s
Lecture in Camden.
ing through them, quickly stops the
inflammation, heals the broken memMiss Charlotte Thorndike Sibley gave a
branes and makes the lungs perfectly
very instructive and interesting lecture upon
the subject, ‘‘Over Palestine Hills on Horsestrong and sound.
Consumption is
back.” a short time ago in the Baptist
marked by wasting away of the bodily
Church in the presence of a large audience.
tissues and vice versa. A wasting of the
The church had been beautifully decorated
Doctor
flesh brings on consumption.
with plants and dowers by the young ladies
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery inof the Y’s., under whose auspices the lecture
duces the accumulation of sound, "hard,
was given.
Shortly after eight, Miss WiniI fred B. Simmons with a charming little
healthy flesh. It increases the appetite
and the capacity of the digestive organs
speech introduced Miss Sibley, who was received with applause.
Her pleasing face,
for the assimilation of food. It is a purimanner, and sweet voice at once won favor.
fier, a tonic and a powerful curative remShe took her hearers, step by step, through
edy, all in one bottle. All 'who will send
the intensely interesting scenes of the Holy
their addresses, and twenty-one cents in
Land ; gave many interesting bits of inforcover wrapping, to
mation in relation to the customs, habits
postage stamps, to Medical
World’s Dispensary
Association,
and manners of the Eastern people from her
will
receive by mail a
own point of view, anti made a very pleasant
Buffalo, N. Y..
which
tells
all about
for
of
of
1000
in
book
journey
storms, dusts,
them,
spite
pages,
and their attendant discomforts. Her earthe “Golden Medical Discovery.”
nest plea for the
Armenians, and bright
sallies of wit, were keenly appreciated. The
evening was one of great enjoyment, and
Miss Sibley may always expect a cordial
welcome whenever she visits Camden. The
Y’s. were present, several of them, daintily Mixed, a choice variety, at a very low price.
gowned in white, acting as ushers. [Camden Herald.
A. A. HOWES & CO.
1

Tobacco

FRED

Winterport, Me.,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

....

j
j
|

1

Sweet Pea

Seeds,

Thirteen

Over

($13,000,000)

Millions

Insurance Assets.

Fire

Springfield Fire and Marine, Granite State Fire Insurance Co Fire
Association of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co.,
National Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn.

!

DESIRABLE

RISKS

WRITTEN

AT

CURRENT

and

Accident Insurance Co.

Travelers Life

TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 5 TEARS, at low rates
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOCGIIT AND SOLD.
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.
*a-Correspondence solicited.

LADIES
DR. FELIX LE

DO YOU KNOW

origin a*

and

only

FRENCH, safe and reliable
market. Price. £i.m;
;on the
mail.

*toOctl omitf

We aimed well and lut the mark

cure

■■

—-

....

on

sent

H, MOODY, BELFAST ME.

I E Onilrl
RDIIU’C
O
■

.\M)

for either sex.
This remedy being injected directly to the
seat of those diseases
of the Cienito-l'riuary

It will pay you to
Hat and buy

Organs, requires no
change of diet. Cure
guaranteed in 1 to 3
: days. Small plain packby mail, $1.00.
V* U XV XU Sold only by

sons

STYLES.

—

MOODY. BELFAST.

R. H.

buildings aeceptab'e,

on

Geniiie.e Bold only by

by

R.

RATES.

Hats! Hats!!

SRL'N'S

Steel! Pennyroyal Pills

...

lay

aside last

one

of

our

sea-

NEW

We offer the

29

A prnoia s nto-wig.
B
C

Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
special or general Neuralgia; also for Rheumatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acel Dyspepsia, Anaemia. Antidote for Alcoholic
and other excesses. Price, 10, 25 and 60 cents.
Effervescent.

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
CHICAGO.
Avenue,

151 S. Western

Sold

by all dealers.

Bntn & Bugor S. S. Co.
SSPKIIVG SCHEDULE.
TRIPS A WEEK TO BOS I ON.

FIVK

THE

WILCOX.

The leading Spring Hat. It is n..* excelled by any bat >n the market in
tln-m

anyway.
]

|
|
j

Commencing Honday, "lay f, 1.896, steamers
will leave Belfast as follows
For Camden, Rockland ami 1!> -i >u. Mi ru;i\s
and Fridays at 3.4.1 !•. m., Tuesdays. Thur.-.tays
Saturdays at 1 i\ m.
For Searsjiort, Wednesda\s and

S

imla'

>

at H.lu

Bnckspurt. Wint« rport am) Fanaor.
W.mdays, Thursdays and Saturdav- at 7 3” a.
! nesdays and Sundays at X.lo a. m... upon ;m ival
steamer

at

Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me,

For

; of

over

D, P. PALMER'S,

ami

;
: a. m.

|

j

ATWOOD,

Boston.

ioin

RETURNING.

;
!
!

Watches,

From Boston every week uav except Tlmt>dav
at 1 i*. m.
From Rockland, Tuesdays. Thm.-<i,i\s ami Satmala vs at 1 a. M., Wednesda aim Sundavs
0
A

Clocks,

m

From Bangor. Mondays ami Friday- .it 12 ’.non,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 2 i*. m.
I From Searsport, Mondays and Fridays at 3.11

!

I

P. M.

|

('. F. JOHNSON. Acting Agent. Bellas’.
CALVIN AUSTIN. Gen’l Supt., Bostor.
W ILLIAM H. HILL, (lend Manager. Bo.-toi

Belfast,
Winter

anfl_Castme

Arrangement—In

Sterling Silver,
Silver Plated
Flat Ware,
Paul E. Wirt
Fountain Pen,
Silver■ Gold Belts,
Shirt Waist Sets.

Rente.

Effect October

1, 1885.
STEAM Kit CASTINE, weather per- I
mitring, will run every week day
with B. A ICS. Co., as follows.
Leave ♦West Brooksville at 7.2u
m.; Castine,
7.45; Hughes Point, 8.30; Ryder’s Cove, 9.00;
Lime Kiln. 0.20; arriving at Belfast. 10.30.
■Aas-.V--

in

connection

1

♦Brooksville, Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays.
Returning, leave Belfast at 2.00 r. m., for the
above named landings.
Passengers going East take steamer Castine
from Bell .st at 2 00 p. m., every Monday .Wednesday and Friday. Take steamer next cay for
all lai dings from Castine to Bar Harbor.
Passengers going to Millbridge, Jonesport anti

AM) CLOCK PHPAIRIMi
PROMPTLY DOM

W/ATCH
yy

H. J. Locke 6l Son,

Machias take steamer Castine from Belfast at
2.00 p. m., stop over at Castine, take steamer
Frank Jones next morning for all landings from
Castine to Machias.
AGENTS: H. A. Greer, Belfast: J. R. Ryder,
Ryder’s Cove; Wm. Pendleton, Hughes Point; J.
M. Vogell, Castine: R. A. Dodge, Brooksville.
BOtf
C. W. SMALLIDGE, Man

Belfast National Hank

Faint

ager

Maine Central R. R

A

TIME-TABLE.
On and after Nov. 4,1895, trains connecting at
Burnham ami Waterville with tlirougn trains for
and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Bos
ton will run as follows:
FROM BELFAST.
A M

Belfast, depart. 7 20
Citypoiut.. t7 25

Waldo.
Brooks
Knox..
Thorndike.

+7 30
7 40
8 o3
8 12
Unity. 8 22
Burnham, arrive—. 8 41
Bangor. 11 55

P M

1
tl
tl
1
t2

21
30

3 21
t3 32
13 11

11
03
2 12
2 22
2 42
4 50

4 21
H lo
132
5 lo
6 15

Implements.

FI LL STOCK OF IMPLEMENTS.

Cultivators, Harrows and Plows,
Which I WILL SELL AT VER\

I

OW PRICE'S.

II

in want now is the time to buy. The indica,
t ions of a re\ i\al of business in
lie m vi; r n uR
are shown and such goods must, be higher.

P M

4o

Building. P. O. Square

A M

Waterville

Old

3 13

7 15

Portland. 12 21

5 35

1 4.0

“■Iw}g

UJL’

..

p >1

am

j
sold

TO BELFAST.

Boston,

j w.1!,;;;;;;;;;;;;

—

A

M

A

M
10

Burnham, depart. 7
7 5o
Unity.
Thorndike. 8 12
Knox. +8 25
Brooks
8 50
Waldo
+0 02
Citypoint. +0 15
Belfast, arrive. 0 25

A M
0 00

0 2o
0 30
+0 37
0 53
+10 00
+10 10
10 25

«>t

repairs

A'I’WOO I >.

is. !S!m

4u_

PAILS,

4 30
1 40
5' .-V!

5
5
5
+5
5

05
25
32

|

TUBS,

88

50
02
15
6 20

+6
+6

1 Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowley
PAYSON TI CKER,
ygent, Belfast.
Vice Pies, and Ger.’l Manager.
F. E. Boothby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Oct. 25, 1895.

LAMSON,

BROOMS,
AND ALL KINDS <>!

WOODEN
ware:
Selling

low

by

v

?.•

HOWES A

C*0.

House for Sale.

Licensed Auctioneer,
P. O. ADDRESS,

it.*

20

A M

6 10
7 15

H. H.

Wintcrport, May

I' M

Bangor

Ful!

popular prices.

FKKI)
8 so

11 oo

Portland.
Waterville..

Lll*

at

£'>> <iet *1\ Prices Before Buying.

t£7

FREEDOM, MAINE.

A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
tine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
ne cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, anple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood.
Inquire of
M. C. I)ILWORTH
44tf
Or C. B. HALL, Main St.. Belfast.

Meeting of the

Yachts and Boats.

Hcpuhlican journal.

C. R. Coombs went to Caimlen Sunday in
the sloop yacht Eagle to carry two Boston
friends, who had been here on business.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JUNE 11, 1896.
pnu.i>ni:i> i:\ i:kv thi k>l>av .moiimmi bv the

Morey’s steam yacht Princess was
in port last Thursday to meet guests of Mr.
M., who arrived on the steamer City of BanMr. E.

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

}Bn*£™^oiai

riLSBURV,

CHAi;LES A.

REPUBLICAN

gor.

The sloop yacht Ivanhoe, owned by Oliver
Haley of llockiand, valued at ?1,000, was
stolen from her moorings early Monday

NOMINATIONS.

morning.

For Governor

Powers

Llewellyn

Hon.

Of
for

Houlton.

PRESIDENTIAL
For electors at
F. HILL, of

JOEL

Col. A. K. Bolan, oue of Castine’s summer
residents, has launched his yacht, the sloop
Anne JL and she will be sailed again this
season by Capt. A. C. Coombs.

ELECTORS.

large:

S. B. Holt lias built a long settee at his
boat landing, where spectators can view the
shipping and boats in the upper harbor more

Augusta.

WILBUR, of Avon.

First. District.EDWIN PA YSON.
Second District...A. R. NICKERSON,

comfortably than when sitting

Third District.—FRED ATWOOD.

side of

Fourth District.ALBERT H. SAWYER.
FOR CONGRESSMEN

|

j

First District
Second District.NELSON DING LEY, JR.
Third District...SETH L. MILLIKEN.
Fourth District.CHARLES A. BoUTELLE.

Miss Helen Gould lias sent £100,000 to
the St. Louis sufferers. .She’s as good as

I

|
j

Gould.
The indications are that the Democratic
candidate for Governor will be Galen C.
M-

,,f Bath.

The Democrats

might

•"Ton

the

was

biggest

man

it is not rash or premature to
■< iigrata’atf
Llewellyn Powers as the next
< r<>\i•in*•! oi Maine.
His election is about
as
criain t« eventuate as next November.
Lost on Bei aid.

Probably

but

and

some

of the inside ballast removed.

resumed work on the
Bray
steam yacht Guinevere and she will soon be
ready for launching. Her new propeller has
lwien put on and the engine, which was given
a thorough overhauling last winter, is ill poWillie

has

June number of The Rudder is full of
yachtsman as usual. The announcement is made that with the July issue
the retail price of The Rudder will be 25
cents; blit the subscription price will remain >2 per year. The July issue will he
devoted to the half-raters, and will contain
the pictures and lines of all the important
boats in this interesting class. To he sure
of a copy order early—or better, subscribe.
Address Rudder Publishing Co., 155 Broadway, New York.

there, measured intellectually.

Vis

on

interest to the

convention turned down
hast*: but be can console himself

•

Frank Wilson launched his sloop Stranger
last week, and with her new paint, topmast
and cross trees, she is a tidy little craft. An
iron keel weighing 500 pounds has been put

Tlie

do

Populist

witi. tin- fact that he

soft

sition.

much worse.
The

tlie

on

beach boulder.

a

The-yachting editor of the Camden Herald
has not heard of the “final fate” of the Ger-

lie will be elected next Sep-

tember.

Emperor’s yacht Meteor, abandoned at
by the tug which was towing her from
Glasgow to .Cowes. The Meteor was picked up the next day and towed in, and June
man

along the resolutions adopted at the
v;:; annual convention of the Piscata-

A

W

'■jiiis
■

b

T

<

1

i ut

t<

;

!

made

;,ve

Lia

".i

i-.\

con-

she sailed her first race in the regatta of
Royal London Yacht Club, defeating the
minutes and !1 seconds and
; Britrai'ia by
leaving other competitors far astern. A
London spi-Aii to the New York Herald

prohibition party for I

plank
The Populists ap-

like omission.

a

i »eniueral-s.

l:ave dc hired

.Senator

Blackburn's

silver.

lice

strongly

one

woman's suffrage

platioim.

i .r«\

<

was

the state

l.g

sing

t-i*

L.

sea

j

4th

the

>

|
j
!

says.
•!
igi

from

a

bi-day's performance

of tin

: Meteor, it is bei evedthat she Js the
speediest
and | leg cutter in a ligl t wind that has ever been
-n Great Bjrit.aiu, and some yachtnsfcnmted
•:
;
< •;
no
i’rt sident Cleveland was
greot- ! ing experts oi.nim that in a blow she will
1 :• ots. yelis and losses.
The prove h* rsclf a dangemus rival to any racing
r
iri<• -.! uriial says that this J craft alb’.tf. She A. of conrse, net yet perfectly tuned to racing pitch, and she’has not
o*
a •'
lie i n n.( ci ;;cy will make Kena “f< and herself," hut from
every indication she is a good one ami a considerable
In.1 k
a i.'ej ubl’n an State for
years.
improvement on Valkyrie 111., the iast dehiik Longfellow. Druggist," had ad- feated Lng'.A. .-..ntestaiit for the Ameriea’s
Cup. which wmn also designed by Mr. Watbusiness in the Machias Union son and bum by the Hendersons.
v.i
Tin Met'-or has sin e sailed two races and
break, from the day the paper
i.on d. forty-six years
ago. until last won both.
on1

rolled

the

convention

■

■

•.

■

■■

wvek. when be retired with
!.• ‘.nuieilow’s faith in

Li.

a

competency.

advertising

was
The Season of 1896 at North port.
fully justified by its results. Spasmodic
In tlie tow n of Northport, four miles from
m:yc:tising lias its uses, but persistent adtile clean, healthy and beautiful city of Bedert Ting j ays l est.
fast, is situated one of the most delightful
We have to report another Memorial and health-giving places for a summer reday addiess hy a native of Belfast Rev. sort on the coast of Maine. At this place
r. A. <*ilmove.
He delivered the address there is a large ami excellent hotel with all
at tI;.
.--.idi-r's monument in Haverhill, modern improvements, pleasantly situated
and commanding a view of the most beautiMa>-.
As a graduate of Harvard he reful hay on the coast of our country. This
'-ie
Hat President Eliot should have
hotel will be in charge of Chapman &
< a
! tii*1 (Band Army as lie
did, and Thompson of Bangor, who are gentlemen of
•-ai«l in ciosihg:
large experience in hotel life, and no doubt
;
my ]*art, when 1 realize tlie meanwill have a large company of first class
■
Ba- win and its tremendous
import- guests. There is a large auditorium capable
n<
icl
only tor us. hut for the whole of seating l,um or more people, where we
an>o "i civilization.
I an;
—

1

■

ready

to

un-

lb

ba:

he-!i-ji- tlie man who wears a (B A.
"ii his head or a (B A. R. button

on

his

c

i

death roll for the past week inAustin ( orhin, tin-

a

:Ci

w !.■

.-at.

was

killed

hy

a

millionaire,
carriage accident;

Bc'Uk' Mayo, tlie well known
actor, who
"i heart failure on a Union Pacific
t
E -Premier Simon, the celebrated
■

i

11

s'iiicsman,

Mai.dish,

iaii:iil

Me.

icalth lor

and 11
Mr.

>u.

Tobias Lord

Lord had been in

sonic time, and while
unbalanced took his own life.
Ii. i.ad been active in business and
political a-fails and his death is
deeply re-

n.cntaiiy

gretted.

expect lirst class entertainments to he held
during the season. Special efforts are now
being made for that purpose. There are also
beautiful parks, promenades, avenues and

shore

walks,

which

being put
The Boston and Bangor steamers,
and small steamers, are constantly coming and going from
and to tbis place, giving the best facilities
for travelers all over our
country.
North port is destined to become one of the
first class

are

in

now

condition.

and sail boats

great summer resorts in Maine, and
the liberty of inviting oar

take
friends, and all

w

ho

would

like to find

rest

we

and

recre-

ation, to come and see us. Some of the
best and most sightly lots on the grounds
are for sale and
now is
a good time to
make selections. We
respectfully invite the

co-operation of every cottage owner to help
In u communication to the
Age last improve and beautify their cottages and
week Living a legal opinion on the
bridge walks, by clearing up the accumulation of
'('heme, the substance of which was pub- waste and setting out shrubs and plants,
lished some weeks ago, the
Mayor said: thereby making them inviting and attractive and creating a spirit of public enter‘The Journal has seen lit to
publish
prise which we hope will extend all over the
week by week a series of
defamatory mis- grounds. We intend to have the
sanitary
representations regarding this and other
condition of the place in lirst class conmatters pertaining to the
but
which
city,
dition, and we again respectfully ask the coI have not considered worth
replying to.” operation of all cottagers to make a special
The Mayoi is mistaken.
There has been effort to aid in that part of our duty. If we
nothing in The Journal regarding city do not boom Nortliport this year it will be
no fault of ours.
matteis that was
Any information required
defamatory, and no misas to rents and leases of
cottages, lots, etc.,
representation: and what lias been said
will be cheerfully given by
addressing me
was solely in the
public interest. Much at Belfast or
Morrill, Waldo Co., Maine, or
more might have been and
should
perhaps
C. O. Dickey at East
Nortliport.
have been said; and the
Mayor should feel
J. K. Mf.ars, Supt. of the Grounds.
s] » i-i ally indebted to The Journal for the
June
ISiKJ.
b.
Morrill,
reserve- it has manifested with
regard to
his official and semi-official acts and utThe New England Tent Club.
terances.
'[ best* may be reviewed at a
Last winter we reported a Boston party at
later date.
Butter Island making surveys with a view
to establishing a summer resort there. Last,
Papers and Periodicals.
week we received, with the compliments of
Harrimau Brothers, civil engineers, Boston,
i i.t- Maine Central for June is a
magniti- a
dainty litt’e booklet, iinely illustrated, in
lit number—we should call i the
best ever
which is set forth the organization of the
,ssu''bIt uontains many tine illustrations
New England Tent Club. The Club owns
of Ma;ne scenery, and lias as a
supplement
Butter Island and lesser adjacent islands,
a fin* 1 a if-tone picture of Hon. T. R.
Reed,
eight in all, twelve miles easterly from Campiintri; oj. the finest (juality of paper.
den, nine miles southerly from Castine. The
Ti
Portland Press issued last Saturday a
group constitutes a township which has been
Pilie-Tct -State edition of 28
pages which
named Dirigo. The old homestead on the
bad i ron in preparation for Hume months. It
island, a familiar object to yachtsmen bound
trils of Maine’s vast resources and
prosper- down the
ous industries, of her attractions for
bay, has been utilized, with its
the
sf < rtsnian, the tourist and the iuvaliii, and
outbuildings, for club purposes. The settleol the brilliant record made
by her sons in ment will be made up of tents and cottages.
national affairs.
It is an admirable stroke
The pamphlet says : “Each member receives
of journalistic enterprise and cannot fail to
be helpful to the State.
a warranty deed to one lot of
land, and the
1 lie Boston Journal lias made special ar- free use of boats, tenuis, field games, tent
The mat"
rangements lor reporting the St. Louis and and complete camping outfit.
Chicago conventions, and will have a 1111411- rons welcome all to the old home, with its
dining hall, for here the comforts of home,
her of special features to be found in no
other New England paper.
The Journal or of a club, may be obtained by those memgives its readers the best at all times, and
bers or their lady friends who care not for
on iiu occasion will this be more
marked
camping or to build.” There will be a comthan during the national conventions and in
the stirring campaign which is to follow.
missary and store on the island, a superinW e have before mentioned the
important tendent to erect tents, care for boats, etc.,
part taken by Maine writers in making that ami yachtsmen will find a good harbor. The
outfit consists of one wall tent,
excellent weekly, The Youth’s
Companion, camping
ami we notice that the current issue con- 10x12, 2 cots, 4 chairs, 1 table, 1 oil stove
tains one of Mr. Robert
Palfrey Utter’s with oven, and cooking utensils. This is a
most
effective stories, “Stealing Water,” most
interesting and well devised plan for a
ami “Pitt and His Fiddle,” by Miss Sophie
Swett, who is a native of Brewer and lias summer colony and we trust it may be sucrelatives in Bangor, Brunswick and Port- cessful. Later we may be able to report on
land. At the present time six members of
the new resort from personal inspection.
The Companion’s editorial staff, of twentylive pels- us, are natives of Maine—this list Meanwhile those desiring further informaincluding the managing editor, Edward tion should address Harriman Bros., 3 SomStan wood, Esq., formerly of Augusta.
erset street, Boston, Mass.
>

Waldo

County

Veterans.

Waldo County Christian Endeavorers.

The Waldo County Veteran Association
with Warren Post, Winterport, Thursday, June 4th. The day was all that could
be desired and at an early hour the veterans
and their ladies began to arrive, and by 10
o’clock the following towns were represented : Winterport, Belfast, Brooks, Swanville,

About 150 Christian Endeavorers gathered
Morrill June 2nd f«»r the seuii-annual
meeting of the County C. E. Union. It was
the largest and one of the most helpful
meetings in the history «>f the Union. The
Morrill people spared no pains in their prep-

met

at

done, and it is especially wearing
wearisome to those whose blood is
impure and unfit properly to tone, sustain, and renew the wasting of nerve,
muscle and tissue.
It is more because of
this condition of the blood
that women

for the meeting and contributed not
little to its success. The members of the
Junior C. E. Society deserve special mention, for they decorated the church aud were
on hand all
day, quick to notice and supply
a

had the honor for the first time in

history to have as guests the Department
Commander, Col. L. D, Carver of Rockland
and the
Department President of the
National Woman’s Relief Corps, Mrs. Belle
its

J. Palmer of Monroe. Commander Carver
arrived on the steamer City of Bangor from
Rockland and was escorted from the boat to
the hall by the veterans in the following
order:
Winterport Cornet Band.
Sons of Veterans.
Warren Post and Veterans of the Association.
Commander Carver and President H. R.
Dawson in carriage.
At 11 o’clock president Dawson called the
meeting to order in the Grand Army Hall
and the following business was transacted:
Reading report of the last meeting by Sec-

the

taking
good
tonic, blood purifier and vitalizer
like Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
For the troubles
Peculiar to Women at
change of season,
climate or life, or
resulting from hard
work, nervousness, and impure blood,
thousands
have found relief and

recognize the society

as a

J.

Winte.rport

and gave

a

rising

vote of

thanks to the people for the manner in
which they entertained the Veterans. Our
next meeting will be in Belfast, Aug. (ith;
and, Comrades, do not forget that if the Uth
is stormy the meeting will he the first fair

day.

h.

only
HooH’v;
PilUarMhe
llUUU
Kills With Hood’s

helpful

Belfast band, by the way, is the best
that lias been down this way for some
it
time;
played as well as our own organization did about the last of R. B. Hail’s being
here. Those fellows are fed on clams and
seaweed, anyhow, and their wind is that of
the open sea. [Bangor Commercial,
That

one

r. d.

NORTHPORT

voyage around the world in ship Wm. H.
Conner, after which he again entered the
coast

survey

as

Master

at Arms of steam-

Mrs. Sarah Ingaiis and daughter Mae of
Belfast are visiting friends and relatives
Here. They are with Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
I )riuk water.

He then returned to the
Gedney.
merchant service and sailed as mate in
the larger class of coasters and in the
South American trade.
His last position was as first officer of the sell. Young
Brothers, which he gave up iu May, LSP'n
on account of ill health.
Since then lie has
been employed in Belfast, and his home
since the death of his parents has been with
his sister, Mrs. Charles H. Twombly. He
was a member of Washington Hose Company and while on duty at the Crosby Inn
fire contracted a severe cold which no doubt
hastened his end. His parents passed away
before him, but he leaves three brothers and
three sisters to mourn the loss of a kind,
whole-souled, generous brother. They are
Edward M. Partridge of Coehituate, Mass.,
Mrs. Ella M. Twombly, Miss Sue M. Partridge, Mrs. Lena A, Wilson, Eustace and
Hiram L. Partridge, all of this city. He was
unmarried. He was a member of Phoenix
Lodge of Masons of this city. The deceased
was one of the most popular young men
n
this city, and deservedly so, and his early
death will be generally mourned. He was a
master of the sea-faring profession, capable
of taking command and of filling any position on board a vessel, and all with whom
he sailed bear ready testimony to his abilities and worth. The sympathy of the community goes out to the mourning relatives.
The funeral will be held Saturday at 2
o’clock.
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FLOUR
SENSE
Consists in selecting the
Best Brand and then
sticking to it, so long

many conversions are reported.
bold meetings this week at the

school house where it is hoped a most bountiful harvest will reward their labors.
the first time in its history Suturdav
boast of having a soda fountain. Mr. F. B. El well, our
genial postmaster and trader, claims the honor of its
first introduction here, it was a wisest heme
on his part and the most- wonderful
thing
about it is that lie never before had one. It
will not only he a great convenience to the
Fur

Cove

Best.

Norton-Chapman Co., Agts., Portland,

Me.

R, H, COOMBS & SON. 70 & n Main Street. Bel

To stimulate tlie wall papc v tri.li. tins
niter tin- ti'lloiviiie- hariiai n>:
1 Lot F.nib .ssetl Lilts,
to

visitors, but

to the natives as well,
prove a source of revenue t > the
proprietor that will cause his heart to hubbie with joyfulness that will
only lie equalled
by tizzy draughts from the fountain that
cools the thirsty customer and the clink of
the shining nickle against the marble slab.
Happy thought, Burke, only be sure not To
wink when a fellow calls for a soda
straight.
summer

1\»

Mrs, George E. Tufts of Malden, Mass.,
who is visiting her mother, Mrs. Flora Brohan, is now a mother of her first born,
which interesting event occurred Monday
forenoon, June 1st. It is a little girl, hale
and hearty as one could wish to
see, and of

highly prized by its parents. Mrs.
enjoying remarkable good health, notwithstanding on the afternoon of the first
day she entertained fourteen callers who
came to congratulate her and to sec the
l>al»v, to say nothing of those who have

course

rl

is

called since.
weight of the

Mrs. Brolian
new

seems

responsibility

to feel
as

the

much if

her daughter. Although right
in the prime of years herself, somehow that
ancient title of grandmother seems a
little
too burdensome for one who as
yet is basking in the sunshine of the forties. Perhaps
it is different with grandpa Jim.
mu more

than

and Mrs. George W. Morse of Belmont
have opened their cottage, called the SolMr.

Rest, at Temple Heights for the season.
found Mr. Morse busily at work completing a new stairway from the road up to
the cottage. It is composed of 48 steps besides the landings and carries one well

patterns, regular 7.1 to Is

a

rocky eminence where Mr.

and

Morse

call

a

most

hearty greeting,

and

be-

Durham cottage was
occupied hv Mis. Durham and Mrs. Cottrell
of Belfast: Bay
View cottage by Mrs.
Charles Lancaster of Belfast: Megunticook
we

noticed the

cottage by Mr. and Mrs. Janies Clark of
Rockland; the Mu/.zey cottage by Mrs.

Mu/.zey of Rockland; the dill' cottage by
Mrs. Boyington and Mrs. Carleton of Rockland, and the lvelso cottage by the Starbard
family of Bangor. Other cottages were occupied, hut as our time was short we could
not visit all of them.
Everything is looking
beautiful on the grounds and everybody
seems to enjoy themselves hugely.
The outlook for a large attendance at the
meetings
is very favorable now, and no doubt a
large
number will he in attendance in August.
Transfers in Real

Estate.

The. following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending June 10, 1S9G: Willey
to

Nickerson et als., Cambridge, to Win. M.

Woods, Belfast,

land and

buildings

in Bel-

Fred W. Gray, Alhambra, Cal., to
Jennie J. Gray; land in Searsport. Thomas
1L Foley et als., Minnesota, to T. R.
Foley
Company, Minnesota; land in Wiuterport.
James B. Williams, Islesboro, to Bettie A.
Dodge, do.; land and buildings in Islesboro.
Bettie A. Taft, Foxborougli, Mass., to Hannah P. Dodge, do.; laud and buildings in
Islesboro.
James
R.
Kingsbury heirs,
Frankfort, to Hannah E. Kingsbury, do.;
land and buildings in Frankfort.
fast.

rent

go,

ceuts.
~

The above papers arc all first-class ..is
till have matched borders.
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Every One Warranted.
not have

them,

If \.mr dealerdi
write to the manufacturers.

WOOD & BISHOP CO..

dier's
We

•_■]

v.-(

7 Lot Gifts, -1 patterns. It) anil Vi rent Papers, J/thtcul to
7 Lot. 10 patterns, ,S rent Papers, retlacetf to u <.«*m .«».
If.OOO Rolls
rent Papt-rs.

and will

A.

Pillsburys

J'T I F>.

A

At times when this line of £<mds an.
you can feel assureed that vouwil* i.
served and that
<*u will receive BE
IT.}
11 Y
and. prices will be lower than an
parties w ill o* e ou b> calling on
«

can now

ah, Searsmont, to Leslie B. Marriuer, do.;
land and buildings in Searsmont. Augusta

can, with

piods just rciriwi. AN!) TIIKV A UK E I.

1U'MnPPT^k INTi

Tlm\ will
Beech hill

Whiter bread,—and you

price

New

Messrs. Rhoades aval Andr. ws \ !;.
been bolding a series d m.-.-tings or
several days past at the Bap;i>t eiuuvh.
The meetings Were well attended but mt

et

be

DRAPERIES and UPHOLSTERY GOOD:

have

is not important
if you can make Better
bread, More bread and

it continues to

Suits,

*

s.**> our SOLID OAK, HKiti BACK, CAM
«*n hand.
DININ(i CHAIRS, wit h :> stretchers, they are beaut ie>.. m
t H R*

Frank Herrick and George i.au-- hav.*
started a little business together, and annow shipping clams
weekly to Bo-ton when
they find a ready sale ami the b-ws receive a
<ju :ek return that makes them sim !•■ s weet i v

Doe, Belfast,
Daisy L. Doe, do.; land
ai;d buildings in Belfast. Martha A. Greene
et als., Vermont, to Rufus E. Stone et ah.
Troy; land and buildings in Troy. John
W. Fish, Liberty, to Geo. O. Hannan, do.;
land in Liberty. Searsport Memorial Association to Masonic and Odd Fellows Association; land in Searsport. N. L Brewster

as

Chamber

*

SIDEBOARDS, EXTENSION TABLES, DINING CHA;

Conductor N. T. Swan of the Bangor N
Aroostook Ii. R... arrived at N'orthport
Camp Ground last Saturday to prepare the
'•ottage for bis family, who came down, from
Bangor on the afternoon boat.

A.

best. A slightly higher

Oak

very j

now

Miss Mae Wight attended the
graduation
exercises at the Castine Normal School last
week and will visit relatives at Penobscot
before returning home.

along

Sold throughout the wn-M.
1C.U. CourOKATtO''-I
___«r~

*

one

with laree size, KRENCH PLATE BEVELED MIRRORS u
Also the same suit, with long CONCI
will sell for SjSCiH I'Ti.
FRENCH PLATE MIRRORS for *SNi i.m. ...
,i
est bargains ever offered ill chamber furniture.
Come earl\ fi
stock us limited on them.
A line stock of

Charles Jameson and Fred Terrell of Boscame on Sunday's boat and will \asit
Mrs. Angelina Richards.

their hospitable roof all will find a
most generous welcome, for the latch
strings
of their hearts as well as that of their cottage are on the outside so that all may feel
free to enter at any time. As we passed

and beautifier in the world.

Solid

ton

neath

The Secret of a Beautiful Skin

Remember this for we will SAVE YOU MONEY
Have just received a few

at

El well.

E. B.

who

Soft, whit»? hands, shapely nails, and luxuriant
hair, with clean wholesome scalp, is found ii: the
perfect action of the i’- iiKS, produced byCl’TIt'l RA SOAP, the most effective skin
purilier,

kind,

NEWS.

have erected their summer
home. Here, free from the care and toil of
the farm, they spend the afternoon of life in
peace and quietude amid the song of birds
and the unceasing rote of the waters that
kiss the shore beneath their feet. Happy
and contented with life
they extend to all

nesday morning, very suddenly, of valvular
disease of the heart, aged 37 years, 9 months
and 17 days. He was apparently as well as
usual Tuesday and attended to bis duties
through the day and evening.
About 3
o’clock Wednesday morning he arose and
dressed himself, complaining of severe pains
in the region of his heart. A physician was
called at once, but iu spite of all that could
be done lie passed away at 7 o’clock. Mr.
Partridge was a son of the late Joshua and
Mary A.Partridge, and was born iu Stocktou.

of any and every
is at ^>^

R, H. COOMBS & SON'S.

pills totilk«
Sarsaparilla.

Mr. Egbert Butler and daughter of Norfolk, Conn., are tlie guests of Mr. and Mrs.

up to

George O. Partridge died at the home of
his sister, Mrs. Charles H. Twombly, Wed-

FURNITURE i

buy

Mrs. El It'll Slieldeu is visiting friends
Ilork port

Mrs.

Obituary.

When about 18 years of age he entered the
service of the United States coast survey, on
the schooner Ernest, fitted out at this port,
and which was employed in surveys on the
Florida and Maine coasts. He then made a

To

The One True Blood Purifier.
$i; six for
C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

j

visit to

Cheapest *■ Place

The

no sense a

1

MaScaJ™pl''

Prepared only by

as heretofore.
Remarks were made by
IT. Gordon and Dr. A. J. Billings on the
Home at Windermere Park. Dept. Commander Carver then gave a short address,
after which the dinner call sounded.
the young people in organizing Sunday
The dinner was served in the basement of S by
schools in the country districts.
Union Hall and was one of the best dinners
The paper of Miss Sarah L. Pierce of
the Association ever sat down to. The peoFrankfort told of the limitations and the
ple of Winterport did all they could to make
possibilities of the C. E prayer meeting of
the
veteran feel that he was welcome.
the average village society.
After dinner the people assembled in Union
The subject of systematic and proportionHall and listened to the following program:
ate giving was admirably treated by Mrs.
IF. R. Dawson
Opening remarks,
George S. Mills cf Bellas!; and, as a result
Address of welcome,
O. C. Clifford
•I it, we l'< '-1 that much money ought to
J. H. Gordon
Response,
go
of
Veterans
Drill,
By the Sons
into our missionary treasuries.
Mrs. Moody and Mrs. I ogee regularly
Duet.,
Rev. \V >>. Thomas, pastor of the Bates !
B\ Dept. Com. Carver
Speech,
Street Baptist church, Lewiston, delivered
Recitation, Slept in the same Dog Tent,
Miss Grace Thompson
the evening address, if is subject was Chris- j
War song, Tramp, Tramp.
Select reading,
Alfred Stinson tian Specialists. Wc w isli this excellent ad- j
dress could be reported fully, but we can
Recitation, (’barge of the 1st Minm-sot
at Gettysburg.
Miss May Res in
only give a thought or two from it. Chris-]
W.
R.
Pres.
C..
Mi’s.
Belle
Speech by Dept-.
tian Endeavor means activity, royal sup«R Palmer.
Mrs. Rougee
Solo,
port, and responsibility -these three thoughts j
Recitation, What tl e Old Flag Said,
make a character, a specialist. The world
Miss Gertrude Faulk
greatly needs to-day Christian specialists
War song, Battle Cry of Freedom.
Speech..
Ellery Bowden and it rests with the Christian Endeavorers
Isaac F. Cook to supply the need.
Recitation,
Miss Gertrude Faulk
Song,
A very impressive consecration service,
Dr. A. J. Billings
Speech,
Miss Laura Nason led by Rev. George S. Mills, ch»ed the day,
Reciratioii, My Josiah,
War song, Tenting To-night.
Raving with us this thought: “IB that doeth
Remarks by James Carlton and Capt. Rob- the will t'f God abideth forever."
inson of the Sons of Veterans.
Comrades Wentworth, Durham, Harding
How’s This!
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
and Mrs. Durham made short addresses.
This ended one of the most successful meet- ease ot Catarrh that cannot he cured by Hall's
ings the association lias ever held, and the Catarrh Cure.
F. .1. CHENF V A CO., l’rops.. Toledo, <».
veterans all said that Winter port was a
We the undersigned, have known F J. Cheney
good place to go to as all tried their utmost for the last 15
years, and believe him perfectly
to make our day pleasant, and right well
honorable in all business transactions and liuan
they succeeded.
able
to
cially
carry out any obligations made by
The address of Commander Carver was
their firm.
able and patriotic, as was also the address of West & Tit tax. Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Dept. President Mrs. Belle J. Palmer, who Walding. Kinnan A Mauvin, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
spoke for the loyal women of the nation,
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
and the association appreciates the honor of
directly upon the blood ami mucous, surfaces of
having our two highest officers in the State the system. Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold
by al
at our meeting, and one and all
earnestly Druggists. Testimonials tree.
4av22
that
this
will
not be their last visit to
hope
The June Races at Monroe.
us.
Our County Attorney was called for and
The management of the Waldo and Penobwas greeted
with much enthusiasm.
He scot Union Agricultural Society announce
gave an able address, full of patriotism and
racing in four classes over their course at
loyalty, speaking as a young man who had Monroe Driving Park, Wednesday, June IT.
In the forenoon, races called at I) o’clock,
come upon the stage of action since the
war,
will occur the trial in :> minute and 2 40
hut who could appreciate what the soldiers
classes for a purse of s.SO and >.s5 respectiveIn the afternoon the 2 25 and 2 57
had done for the country.
His remarks ly.
about the Grand Army were in striking con- classes will be called, purses $150 and $100
respectively. Entries closed June 0th. The
trast with the utterances of some of our colabove races to be J in 5 to harness, four
lege Presidents, At the close of his remarks or more to enter and three or more to start.
National
Association rules to g< vhe was warmly cheered. The
program as a ern. If Trotting
stormy the 17th, races will be startwhole was very tine, especially Miss Ger- ed the lSt.li
if suitable, but if not the society
trude Faulk in “What the Old Flag Said reserves t.h£ right to declare them off. M.
C. Chapman, president; F. L. Palmer, treasand Miss Grace Thompson in “We Slept in
urer
W. B. F. Twombly, marshal.
the Same Dog Tent.”
The Association felt well repaid for their A
Breezy Notice of the Belfast Band.

day,

^

in

cure

Sarsaparilla

rival to it.
and in
part
The sermon of Rev. II. I. Holt from the
27th aud 20th verses of the 22ud chapter of
Matthew was an earnest plea for a whole
hearted consecration to Hod, for the same
spirit of love that characterized Christ’s life
to rule over our lives.
The P. M. session was devoted to the discussion of topics of practical value to the
members of C E. societies. Mr. C. S. Adams
of South Montville spoke of mauy ways in
which the C. E. society can help the Sunday
school. He emphasized the fact that every
member of our C. E. societies should be in
the Sunday school and at work in it, and
spoke of the great work that might be dune

would be ready for dedication some time in
July; committee on time and place of next
meeting reported as follows: Time, Thursday, August 6th; place, Thomas H. Marshall
Post, Belfast; committee of arrangements,
ami program, Comrade Harry Clifford and
wife of Belfast.
The Association voted to change time of
postponement, as follows. Should the date
of meeting be stormy the meeting will be
the next fair day, instead of the next Thurs-

A. P. Hansfield,

Hood’s

He answered clearly the objections
sometimes raised to the society and expressed the opinion that the hostile attitude assumed by many in the early history of the
movement had changed, that the church had
to

OPENED THIS WEEK.

nerve

society.

of itself

down,

Than because of the work itself.
Every
physician says so, and that the only remis
in
edy
building up by
a

con-

After Mr. Joseph O. Whitcomb had voiced
the welcome of the Morrill people, Mr.
Willis S. Hatch of North Belfast discussed
the attitude of the church toward the C. E.

come

Just received from the manufacturers.

Tired, Weak, Nervous,

opeuiug devotional service, Mr. M. A.
Farren, who is supplying the church at
North Belfast, directed ourt houghts iu a
helpful way to the words: “Whatsoever he
saitli unto you, do it,” and those words furnished the key note for the day.

retary Stinson ; report of building committee on Home at Windermere Park, J. H. Gordon of Brooks and Dr. A. J. Billings of
Freedom, who reported that the building

never

are run

the wants of

the guests.
The word practical characterized the
vention from beginning to end. In

Woman’s
ork
NEW SHIRT WAISTS

and

arations

Freedom, Monroe,
Searsport, Jackson,
Frankfort, Waldo and Unity. The Association

Is

‘—

-—r——

Bangor, Maim

COMBINED———

-ALL

PEOPLES NATIONAL BA II
L. A

KNOWLTON, President.

FRANK R, WIGGIN, Cr

Deposits Solicite

IMMVIIHAL
DEPOSITS:

28, 1801
Ha) t, KOI.
,|UI) 21. 181)1.
Oft. 2. KOI
8311,353.110
811,080.51
850,180.20
871,532.52
Marrh 5, K05.
Way 7, K05.
July 1 1, 1805.
Hr,
Srpi 28, K05.
883,078,53
8110,325.50
8123,0,85.5s
8140,147.18
These figures are taken from our sworn statements to the i
of the Currency, Washington, on the above dates.
Pel).

DKPOSITS in the INTKKES'r IlKI'.AHl'MKST |,avai..Ipmi,:
ilavs ,.t

ai\ 1st and -Iul\ 1st.
Deposits dnrinj; the first throe
<>f thatmonth.
This department otlers much >rrmuch as every deposit is a /.».»•*
th,,/., an 1 a' d.
amount *»t our Capital Stock.

s.
■:•

/
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This Hank hein- the latest established Hank in Wald
tnents in Fire and Hurirlar-rr.n.f w.irk. !i-r‘ is odarin
bank in this county.
We mil; have a lew $5.00 SIFK dKI’dSlT B'UKH
A
locks, so they may be taken to and fr mi th“ if.ink if d"^,:v

t,.
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wntv.
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v

Milk Better in Class.
Purchasers of milk and cream should insist mi its
delivered in glass, for it will then keep sweet a f
time. Glass jar> also compel cleanliness, as then
parenej will reveal impurities. They cost less tin
if bought ol the manufacturer's agents,

cans

CARLE & JONES,
OPEN

Main St., B.

<

EVENINGS.^—.

Belfast National Bank Best English Pol"!
Belfast,

Maine.

SELLING

CAPITAL, $150,000
SURPLUS, $33,000
Open

from 9 to 12 A. M.

From

fun

3 1-2c.

—

Per

Pouni

A, A. HOWESA
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E. li. DURGIN, M

1 to 4 P. M.
DEPOSITS

SUBSCRIBE

SOLICITED.
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Society has received

’.mane

Mrs. Frances M.

from

-'(Hi

The trustees of Waldo County Agricultural Society held a meeting at the Court
House Saturday afternoon and voted not to
have a fair this year.

BELFAST.

Comedy Co.

play

will

Prof. Whitten will play for a social dance
at Clark’s Hall, East Belmont, next Saturday evening, and for a ball at Odd Fellows’

a

Belfast Opera House,

it

1.

Hall,

uity, Tuesday evening,'June Kith.
Following is a list of unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast, Me., post oftice for
the week ending JuneG, 1890: Ladies—Miss

hthalmic Optician of BelSanf'-rd House, Liberty,
Consultation free. One

M.

f
I

city

this

1

next

Saturday

There was a meeting in a store in this city
last week of three gentlemen, the youngest
G5 years of age and the others more than
none «>f whom had ever used tobacco

county
be held either in Bel-

will

!

Congress

convention of

m,

|

tlu*

<m

gume

drank

Camp Ground, probably

t

|

asked to enquire of our
me has seen a bluebird in
«• the severe winter of 18‘.*4.

I

I

bluebirds

the
their

in

the

gentleman win* prompted
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has

he

*

seen

always
were regarded
-f spring.

since

before
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board lie set sail and
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bay as far as
Irom whence they returned
:eii sailed next morning for
down the

?

lli-wil! return soon and
mvli on the subject of his
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:
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Shop.

The .pteerthat has visited these wam

11

hr

Hydkaxt No. 2. Peter F. Welch
lias thoroughly overhauled aud repaired
"old" Hydrant Engine No. 2 and she is now
in good working order. This is a small
Hunniman engine, and was bought for the
ty in Jsi. at a cost of
io, exclusive of
hose and hose carriage.
From Jan. l(i. 18-14 I

port last Fripast winIsland by Capt. William Cot-s
bis home "U board and

il
t

arrived in

liu'

iii

i'

Imil: the

si i»w

1

!

.•«i by g<ung from [dace to
jobs of cobbling. The vesU-T'-d, ‘JO feet long, ii feet wide
..

o.l

It of .odds and ends of
he

f:
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I eraft to

id line

ast
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ate

applied
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smaii
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Vessel th<

his

••am

brisk

(/apt-. Ootcrutches t>- get

uses

sliij-ii
ai

a

To

a

yel-

Y ankee

lie!fast hotel

making a garexperienced in that
m-n the seed, told where to
h dressing, toois, bean poles,
was

strueted to go ahead. He apgoodj- b, got his pay and left.
up. but corn is growing
poles. Tlie beans are in

now

bean

garden, and which are
which bush, the owner
know. Another local gardener
k lumself last week.
He de! the

and

large bed of carrots, and
neighbor’s seed planter to drop
r laboriously pushing the ma-

\

*■

-s

a-

>

looked in to see if
his chagrin lie
ii the box.
The dropper was
hadn't planted a seed.
the lot lie

"i

bar,

rett

Nickerson of East- 1 lei fast

summer

_•

■

in

drinks.

It

11

called
hot dav,
the day

..s

Last Thursday w as a
reaching So early m
well up until nightfall.... Six
men went to Brooks
Sunday b\
range halls, took dinner at the
and relumed hy way ,.f WalTlie Waldo County Uepubliai will probably he held
early
t iingress
passed the river and
er

for

continuing

strange lish from the Bieknell & Hopkins
weir at Saturday Cove was brought to the
ity the other (lay. It was thought to be a
sturgeon... .The weirs on the lower Penobscot have been taking large numbers of salmon of late and they have gone to the Bangor market by the hundreds. Shaw & Son
have had good catches in their Sears’ Island

Belfast harbor will he
The sorrel gelding
a, hy Silver Spray, was shipped
cw Stock Farm
Monday to his
Geo. 1). Otis of Boston... .One
of

«

appeared

for examination for the
clerk, at the Civil Service exarni at the Belfast post office June

New Advertisements. Bargains in shoes
at W. T. Colburn’s, McClintock Block, High
street.
Read the prices quoted on new',
hue, good style goods.... Prof. C. H. Stevens of Lynn, Mass., will open an afternoon
dancing school in Odd Fellows’ Hall June
23d at 3 p. m., aud will teach only standard dances.
For terms, etc., see advt_
H. M. Cook, Newcastle, Me., or 10 Linden
Place, Brookline, Mass., has for sale a num-

of the City Marshal with reast driving by
forbidding this on
reet.s seems to us liable to be misIt might be inferred that on
•t named fast
driving could be inBut Section 11 of the city ordihibits immoderate riding or driv.v >»f the streets, laues or highways
h
A general notice
city limits.
rdmalice will be Enforced would,
better. As to rubbish and paper
i’r«'ts we do not think the
City
are

s

in the

care

of

to

remove

ber of

to

it.

property owners. People
vicinity of the school houses
'iimion
arc greatly
annoyed by
out of the school

and to
arse no

atten-

which a stop should he
one should be allowed to

quite

new',

outfit for

clothing

or

shoe

man-

...

Poor &

water-pad truss, etc....A. P. Mansfield,
Masonic Temple, ha& opened this week a
consignment of new shirt waists, just re-

b o\v

have had occasion to call

or

Sou have artists’ materials for summer sketching, at lowest
prices, toi’et articles in great variety, the

th*-

we

secure an

ufacturing.

the city and

houses and
about all over the streets
boring lawns. That is a practice

sew’iug machines,nearly

button-hole and zig-zag machines, Railroad
Press, etc. This is a desirable opportunity

vidual

vn

24
17
17

14

15

cream
" ere

cake

and

made

by

were

served, and

members and guests.
The officers are the same as
published in the
Journal of May 28th.
ian to

supply

their wants

as

ever, and

can

Selection,
Chorus.
Selection, “It is the Hour of Prayer,”
Stearns
Alt" Solo and Quartette.

the manufacturers.... Carle &
street, have glass jars for milk
and cream. They are better than tin cans
and can be bought of this firm for less
A

ceived

from

| Jones,

Main

i
!

:

or

paper in the streets and

...

line farm in

with corn for Ginn & Field-Sell.
Holmes loaded hay at Sandy point,
Fannie & Edith partially loaded at
place, last week. The latter tinre.
They were loaded by F. G.
-Sell. Maria Webster is to load tisli
from Hatch Bros, for Gloucester•*s of
Brown & Company and H.
vn & Co. have been removed from ii
s
Slip to 23Coenties Slip, New York,
B- Hast captains will find The Jour—Sell. Abraham Richardson arBangor June 3d from Rondout with
■•f cement for the Eastern Maine In1
spiral... .Sch. Gardiner B. Reynolds
Monday night from New York, with
r Swan &
Sibley Co. She will load
Somes’ Sound for New York. ..Sch.
"
B. Reynolds, at this port with coal,
'.

ed and refitted. He will conduct a first class
restaurant and ice cream parlor and will
put in a soda fountain. He expects to open
next Monday-E. J. Morison has for sale
one

top buggy

and

single harness, nearly

new, aud one two-seat canopy top carriage,
all built to order aud warranted first class.

-See

Prof. Doyne,
trance medium, healer of the sick aud asirologist, w'ho has engaged parlors at the
Windsor Hotel from the 11th to the 18th of
June... B. C. Dinsmore advertises a Congress low shoe for SI that will compare
favorably with shoes for which SI 50 is paid.
Call and see them-See notice of I)r. Freeman, milk inspector_See advt. of sewing
machine found-Furnished rooms for rent
in Searsport-See notice of tax collector
t.. the Reynolds Meet of Newport, R. concerning taxes upon real estate for 1895.
Inch the sch. Daniel B. Feariug was These must be paid before July 10, 1890 to
J save cost of suit.
announcement

of

when you

can

step into

a

imm

Water-Pad!
Cool and easy

as an

KYKNING.

Millinery.
^

We have

just returned from Boston with a large
and varied stock of Millinery in all the

Delegations from many "f the Baptist
churches of Knox and Waldo ("Unties gathered at Appleton June “nd for two days’
The pastors present
quarterly meeting.
were Id-vs. N* wn.inbe, Br .\vn.
Purvis, Abbott, Drew and Pnrshley.
The sessions

LATEST NOVELTIES,
and will have

full of life and power.
Sermons were
preached by Revs. Brown and Parslih y and
Rev, F. Purvis read a earefully prepared
paper on “Preparations for Worship.” Pastor I. N. Allen and wife have won the confidence and attention of the. eomniunitv by
their sincerity, earnestness, industry ami
their spirit of Christian love shown towards
all they meet. The Appleton church is
growing steadily and will soon be able to

a

good

assortment

Block, High Street,

Belfast, Me.

Dissolution of

Partnership.

partnership heretofore existing under the firm name of THAYER* AD YMs
has been this day dissolved by mutual consent.
All persons indebted to s ud'iirm
are
requested to make immediate payment to Samuel Adams, and all
persons boldin
claims against said firm arc also requested to
present the same to him for
'-

settlement’.

Belfast,

June

9th,

WILLIAM M, THAYER.
SAMUEL ADAMS.

1890.

REMOVAL

^

Having purchased the interest and good will of If. if.
Thayer,
Thayer «C Adams, .Jewelers. I shall continue the business with

of

increas-

ed facilities in the store

occupied by
Special bargains

after .June 20th.

p. S

Pilcher a' Vo. f .~>

If

s

,

may be obtained before the above
date of removal at the present location in
■Johnson's Mock, High St

:;w-'__SAMUEL

ADAMS.

of

"U

the whole community with successful
and influences. The evening services were held in the Union meeting
house, which was kindly furnished by the
board of corporation. [Rockland Star.
cover

hand all through the season, which
pleased to show at any time.

MRS. B. F. WLLLS.
Belfast, April 10. lS'JO

j

FOR

organization.

Opening exercises and

the strength
of tlie local church, and give it a greater
hold on the community, Rev. M. A. Farren,
North Belfast.
Discussion.
3 15.
Topic, Review of the Madison, Ct.,
Heresy Trial, Rev. Geo. S. Mills, Belfast.
Comment and discussion.
4
What is the best thing that has come
to your church, or been done by it during
the year? All.
Led by the Moderator.
4.30. The duty to the young, and <>f the
young in our churches in respect to our denomination, its principles and mission, Rev
C. H. Daniels, D. D. Boston.

Tuesday,

9.15.
Report from churches.
ami suggestion thereon.
10.45. Conference Sermon, Rev.

lift, Jackson.

Local

For Hot Weather!
A NEW IMPORTED

just

The Hinckley & Egery Iron Co. of Bangor are getting well along with their work
for the Belfast Light & Power Co.’s electrical plant, and expect to be prepared to put
in the machinery the last of this month.

j

met with

The property of the State of Maine Lime
Co. at Islesboro was sold at auction June
4tli by Clarence Hale, Esq., of Portland, assignee, to a New York firm for $700. Frank
Clute of New York represented the buyers
and A. G. Caswell of Searsmont served as
auctioneer. This is a well equipped plant,
with an excellent vein of lime rock and good
facilities for shipping, and it is hoped the
new owners

will

1

an

50

to La Blanche,
cents powders.

in.

A

nice atomizer for

FOR SALE.
!

I oiler for sale my dwelling house at 35 Court
street, Belfast.
House and L has 10 rooms.
Good stable on the premises. Also well of water
and cistern. The property is in good condition.

Apply

to

JOHN MOORE, 35 Court
Or CHAS. F. GINN.

2gtf

of

the

St.,

For Sale.

in cash, after five years. The papers have
not yet been made and the consummation
of the trade depends on whether or not Mr.
Lane succeeds in getting a company to carry
on the business with him.

top buggy and single harness, nearly
new, and one two-seat canopy top carriage, all built to order and warranted
flrst-class. Enquire of
E. J. MORISON.
Belfast, June 11, lKtlG. _lw24

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT,
The subscriber having bought the business of ('.
A. MAHONEY, Main street, opposite the Post
Office, proposes to conduct a first class restaurant
and ice cream parlor, and soda'fountain.

HERBERT L. BUCKLIN.

TO
required.

reasonable.

CHAMBERS
apply

RANGES
MAKE

EASY.

Cold Medals.

WEIR STOVE COMPANY, TAUNTON, MASS.

Agents in All Prominent Cities and

England.

FOUND.
A SEW ING MACHINE on the Waldo
road about half a mile beyond the Gentner place.
Owner can have the same'hy calling at 30 Bridge
1 w24*
Street, and paying charges.

NOTICE.
All taxes upon real estate for the year 1895
must be paid on or before July in. 1896. to save
cost of suit, which will he brought against said
real estate after the above date.
H. F.

ISth of June, for the recep-

people who wish to call and

con-

sult him. A friendly talk costs nothing.
It is FUhK.
He gives a <»enera! De-

33 Main St.

scription of your Life*, Locates Diseases.

OPTICIAN.
Having

It you

undecided about

are

wish to learn

business,

or

of absent friemLs, do not

fail to call.

studied with one of the best

Oculis's in Boston / am

glasses for
fraction. I have
to fit

prepared

all errors of remodern instru-

modern, methods and

use

have a room

especially fitted for

I AM HERE TO DO YOU GOOD!

the work.

EXAMINATION FREE.

GEO. R. POOR,

Thousands of People
BY

are

Healed

MY

May 28, 18SM.—tf22

Wonderful Magnetic Powers.

For Summer

Sketchinq.

^

Just received, a complete assortment <*f artists' materials—oil colors, water colors,
French colors for china-painting, camas on
stretchers, academx hoard, palettes, porcelain plaques, easels for same, picture and
retouching varnish, sable, camel-hair and

A Word to the Wise

is

Sufficient.

bristle brushes.

Some cry

ALL AT LOWEST PRICES.

fore

HUMBUG be-

investigations.

to

MRS. F. A. CURTIS.
Searsport, June 3, 1896.—3w24*

GLENWOOD

tion of

Meals served next door if

For further information

..

Where he lias engaged parlors from ‘he
l Lth to the

POOR & SON.

LKT.

IdCHU

WINDSOR HOTEL,

UelfsifSt,

Belfast.

Notice is hereby given that I have been duly appointed and legally qualified as Inspector of Milk
for the City of Belfast, and shall perform the
duties of that office according to the Revised
Statutes of Maine, Chapter 38, as amended bv
Chapter 255 of tlu* Public Laws ot 1892.
2w24
FRANK E. FREEMAN, V. S.,
Office No. 140 Main 5t.
Belfast, He.

FURNISHED

li >W

-^.Jeweler and Optician.

INSPECTION OF MILK,

Terms

(•(Uirsi-s.

PAIR,

DINSMORE,

B. C,

ments,

One

Iw24<

paying $1.50

MSI «IM!S

for.

35o.

POOR & SON,

*

t.IVKS

increasing demand each
year for Ladies’ Congress Low Shoes.
They have many advantages over tie
slices, as they are more comfortable, lit
nicer, and will wear much longer. In
the above wo are ollering a superior |
shoe for the money.
1'hey will compare !
favorably with shoes you have been

Saunders,

operate it.

adjourned meeting

stockholders of the itodolf Medicine Co., held last
Saturday, it was voted to accept an oiler
made by Chas. E. Lane of Brooks. Mr.
Lane offers to take all the books accounts
and pay the lloatiug debt of the company ;
also to pay the interest on the $2,500 mortgage, and return as much stock, material
and apparatus as received, or its equivalent
At

to

come

*

an

TRY A

New* Odors * and * Atomizers

Industries.

Mathews Bros, are making the inside
work of a §30,000 cottage at Bar Harbor,
which includes a large amount of work in
angles circles and other fancy forms, in oak
and other hard woods.

any 35

is

st

LADIES.

POWDER,

“LA SEDUISANTE,” only 25c.,
or

Comment

tory

cises.

H. STEVENS,
37 High Street, Belfast.

TOILET ARTICLES

to
Free-

F, A. Howard & Son’s screw-driver facis shut down for a few weeks.

members of the Order.
Seaside Grange of Belfast in the new hall,
The usual county
Tuesday, June 23d.
grange business will be done in the forenoon ;
and the hall dedicated with the usual services in the afternoon. Seaside Grange will
furnish beans, browu bread, coffee, etc., and
the members will bring a picnic dinner as
usual. The evening program is not yet fully
decided ou, hut there will he a dance and
probably a supper and some literary exer-

pupil.

L.

F. S. Dol
Communion service.

Concerning

dune 2d, at 2,d0 o'clock.

-wl'4*

owe

Morson,

dom.

FOR
There

HALL.

Terms for 12 lessons, $4.00 each
Only standard dances taught.

I

Heaiei of the Sick,
And

Lynn

equal in quality
county

♦

CHILDREN.

OLD FELLOWS

'WEDNESDAY.
8.30.
Prayer service.
8.45.
What does Waldo
the Seminary? Rev. R. R.

♦

NN on hi respectfully announce to the citizens
Belfast am vieinitv that he will open an
AFTERNOON DANCING SCHOOL at.

Praise service.

lector for Conference expenses.

l

School

ot

EVENING.

7 3o.
Address by Rev. Geo. A. Hood of
the Church Building Societv and Rev. C. II.
Daniels, D. 1)., of the A. B. C. F. M, Col-

$1.00.1

ldtf

Prof. Stevens of

p. in., Devotional service.
-■30. Topic: How to increase

7.

—

Dancing

TUESDAY.

30 (‘Standard).

will he

making your selection.

visional programme.
10

we

Please call and examine before

The Waldo County Congregational Conference will be held Tuesday and Wednes-

day, June l(»th anil 17th, with the First
Church of Searsport. Following is the pro-

5

*c~Hats and Bonnets

one

Towns in New

COLBURN,

Trimmed and Untrimmed

spiritual labors

Pomona
to the
It will be held with

Three

*

were

Waldo

COOKING

w. T.

old shoe.

Spring an! Summer

Havens

n to 2,

a®“Remember these are all new, fresh,
*;*" good style goods, no old, shopworn, or
damaged stock,and every pair a bargain.

The

POOR & SON'S DRUG STORE
and get

75c.
75c.
65c.
39c.

an

»»TRUSS,*«*

MORNING.

There will be dances at Seaside Grange
Hall, this, Thursday, ev. ning, with music
by Gilmore; Tuesday evening, June IGth,
with music by Prof. Stevens of Lynn; and
Tuesday evening, June 23d, to close the day
for the County Grange and dedication.

to the number of two hundred
Granite Grange, North Searsport,
June 2d. It was a tine evening. Morning
Light, Monroe, was the iirst to arrive; next
came Comet of Swanville. South Branch,
Stockton, Silver Harvest, Hillside and Harvest Moon were represented, which made
about one hundred visiting members, and
with as many more of Granite made up a
goodly number. Every stable in the place,
including the hotel stable, was full. Worthy
Master Boyd called the Grange to order and
after the order of business was carried out
remarks were made for the good of the order.
Worthy Master Marr spoke for Comet,
Worthy Master Dawson for Morning Light,
A. Stinson for Granite, and many others
made remarRs. Then a recess was declared
for supper.
After satisfying the inner man
some of the older mem hers, including Bro.

98c.
98c.
85c.

Men’s Tennis Shoes, “Sneaks,”

McClintoek

Through the hot summer months with
old, uncomfortable

The services at the Baptist church next
Sunday will be as usual. Music will be as
follows:

facilities at the new location
enable him to carry a larger stock and
put iu more took, and machinery for doing
the work promptly and satisfactc tily.

Grangers

Skeptics!

WHY SUFFER

the school was enabled to have the instrument at a much earlier day t ban they otherwise would.

rest

98c.

to

Heavy Tap Sole Lace Boots,

A VERY VALUABLE REMEDY.
vviiile suffpring recently from a severe
cold, resulting in great pain in the
lungs,
the symptoms of
yii.ii allrecommended
congestion, a
friend
“lirown’s
Instant

Faunce, Esq., of Boston, once a member of
Sunday school. Through his generosity

will

interesting

Ye

the

the. increased

an

Men’s Good Style Lace Boots,
Good Style Congress Boots,
Heavy Tap Sole Lace “
Boys’ Good Style Lace Boots, sizes 3
,>,
“
Heavy Tap Sole Lace Boots, sizes 3 to 5,
Youths’ Good Style Lace Boots, sizes 11 2,

READ THIS

m.

Anthem, “Hark, Hark, My Soul,”

meeting of

y|

~

assured of the same good bargains, honest
workmanship and fair prices to which they
have been accustomeded in the past, while

The next

MBHHH

SYRACUSE. W,

it f r.ls to benefit yon when used strictly as directed or
the inside wrapper. Try a bottle. Sold' by all dealers.

The Unitarian society lias placed in the
church, for the use of the Sunday school, a
fine new upright piano. Part of the money
for its purchase was raised by the children
of the Sunday sc hool, and a very handsome
donation of S50 was given by Geo. B.

firm will find
to

CO.,

If

rite.

The many customers of the late
Mr. Adams as ready and able

street.

substitute.

Children’s Sunday will be obseved with
Keliei.
the amte
appropriate services June 21st, and all those pain, andA simrle dn.seitsrelieved
use for a short
continuing
having children to present for baptism, I time, the cold, attended with a sc ere corn'll
was
“broken up.”
I have since
christening or dedication will please speak iced completely
it in my family for colic, with instant
henofii’iai results. 1 consider “lirown’s Into Rev. C. H. Wells as soon as possible, or
J sta., i.oiiet 'a very valuable remedy.
present them at the altar at the close of the
*S. \V. MA1THKWS.
sermon on the Sunday named.
tiuguota, Me.
Com. of Labor for Maine
There are
several children to receive the impressive

several

Searsport is offered for sale at a
a
See
ibat effect would be in order. bargain by Fred Atwood, Winterport.
advt. for particulars... The store and baseDurham, indulged in a game of tucker,
■•rtainly room for reform in both
ment, Johnson Block, High street, formerly chase the squirrel, etc. Then Master Boyd
s
indicated.
called the Grange to order and a well
again
H.
H. Johnson .S: Co., are for
occupied by
Itkms.
Sell. Sarah L. Davis ararranged program was carried out which
rent.
It is a very desirable business stand. seemed to
please the visiting members very
."ith from Hoboken with coal for
For particulars enquire of C. O. Poor_
much. Tn the small hours of night the Grange
.Sloop Passport arrived June Herbert L. Bucklin has
our
bought the business closed, we visitors going to their several
homes,
trust, feeling that the evening
Green's Landing to load general of C. A.
Mahoney, Main street, opposite the with Granite Grange
had been a success,
Sch. Mentora arrived Friday from
post office, and is having the premises paint- f A Granger.
bish

I. 30 p.

remarks

Sold everywhere.
no

iTeparoil by the Norway Medicine Co., Norway, 'Ie
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,

Children’s Day will be observed by the
church at North Belfast next Sunday.
Owing to the absence of the pastor in the
morning the hour of service will be changed
from 10.30 a. m. to 2.30 p. in. All children
are cordially invited to be present.
The
session of the Sunday school will be held at

The officers of Thomas H. Marshall Relief
Corps were installed Tuesday evening by
Mrs. Sarah E. Paschal of
Ruckport, State
President, in the presence of members of
the Grand Army Post, Sons of Veterans and
invited friends. After the installation ice

Take

If so, cast your eyes on these below.
They are the real thing.

to, i

Flowers.”
8
7
4

luxury.

I

econom-jj
M

Send name and address for booklet,
Mrs. Popkins’ Thanksgiving.”

|MERRELL-S0UIE

Young People’s meeting at 6:15, led by Miss
Isa McCabe. Topic, “The Children and the

..

3
2
1

16

Grange will be

weirs.

*

compel people

,

L

1
4

A

the

season....

i.

Total.
l4

o

Long

quite

the President’s veto, and

appropriation

Services at the Universalist church next
Sunday as follows: Morning worship with
sermon at; 10:45.
Subject, “The Leadership
of Christ.” Sunday school, with rehearsal of
the music for Children’s Sunday, 12:00.

<

gained
pounds
days,
White have added another to
lid,

The Cup Shoot. The fifth
shoot of the
Belfast Gun Club was held
Tuesday evenwith
the following result:
ing
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excellent sermon. Rev. M. A. Farren of
the Head of the Tide will preach next Sun-

day.
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Ralph Gillam preached at the North
church last Sunday, the pastor having been
unexpectedly called away. Mr. Gillam gave
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Steameu Notes.
Capt. Smallidge of
Steamer Castine was called
away Tuesday
by the death of his brother-in-law, Mr. MilUken of Winter
Harbor, and the steamer is
in command of Capt. Ernest
L. Gray... The
steamer Castine will enter on
her summer
schedule of two trips per
day on July 1st.
Her time will
probably be the same as last

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR BARGAINS IN

even

grain of salt is
-#__
wanting to emphasize and
YTmake perfect the flavor
off
a

At the Maine Universalist convention in
Auburn last week T. B. Gregory was transferred to the Illinois conference and Charles
H. Wells of Massachusetts was admitted to
the Maine conference.

Highway C If a NO is
The Couuty Commissioners are holding an adjourned term at
boimdit. Sine* that time she has seen but 1 it- ! the Court House this week.
During the
t J scr vie* *, but was
occasionally manned by a past, W"-k they held hearings and mad** derev
; •■utlis or kept in the suburbs.
For cisions in three road cases. The most ima few years
past she lias been at the Head of portant is the alteration in the highway in
the Tide.
Both band engines, ‘Said" and
Waldo near the Sargent railroad siding.
‘new
Hydrant, are now in working order. The Commissioners, on petition >f the Selectmen of Waldo, decided to make the alFish Facts. Bramhail had a lot of very
teration as asked for, by which three grade
large fresh mackerel last week. The largest railroad
crossings are avoided and one unwas bought by Mr. C.
B. Hazeltine and
derpass substituted. The section altered is
and
32
ounces.
weighed pounds
Many of 240 rods in
length. The expense of the highthem weighed more than J pounds apiece_
way comes on the town of Waldo and that
The McFarland smack Lottie May was in
of the underpass on the Maine Central Kailport last week in search of eels, but found
road Co.
The
Commissioners ordered a
them scarce and departed for more promising
in Searsnioiit leading from the
waters... Capt. Pomeroy’s smack W. H. highway
Marriner road, so-called, to the Muzzy
Davidson was in port Friday and Saturday
Kidge road. This section will be about 250
with a good fare of live tish_Among the
rods long, and will save travel over two
arrivals <*f fishing crafts the past week were
long and steep hills. On petition of the Se- ;
the sloops Agnes and Estella, pinkey Erma
lectmen of Knox the Commissioners disconM., and various small open boats....F. A, tinued a section of road in that town
leadSlmw and nephew, Arthur Chesley of Bosing by Frank Thompson’s house to the
went
to
Pond
last
and
ton,
Unity
Thursday
Moutville town line.
caught a large string of bass and pickerel.
.Augustine Colburn and Hartwell I..
Sick-poison is a poison which makes you
Woodcock made the best catch of lish from sick.
It. comes from the stomach.
The
Swan Lake last Thursday that has been stomach makes it out of undigested food.
The blood gets it and taints the whole
made for some time. They took six big fish,
body with it. That's the way of it.
two being 0-ponnd salmon....A. 0. Caswell
The way t
he rid of it is to look after
>f Scarsmont was the most surprised fisheryour (.lii/'-sfioh.
If
all properly digested, there
food
is
man last Thursday that we have heard of
your
will he none left in the stomach to make
\
lately. He was at Isleshoro and dropped a
sick-poison out of.
line over in hopes of catching a tomcod, eel,
If your stomach is too weak to see to this
rounder or sculpin. Imagine his surprise properly hv itself, help it along with a few
when his line was nearly pulled from His doses of Shaker Digestive Cordial.
That’s the cure of it.
hands, and after a hard tussle he landed a
Shaker Digestive Cordial is a delicious,
salmou weighing 21 1-4 pounds_Two pe- healthful, tonic cordial, made of pure med- j
icinal
plants, herbs and wine.
culiar looltiiig fish known as sea togue were
It positively cures indigestion and preon exhibition Monday in BramliaH’s market.
vents the formation of sick-poison.
They were caught near Lineolnville Beach.
At druggists. Trial bottles 10 cents.
The fish are rarely seen in Maine waters but
News of the Granges.
are
common in
Island Sound....
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I. Holt of Morrill will preach at
No. 10 Hall, Citypoint, Sunday, Juue 14th,
Rev. H.

Capt. Charles Baker was appointed guardJames F. Smalley by Judge Johnson
of tlie Probate Court,
Tuesday. Mr. Smalley is a veteran of the late war and lately
received a pension and back pay. with
which lie bought several pieces of real estate in East Belfast.
After having the proThe monthly report of the Belfast Custom perty in his possession a short time he was
House for May shows a few features differ- made to see that lie needed a guardian, and
ent from the ordinary reports. The duties consented to the appointment of ('apt.
were paid on a cargo of culm coal
imported at Baker.
Bockport from Peterboro, N. B. Twelve
1 lie well known firm of
Thayer & Adams
cargoes of kiln wood were imported at Rock- has been dissolved by mutual
consent, Mr.
]"'rt from Sr. John, N. B.,aud 20,500 lobsters, Thayer retiring. Mr Adams will move the
valued at >1 Mo, were imported from the I business, on June 20th, to a
portion of the
Provinces at Vinalhaven.
store occupied by E. S. Pitcher, No. 75 Main

Sunday. Thursday
meeting of the North

;’ed the members to

!

The body of Arthur Burgess, who was
drowned at Gardiner last January, was
found near South Gardiner Monday. Deceased was a colored boy who played in the
Picaniuny Band of Cleveland's Minstrels
when they were in Belfast last winter. He
belonged in Ohio.

on

it the

their lives.

Cunningham, Razorville; origiual, widow’s
etc., minor of Charles H. Thompson, Jr.,
White’s Corner.

missionary yaelit
bound from Ellsworth to
ere he
was to preach and

t-ek
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Pensions have been granted as follows:
Original, widow’s, etc. Abbie I. Devereaux,
Bucksport; reissue and increase, George W.

come

Capt. Allen

Yacht.
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|

none

have

v

liquor

Chase’s corner with granite. It
becomes necessary to raise the walk and
give it a better foundation, hence the change
to granite.

perished by

resorts

winter

of

or

Churches.

The

pany.

Decrow,
Carter,
Pendleton,
Coombs,
Howes,
Highway surveyor Shuman is replacing Healey,
the concrete walk which leads from the Weshe,
Coloord,
Post oftice t«>

society.

rk of the

glass

a

75,

There are two brothers in Belfast one of
whom has entered with the City Clerk his
intention to marry the mother of the other’s
wife. The boys are naturally enquiring
what relation they will be after the manage.

-Aid Society has received
collected by Mrs. M. E.
■a a, who lias taken great iu-

!

J. Kimball. Gentlemen—I)r. Chas. H.
Mr. B. Hamm. M. A. Tracy.

Burr,

Camden base ball nines

,:i.

l

The Chas. K. Harris
Comedy Company
closed a weeks engagements at
the Belfast
Opera House, and Sunday
morning they
embarked on steamer Castine for
Green’s
Landing, where they play thi.s week. The
steamer made a
special trip to take the

MASON, Collector.

FOHHEITT.
Store ami basement, size 25xG0, formerly occupied by H. H. Johnson A: Co., Johnson* block.
Possession given June 20tli. Applv, for particulars, to
*C. O. POOR.
Belfast, June 11, 1896.
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SPAULDING LEAGUE BALLS,

BATS, MITS,
MASKS, ETC.
J. H. & J. W. JONES,
Everything

in

Hardware.

Lawn

Mowers,

Grass

Hooks,

Grass Shears.

Will

Short Time.

Main St.

Office Hours. 8 A. M.

to 9 P.M.

J. H. Fletcher, M.D.
PARTICULAR AT TEN HON CilYI-S TO

Fitting Glasses, and Diseases of
J-H.&J.W JONES.
the Eye and Ear,

Everything

in

Hardware.

Office

in

Belfast

National

Bank

Building.

speech of
In

Powers

Llewellyn

Hon.

Nomination for Gov-

Accepting the Itepubliraj
ernor. at Bang >r, June ‘2.

Gentlemen of
the Gun emiun : 1 accept with unfeigned gratitude the nomination which you
have so generously tendered me. And I
thank you, one and all, for this marked
expression of your continence and esteem.
1 realize fully both the honor conferred
and the many duties and responsibilities
which must necessarily accompany the office of Chief Magistrate of our State. Your
platform and the principles enunciated
therein have my hearty approval. They
speak, in language not to be misunderstood. the sentiments of the Republicans
of Maine. We are all justly proud of our
State,—of its past record,—its present
position and its future prospects. There
are none in which the standard of excellence is higher. True, we cannot boast so
much of wealth and of numbers as some
of our sister States, but this is a secondTo proary consideration in a republic.
duce men intelligent, virtuous, temperate
and patriotic is of paramount importance,
and certainly we can point with just pride
and gratification to the eminent men and
brave soldiers who have in the past shed
lustre upon our State, whose names shine
brightly in the national galaxy: while today Maine stands conspicuously at the
front iu the councils of the Nation and
oilers to the Republican party a standard
bearer, whose conceded abilities and consistent public acts and record are a better
guarantee of the Republican principles
than any platform that can be written.
The name of this distinguished statesman
and parliamentarian—this natural leader
of men, whose views are broad enough to
comprehend the wants of every section of
this great country of ours,—is Thomas
Maine lias never faltered in a
R. Heed.
presidential year. It has always east its
electoral vote for the Republican candidate for President, commencing with the
‘•Pathfinder,” John C. Fremont, in 1850;
and whoever may he chosen at 8t. Louis
to lead the Republican hosts we pledge
to him here and new and to the principles
of protection and honest money, a majority so large in November next that the
votes cast for other candidates may be
almost denominated—scattering.
Mil.

President

1 here

is

and

spot

no

or

place

on

(rods

green earth where the man of moderate
means—the freeholder and farmer—the
mechanic and laborer—the man who earns
bread by the honest sweat of his own
brow, has more of tlie comforts and the
pleasures of life than in the State of
We enjoy a general diffusion of
Maine.
education and knowledge, free to allpersonal liberty and individual security,
under equal, just and wise laws.
We
have a good soil,—a healthy and invigorating climate, an unrivaled seacoast,—
splendid scenery,—beautiful lakes and
rivers,—and magnificent forests. And in
the settled part of our State its bills and
valleys are dotted o’er with thrifty towns
and villages, and with the contented and
comfortable home of an intelligent and
Taxation is not opprosperous people.
pressive, and it burdens are or should be
so placed as to bear equally, equitably
and justly upon all the property and resiI believe a wise and
dents of the State.
strict economy should characterize every
the
of
people’s money, and
expenditure
that every dollar used should respond to a
Vet I would
well defined public need.
not hesitate to appropriate willingly such
sums as are necessary to care for the unfortunate, to relieve the suffering and to
Our common
educate the whole people.
school system is of the highest importance to our general intelligence and welfare and should be fostered with no grudging hand.
The Republican party of Maine through
a lone course of Legislation and by resolutions in eveiy platform for many
years h is been and now is squarely committed to the cause of temperance and
prohibition, to use every reasonable effort
to diminish and banish from oui State the
blighting arse of the liquor traiiic. All
laws designed to accomplish this much
dcsu-i'd lasulr. now upon our statutes,
have been enacted and kept there by the
Republican party: and they furnish a
splendid monument of its temperance
elf '!s and record, and a sufficient refutation of all charges of bad faith which
In our ranks
may be made against us.
art* to be found a large number of earnest,
consistent and true workers for the cause
<

u:in nerance:
.statutes arc, to

our

prohibitory

a
great extent, an embodiment of their views and desires.
How to keep in cheek and dually eradicate the evils of intemperance is a problem that calls for the highest wisdom of
Legislators and the noblest efforts of
philanthropists. Good men may honestly
differ as to the best methods ; ud measures.
Yet of one thing we may rest assured. that Maine, which was tin* pioneer
in prohibitory legislation, will take no
steps backward, but will continue to be a

prohibition Stale.
1 recognize the fact that the

war is
over, and that all its strife and bitterness
should he forever entombed in oblivion
and forgetfulness. But 1 do earnestly insis: that the impassable gulf between loyalty and disloyalty,—between patriotism
and treason,—should never be bridged
over oj lost sight of, and that we should
never forget but evei remember that our
Nation and our State owes to its brave defence's, botli the living and the dead,
who maintained the integrity of the
Union and the honor of the flag, a debt
that it has not and can not fully repay.
More than thirty years have elapsed since
the close of the most gigantic and causeless rebellion against liberty and popular
government that history gives an account
of.
During that time Grant, Sherman,
Sheridan, Thomas, and a vast host of officers and privates, all heroes, have passed to the great majority beyond—have
gone to that “undiscovered country from
whose bourne no traveller returns/ And
as to those who still
remain; most of
them have crossed the divide, and the
shadows of their lives have begun to fall
and lengthen on the other side.
I submit then in all candor and fairness that it
is the imperative duty of both the State
and the Nation to adopt a liberal pension
policy so that no old soldier, and no per- j
sou
immediately dependent upon him, !
shall suffer from want in his declining I
To do this is not to give alms or
years.
to bestow charity, but rather to
properly recognize and discharge a debt of obligation which we from our vast wealth
can well afford to
pay.
The ^Republican party will enter noon
this campaign with well defined principles a£ to tariff, finance, currency, and
all <>Jtl&r important issues inscribed upon
its banner, and it will earnestly appeal to
the voters1 reason and judgment, not to
their passions ^nd prejudices. It advocates and believes in protection to American industries, American workmen and
manufactures, against the underpaid and
pauper labor of foreign countries, as a
fundamental doctrine essential to our
best National development and growth.
This doctrine has the sanction and approval of Washington, Jefferson, Jackson
and all the early Presidents of the Republic.
It was tlie settled policy of this
country for a quarter of a century before
the present administration ca ne into power.
Under it during those years and the
beneficent rule and guidance of the Republican party our progress and enterprise were unprecedented in the history
of nations.
Population and wealth rapidly increased. New Mates were created
in that part of the west designated in
my school boo days on the maps as the
Great American Desert.
Cities have
sprung into existence and railroads have
been built which have spanned the conti-

neut

bands, making those liv- those committed against the purity and
honor of elections.—whether it be by
our neighbors, and
products to our very doors. fraud, intimidation, corrupting influ-

with steel

their
Four years ago, deluded and deceived
by the specious pretense of tariff reform
and other false promises the voters of our
country, and very largely the laboring
classes, once more elected a Democratic
President, Senate and House of Representatives, upon a platform inimical to

bringing

industries, denouncing protection as
legalized robbery, and demanding a tariff
for revenue only.
They placed this gov-

our

in the hands of a party that had
been driven from power in 1801 for its
disloyalty and rebellion. A party which
ever since that time has been one of negation and opposition,—a party that has
persistently opposed all the beneficent
measures which have made us indeed a
Nation
commanding consideration at
home and respect abroad. When the
country had fully comprehended what
had been done, consternation and fear
supplanted confidence and hope. Business was paralyzed,—many banks broke
and suspended.
Mills and factories shut
down.
Labor was unemployed or receivOur agriculed largely reduced wages.
tural, lumbering and otbei industries
were
crippled and injured, by being
brought into direct competition in our
own markets with the products of Canada
A new tariff
and other foreign countries.
bill was finally passed, sectional in its
preferences, based upon no well defined
or
sound economic principle,—which
President Cleveland denounced as a measto sign—
ure of dishonor and refused
which does not and will not produce sufficient revenue to pay current expenses,
j Under it we have increased the National
debt some $75,4)00,000 and we are adding
to it every month.
We have augmented
our interest bearing debt some $240,000,000 by disposing of bonds under doubtful
authority for the ostensible purpose of increasing and protecting the gold reserve,
which rapidly disappeared when the DemMuch of
ocratic party came into power.
the money received from the sales of these
bonds has in fact been used to make good
the constantly increasing deficit caused by
this revenue reform tariff legislation.
When confidence shall again he restored
and our revenues equal and exceed our
{expenditures the gold reserve will be all
right and take care of itself. We shall
no longer be compelled to mortgage the
country to foreign bankers by selling
bonds.
I agree fully with Senator Sherman’s views on this subject, whom I regard as tlie greatest financier this eountrv
ernment

ever

produced.

flie Republican party believes in substituting for this Democratic sectional
free trade deficiency tariff, a protective
tariff, which shall produce revenue enough
to pay the necessary expenses of the government, economically administered, leaving a small surplus to apply toward the
extinguishment of our National debt, a
debt that had been rapidly reduced aud
paid off under every Republican administration since the war. A debt, every dollar of which is a Democratic legacy to the
people of this country. We believe further that this tariff should be so framed
as to make protection an aim and factor,
—not a mere incident or accident—as to
all things that we can with reasonable
effort produce and manufacture ourselves,
'flie empty tin cans of the laboring men,
prosperity aud enterprise sitting in sackcloth and ashes at the outer gates, imperatively demand a return to this sound
And it will surely
protective policy.
come.
Nearly four years of Grover Cleveland and Democratic misrule have been a
great educator to the average voter. We
know that a Nation to be great, independent and powerful, must have a diversity
of industries, must be able to supply
largely within its own borders those
Our
things essential to its welfare.
Democratic friends can no longer deceive
by shouting in their platforms and by
their speakers and press about the markets of the world, and at the same time
ruthlessly strike down the Reciprocity
Treaties that were giving us a preference
iit many foreign markets.
What we desire, first of all, is our own markets. They
are the best markets in the world.
We
have a population that consumes more
per capita than any other on the face of
the globe.

iney claim to admit, free of duty, what

they

call raw materials, unmindful of the
fact that what is one man’s raw material
is usually another’s finished product—and
that the line of demarcation between them
is very uncertain,—and as an illustration,
they open our markets to Australia and
Canada and place the wool of the farmer
and the rough lumber of the saw mill on
the free list.
We insist that the correct
principle is to put, so far as we can, upon
the free list those things, luxuries excepted, which we cannot produce ourselves, and to tax those which come into
competition with us in our own markets.
We contend that every dollar sent abroad
tor what we can
easily raise or manufacture at home injures our
workingmen by
depriving them of employment and tends
to impoverish the
country. We believe it
is the part of wisdom and patriotism to
enact such tariff laws as shall be in the interest of our country and our own
people,
rather than foreign countries and their
prod ucts.
We advocate an honest dollar that shall
be good everywhere.
We claim to have
the best government,—our people are
equally entitled to the best money. We
demand and now have a sound currency
based upon gold, the standard recognized
and adopted by every prosperous civilized
nation of the globe.
We know there is a limit to the amount
of silver currency that a hat of the government can float and use at a par with
gold. We see convincing evidences of
this fact in the many tons of silver piled
in the vaults of the treasury of the U. S.,
which no effort can scatter abroad and
keep in circulation. The insane cry for a
free coinage of silver at a ratio of sixteen
to one means a silver basis,—a debased
aud depreciated currency and a radical
change in all values,—a scaling down of
all the deposits in our saving banks and
trust companies.
It would rob every deserving soldier and soldier’s widow of
near one-half their
pensions. It means
that gold shall go into hiding and llee
from our land, cease to be money and a
part of our circulating medium, and become a
commodity. It means, in part at
least, both national and individual repudiation, dishonor and bankruptcy, by
paying all public and private obligations in a currency worth some 50 per
cent, of its norma1 and face value.
A consummation which can only be
beneficial to the improvident debtor class;
which would sacrifice the best interests
and honor of the whole country to enrich
silver States and silver mine owners.
It
is a delusion of the same genus as the fiat
craze
which
was
so
in
money
prevalent
this country some 15 to 20 years ago, and
is equally pernicious. To yield to it would
be to cut loose from progressive and highly civilized nations and adopt the currency
system of China, Mexico and Peru.
The purchasing power of the dollar
would be so reduced that labor would be
insidiously robbed of a large share of its
earnings, and especially would this be
true of all fixed salaries.
History furnishes no instances of a wealthy progressive nation like ours in a time of profound
peace committing the supreme folly of
changing its standard to a dishonest and
depreciated currency. And as sure as
tides and sunrise come, the triumph of
the Republican party next November will
insure us against any such dire calamity.
The Republican party demands a free
and fair ballot and an honest count.
There can be no greater crimes than

Children Cry foi Pitcher’s Castoria*

sents an authori tative description of the
Alaskan gold-fields prepared by a member of the staff of the U. S. Geological
Survey. There is also an interesting illustrated account of the services of that
intrepid pioneer, Dr. Sheldon Jackson,
by whose efforts reindeer have been introduced into Alaska, and who has done
so much to establish civilization in Seward's great purchase.
The coronation
of the Russian Czar is a fitting occasion
for the publication of a character study
of that modest young ruler.
The Review
gives in this number the most complete
statement ever published of the methods
and results of the Government investigation into fbods, commenting at length on
the work of Professor Atwater of Wesleyan University.
Timeliness and practical interest are the characteristic qualities of the June Review of Reviews.

AN OPEN LETTEE.

ing in distant States

virtual disfranchisement of
What Mrs. I. E. Bressie Says to
ences, or
classes of men who have a constitutional
American Women.
right to vote. Nothing can be more pregnant with danger to the stability and perSpeaka of Her Melancholy Condition
petuity of this free government. All acts
After the Birth of Her Child.
of this kind destroy confidence in elections, make them a sham, and undermine
“I feul as if I was doing- an inand debauch the public conscience. They
justice to my suffering sisters if I
have been too prevalent in some parts of
our
land.
They should cease. Every did not tell what Lydia E. Pinkham’s
v
consideration of honor and welfare deegetable Commands it. Men who hold offices ahd assist
pound has done
in shaping the policies of this country
for me, and its
should be elected by honest and real
worth to the world.
votes. Certainly, if we would perpetuate
bromthe
and transmit unimpaired to the millions
birth of my >
yet unborn who are to succeed us the
blessings of this free government, which child until /
he was
I
lias cost so much of blood and treasure,
A very full number is the June issue of
four years N
the people must know and believe that
St. Nicholas.
It opens with a ballad,
the verdict of the ballot box is the will of
old, 1 was M
“The Masters’ Lesson,” by Alice M.
the majority freely and fairly expressed.
in poor
Lovett, illustrated by Birch. The lesson
This is emphatically a Republican year;
that was taught the masters by a little
health,
\
and our party is marching forward to cerking was the familiar one of “All work
but feelIt refers with
tain and signal victory.
and no play makes Jack a dull boy.” Lieut.
confidence to its record—to the grandeur
ing conJohn M. Ellieott, who lias had several
of its achievements—to its'patriotism and
vinced that
pleasant papers on signaling at sea and
devotion to principle and the best interest
half of the
kindred subjects, writes on “What the
of all classes.
By and through the
ailments of
Bugle Tells on a War-siiip.
“Grizzly
triumphs of its policy this Nation was
women were
Phil,” by Sidt'ord F. llamp, is the story
were
shackles
and
purified—the
preserved
of
a quiet
who
won
this
uiekschool-boy
imagined or
struck from four millions of slaves, and
name and became a hero
by rescuing a
else cultiall attempts of repudiation and dishonor
companion from a bear. Arthur Hoeber
vated,
of our obligations have been, we trust,
lias a paper entitled “Old Heads on
I fought
relegated for all coming time to “innocuthe
Young Shoulders,” recounting
ous desuetude,” and our National credit
against
achievements of boys who have become
has been placed upon a very high plane.
my bad fe
famous.
The first chapters are given in
It has successfully grappled with those
“The Story of Marco Polo,” by Noah
ings, until I ivas
vital questions that have confronted us as
Brooks.
No romance is more strange
to give up. My
obliged
all
in
the
them
solved
a
and
has
people
than the adventures of this great Venedisease oaffled the best doctors.
And
interest of humanity and progress.
tian traveler in the hitherto unknown
I was nervous, hysterical; my head
when in the not far distant future the
realms of Cathay.
Mrs. M. Bernard behistory of our country during the last1 ached with such a terrible burning gins a series of “Talks with Boys and
half of this century shall be dispassionsensation on the top. and felt as if a
Girls About Themselves,” her first paper
ately written,—which is the best century band was drawn tightly above my
being devoted to “What Your Bodies Are
this" world ever knew, for in it “peace
Made
of.”
no
Rev. G. Hubbard describes
the
brow; inflammation of
stomach,
hath had her victories not less renowned
“A Curious Stairway.”
This is built in
appetite, nausea at the sight of food,
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a
New England river to enable tisli to
and
bladder
acts
will
be
that
indigestion,
constipation,
party’s splendid
history
climb a dam.
And it is
too, for
and records and the names and sacrifices
kidney troubles, palpitation of the during the season the fishused,
so crowd the
of the true and noble men who have
heart, attacks of melancholia would
stairway that they cau be dipped out by
shaped, guided and controlled its politics. occur without any provocation what- the pailful. The
first half of a two part
And I confidently assert that its mission
threatennumbness
of
the
limbs,
ever,
story by Tudor Jenks, “The Lost PrinFor when the
is not yet accomplished.
is
of
to
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cess,”
given. This is an old-fashioned
memory
ing
day shall come—as it surely will—when suchparalysis,
an extent that I feared aberration
fairy tale, of the kind that is ever new.
the constitutional rights of every man in
“Uncle
Ted’s
Mascot,” by Virginia Van
of the mind.
every State and part of our laud shall
de Water, is a story of a hotly contested
“A friend advised Lydia E.Pinkham’s
be fully respected and enjoyed, it will 1
foot-race. “Clarissa Ann and the Flood,”
then find other fields in which to labor j Vegetable Compound, and spoke in
by L. E. Chittenden, is a tale of a little
for the “myriad millions of the common : glowing terms of what it had done for
Mississippi colored girl who got the best
lot.”
Devotion to the cause of Freedom
her.
of her landlord.
The two serials, “Sindand the downtrodden and oppressed con- !
I began its use and gained rapidly.
bad, Smith & Co.,” by Albert Stearns,
It has
secrated and hallowed its birth.
and
“The
Swordmaker’s Son,” by W. O.
1 Now I am a living advertisement of its
ever championed the rights of the comStoddard, carry along the interest with
merits. I had not used it a year when
mon people, who Abraham Lincoln said
installments.
There are many
generous
l was the envy of the whole town,
he believed the Lord loved best as he
poems and jingles, suited to readers of all
had created most of them.
for my rosy, dimpled, girlish looks and
ages, and the usual profusion of pictures.
I have no unkind words for the individperfect health.
It is
ual members of the Democracy.
I recommend it to all women. I find
Memorial Day.
with that party as an entity, with the pola great advantage in being able to say,
icy of its leaders and its damaging record
With
waving of starry banners,
it is by a woman's hands this great
for the last half century that I take issue.
With music of bugles sweet,
All honor to
boon is given to women.
I do not claim that we have a monopoly
All (lay through our streets has echoed
the name of Lydia E. Pinkham; wide
of all the cardinal virtues.
I know there
The tramp of marching feet.
From many a mountain valley,
are good men in the ranks of that party;
success to the Vegetable Compound.
From city and town and hill,
or at least there were until this last ad“Yours in Health. Mrs. I. E. BresAround the graves where their comrades
vent of Grover Cleveland to power. I conBIE, Herculaneum, Jefferson Co., Mo.”
sleep
fess, however, that it has been one of the
The soldiers gather still.
mysterious problems that I could never
They think of the bitter partings
solve that they should remain there. And
Literary News and Notes.
When first they marched away ;
judging from the elections of the past two
The ranks of Blue from the North-laud,
The June number of the Penny Magayears 1 think they have nearly all left but
From the sunny South the Gray.
the office holders.
In Maine the party zine contains
Some with hearts that were eager
nearly a dozen bright and
seems to have very largely centered in and
And hot with the tire of youth,
entertaining stories by the best writers of
Some with a purpose steady
crystalized around a close corporation the day.
To tight for God and truth.
known as the l’lum Trust. By some fatalAmerican Homes for June is an interity it has managed to be in opposition to
They think of the battle’s tumult
number
an
of
excellent
esting
almost every measure calculated to promonthly
And the cannons’ sullen roar,
mote the best interests and welfare of our published at Knoxville, Tenn.. and deAnd the yellow glow of sunset light,
voted to planning, building and beautifyall
When the weary li_ht was o’er;
The
monuments
erected
along
people.
One copy, one dime; one
its line of march sacred to the memory of ing the home.
When, gathered around the ramp-tire,
Their yearning thoughts would roam,
abandoned isspes prove this.
Its utter year, one dollar.
As softly sweet some comrade sang
inability and incompetency to govern or
Golden Days for June (monthly part)
The words of “Home, Sweet Home.”
to legislate for this great country of ours :
brings its own welcome to American1 They remember the solemn roll-calls,
has been so fully demonstrated that I mu j
homes, and while specially prepared for
And the silent pause that came
confident that the people will have no
When in the hush the sergeant, railed
boys and girls pleases the older members
more of it during this generation.
It has I of the household as well. James El
Some missing soldier’s name.
verson,
not kept faith with t hem.
It has signally !
They remember the days of terror,
publisher, Philadelphia.
failed t<» redeem its promises. Its foreign
And nights that were long with dread,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
L.
the
Chaloner,
has
that
no
been
such
policy
patriotic
j When left alone on the field they watched
With the dying and the dead.
American can approve, endorse, or he artists, give an interesting account of their j
With ranks that are growing thinner
specially proud of it. It has been weigh- “Vacation in a Houseboat” in the June
of
Each
The American Kitchen Magayear the soldiers un-et;
ed in the balance and found sadly want- number
Ail day through our streets lias echoed
This is illustrated from drawings
zine.
ing.
Tiie tramp of their marching feet.
of
choice
hits
of
Maine
1 he American people whom it deluded
scenery by Mr.
Marching closer together,
The article is of special inand deceived by false pretense and prom- i Chaloner.
Oh ! loyal ranks of Blue 1
ises four years ago are anxiously awaiting 1 terest to those who spend the summer in
In silence deep your comrades sleep,
the time when by their ballots they can the vicinity of Sagadahoc bay.
For the weary strife is through.
hurl it from power.
The present dangers
For more than a half-century Littell's
Marching closer together,
to our currency come almost wholly from
Oh! patient ranks of Gray !
Inis been republishing the best
that party, and it looks very much now as Living Age
In silence deep your comrades sleep,
anil most important papers, biographies,
And strife has passed away.
if the silver craze for a dishonest dollar
verses anil sketches of 1
For both we mourn with loving tears:
will control its next National Convention j reviews, stories,
to be found in the foreign (espec- I
travel,
Brave hearts on either side,
in Chicago.
Judging its future by its j ially the British) magazines, quarterlies I The memory of your noble
deeds
past we may reasonably, and perhaps con- and literary weeklies.
Still
thrills our hearts with pride.
this
long !
fidently, expect it to do so. It pandered period it lias been prizedDuring
and commended j
And year by year we gather,
to
the fiat money greenback heresy;
With wreaths and garlands gay,
for the judgment and taste exhibited in
why should it not to this?
To deck the graves wherp dreaming lie
its selections.
Hardly one of the eminent
As Republicans we enter upon this poThe
ranks of Blue and Gray.
British authors of the past fifty years can
litical campaign with everything to enAnd the grass shall wave o’er the low
be named who has not been represented
The fires of protection to in
green tents,
courage us.
these pages. Published weekly, at
And blossoms crown the sod,
American labor and industries of Repub$0.00 a year, by Littell A Co., Boston.
When
the last brave soldier falls asleep
lican victory and sound currency are beIn the long sweet Peace of God.
ing kindled in every part of our land.
By an accidental coincidence there are
The people have learned to their sorrow two stories by American writers in the f Angelina W. Wray, in Harper's Bazar.
and cost that it is safer, wiser and better Century for June in which the heroines
A Boundary Line Established.
to trust this government to that party are English gills.
Mrs. Mary Hallock
that saved it in its hour of peril rather Foote’s “Harshaw Bride,” as described
The much-talked of line between the
than to one dominated by men who by her pen and pencil, is a particularly towns of Benton and Fairfield has at last
sought to destroy it, and who have no charming young woman w ho comes from been settled by the commission appointed to
proper conception of its great industries England to the far Northwest for her wed- determine where the centre of the East
Albert Leavitt <<f Somerset
and wants.
We are already approaching ding, on a cablegram apparently from her channel is.
Samuel Smith of Kennethe beginning of the end—we can even fiance.
The second
“Mr. county commission,
story is
bec county commission, and Hon. Edmund
now perceive the
dawning of the day when Keegan’s Elopement,” by Winston F. Webb
held a meeting May 28th, and after
“the winter of our discontent shall be Churchill, in which an English girl in
carefully looking over the ground, decided
made gloiious summer by the bright sun Funchal and her lover, an American naval on a
point 134 feet from the east shore. This
of Republican victory,” when the blaze officer, are made to elope almost without gives Benton about one-third of the bridge to
of furnaces, the clatter of looms, the hum their knowledge or consent.
As the build anil tliej balance falls to Fairfield.
Now that this matter is settled, work will at
of myriads of spindles, the woods re- characters in Mrs. Humphry Ward’s
story
on the stone work.
The Boston
sounding with the axe of the lumber- are all English, the American girl is tem- once begin
Bridge Co. will build and put up the iron
men, labor constantly and profitable em- porarily in eclipse.
work.
ployed, shall proclaim that confidence
The Forum for June contains a dozen
and enterprise everywhere have returned
May 2*'». It is stated that Hall Bros,
articles of more than usual interest and ofTaunton.
to rule and bless our land; and when by
San Francisco are building a five masted sell,
timeliness
by as many distinguished like the Gov. Ames, which will carrv 1,500.000
proper encouragem ent and discrimination
The leading article is contrib- feet of lumber, and will »>e the first five masted
work shall be resumed in our ship yards, writers.
sch. constructed on the Bacilli coast.
These two
and the American flag shall once more uted by Senator John H. Mitchell of Ore- vessels will be the only representatives of the liv ewho
for
has
advocated
masted
of
with
the
gan,
schooners,
many
years
type
exception of
float at the mastheads of a splendid merthe Golden Age on the Great Lakes.
chant marine, manned by American sail- the election of United States Senators by
vote and who has lately introducors and seamen; and when we shall
enjoy popular
In
NOW IS YOUR TIHE-——=7
the full fruition of this picture, with ed a bill in the Senate to that effect.
his Forum article he makes a powerful
peace and liberty wherever triumphant,
and
in
favor
of
the
convincing argument
then one and all of us will heartily join
proposed change in the present, system of
the Psalmist in singing.
Senators—which he considers
“Sound the loud timbrel o’er Egypt’s dark choosing
un- Republican,
un-Demociatic, and visea,
Jehovah hath conquered—his people are cious in all respects—and he contends that
if the individual voter has any interest in
free.”
being represented by a United States
Granite State Provident Association. Senator, he should be permitted to vote
for him directly and not vicariously.
THAN
An effort has been made by a commitTable Talk, the little magazine which
tee organized in New York for the purwoman’s interests by being “up
upholds
pose of withdrawing the Granite State to-date” in
everything pertaining to the ABSOLUTE SECURITY._._—
Provident Association from the hands of
home, and especially everything having
—
-NO CHANCE FOR LOSS.
receivers, if possible, and restoring the reference to the dining room aud kitchen,
association to the management of the
shows its progn ssiveness throng
again
A
SECURITY
REDEMPTION
members.
The committee sent a circular out the
Its timely articles
current issue.
letter with resolutions to each member of on
Life
Mrs.
of
Van
“Camp
Gills,” by
the association, with the request that the Coert
Schuyler; “Kindergarten in Neighmember forward one dollar, which shall
borhood Work,”
by Nora Archibald
contribute to defray the expenses of
Smith; “German Markets,” by Lucy A.
guarantee every share of stock.
bringing the matter before the courts for S. Geise; “Summer Desserts,” by Eliza I
2,565 acres of beautiful cottage sites
relief.
Hon. F. E. Timberlake, the State
Parker, in addition to the regular depart- close to Bar Harbor.
bank examiner, when asked for an opinments containing recipes, menus and enAll money from sale of stock goes to
ion on the matter Monday by a Kennebec
tertainments make the June number of
further develop and improve the property.
Journal representative, said: “Under no
value.
special
Housekeepers unacquaintAll money from sale of land goes to pay
circumstances would I permit the Granite ed with
Table Talk should avail themState Provident Association to do busi- selves of
the publishers’ offer to our
QUARTERLY AND EXTRA
ness in Maine under its former
methods; readers of a sample copy free, to anyone
nor would I grant a license to a new loan
sending their address to Table Talk Puband building association with the same
methods of doing business as had the as- lishing Co., Philadelphia.
The political situation in the United
sociation, to do business in this State.”
Same men
Same management that
From this it is concluded, says the Jour- States on the eve of the Presidential nomboomed Dana's Sarsaparilla and paid
nal, that the one dollar from each share- inating conventions is admirably covered
stockholder in two years $1,320
holder, of whom there are 17,000 in all in the June Review of Reviews in its de- every
for every $100 invested.
(of these 3,500 are in Maine) would avail partments of “The Progress of the
Shares
$10 each. You can have I or
the shareholders nothing.
World,” “Current History in Carica100. Are you interested? Send postal
ture,” and Record of Current Events.”
card
for
will
complete information.
be
Mistress of the house (taking her girl to Prospective convention-goers
task): “Bridget, I am afraid you have greatly interested in Dr. Shaw’s sketch of
PETIT MANAN LAND & INDUSTRIAL CO.
broken your word.” Bridget (absent-mind- “St.
Louis: This
Year’s Convention
55 Church Street, Belfast, ilaine.
edly): “Shure, ma’am, it must have been City.” Apropos of this season’s rush of
the cat.” [Yonker’s Statesman.
gold-seekers to Alaska the Review pre- | or Hancock Building, Devonshire St., Boston.
>
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the best remedy for Infants and Childr.
It is

known.

g4ves them health. It will

harmless._Children

like i’

j.

In it Mothers hnv«>.

their lives.

save

something which is absolutely safe and practically perfect

j

j

j

observation of Castoria with the patronage

unquestionably

It is

Children.

and

millions of persons, permit

fey

|

years*

Infants

a-

child*s medicine.

Castoria destroys Worms.
Castoria allays Feverishness.
Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd.
Cnstoria

Diarrhoea and Wind Colic.

cures

Castoria relieves Teething Troubles,
Castoria

cures

Constipation and Flatulency.

Castoria neutralizes the effects of carbonic acid gas j>r poison
Castoria does not contain

morphine,jjpiuni, or

1

other narcotic pro

Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach aud

j

giving healthy and natural sleep.
It is not sold in l>w

Castoria is put up in one^size bottles only.
Don t allow any
that it

one

is “just

as

to sell yon anything else

on

good” and “will

every

answer

the plea

or

pr

purpose.**

See that you get C“A"S"T"0"R"I*A.

--;)

is

The fac-sixnile

signature of

Children

Register

Deep

of

on

every

wrapper

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

Water

Vessels.

SHIPS.

Coburn, J

I* liutnam, sailed from
New York Feb 12 for Yokahama.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, cleared from
New York March 28 for San Francisco;
spoken April 18. lat 2 N, Ion 21* W.
A ,! Fuller, T l' Coleord, sailed from Iloilo
April 2 for Delaware Breakwater.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from Shaugliae April 21* for Singapore.
Centennial, B F Coleord, sailed from New
York March 17 for San Francisco; put into
Montevideo May 22 with cargo shifted.
Daniel Barms, O C Arpe, arrived at New
York May 20 from Hong Kong.
Ei Capitan, A L Carver, sailed from New
York March 27 for Shaughae.
Emily F Whitney, A S Rendleton, arrived
at New York May 14 from Hong Kong.
Gov Koine, Nichols, at Iliogo April 20 for
Abner

New York via

rs. E. C. WEST’S NERVE AND BRAIN TI..
is sold under positive written guauthorize 1 agents only, to cure \\
Loss of Braii: and Nerve Powfr: Los;
Quickness: Night Losses; Evil Dr*-a.
Confidence: Nervousness; LassitudLoss of Power of the (generative Organ
sex. caused by over-exertum. Y-.nrhf'i
Excess; /» Use of Tobacco, Opine,
which "ads to Misery. Consurnpi n
and Death. By mail. $1 a box. six
written guarantee to cure or ref:;
Sample nackage. containing five daywith full instructions, ID cent-.
i.
only soid to.each person by mail.
H. II. MOODY. BELFAST.

R U

Gilkey,

sail.'il

Iron,

New

Administrator's Sale of Real i
1

Vork Jan J7 :• »r Shaughae: spoken, March 2.
lat 25 S. Ion 20 M
Man L Cu.-.hing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from Manila .March 21 lor Delaw arc Break-

May Flint, K I> R Nichols, arrived at
April 21 from Armmoutii.
Puritan, A N •i>iai;ci:ard, >aiied from I’hii-

adelphia April 2 lor Iliogo.
Reaper, O C Y-umg, sailed

from Honolulu
Fell 7 for New York.
R R Thomas. C G Nichols, arrived at
New York. .Max 0 from Iliogo.
Sachem, il 1 Lamaist, r, arri ved at Samurai ig March 2j from New York via
Aujer
S D Cariet n, Aicsbury, sailed frem New
York April 22 tor
spoken April
27. iat 20 N. ion 08 12 x\
St Nicholas, (' F Carver, arrived at New
York May 0 !r>>m San Frunei>.
State of Maine, J 11 1’ark, sailed from
Iliogo Feb 28 for New York; parsed Aujer
Apia 11
'Lillie E Starbm-k. Fhen Curtis, arrived ai
Rortlaud, C*. April 7 from New \ ork.
Wm il M,toy, Amsoury, sailed from Hiugu
March 2*.» tor New ’i ork.
Wm 11 Conner, Frank 1 R.a a0 ton, arrived at Shaughae June 1 from New York.
\\ .J Roteh, Sewali C' Lam aster, arrived
at Viadinostoek, Siberia, Max 5 from San

_.

<■<

■

••

■

Francisco.

BARKS.

Parker, sailed from New
Adelaide.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Hamburg May 28 for Ri<» .Janeiro.
Rose luuis, Melvin Coleord, sailed from
Santos May 27 for Barbadoes.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, at Batavia
G
York March 30 for

St

at

Port Natal

2 from New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived
at Parrs boro, N S, May 2(1 from Boston.
Willard Mudgett, A C Coleord, cleared
from Portland April 18 for Buenos Ayres.

April

SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey,

W R

Gilkey,

sailed from

Portland April 23 for Buenos Ayres.
George V Jordan, Fred H Park, arrived at
Rosario April 27 from Buenos Ayres.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, sailed

Bangor May 2b for New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived
Port Royal June 2 from Boston.

from

at

Horace G Morse, llarriman, sailed from
Marblehead May 15 for Paspebiac. P o, and
New York.
John C Smith, lvneeiand, arrived at New
York May 28 from Port Spam.

Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New
York May 1(1 from Bangor.
Lucia Porter, Grind It*, arrived at New
York May 2<> from Pascagoula.
Mary A Hall, M Veazie, sailed from Boston May 30 for a coal port.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Baltimore June 3 from Bath.
R W Hopkins, liichborn, cleared from
Norfolk May 14 for Cienfuegos.
Sallie I'On, W 1L West, arrived at Red
Beach, Me, May 20 from Boston to load for

Norfolk.
Tufa, A S Wilson, arrived at New York
May 25 from Bath.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Brunswick, Ga, June 3 from New Bedford.
More

Curative power is contained in Hood’s Sarsaparilla than in any other similar prepara-

tion.
It costs the proprietor and manufacturer more.
It costs the jobber more and it
is worth more to the consumer. More, skill is
in
its
required
preparation and it combines
more remedial
qualities than any other
medicine. Consequently it has a record of
more cures and its sales are more, than those
of any other prepartion. Hood's
Sarsaparilla is the best medicine to buy because it is
an honest medicine and thousands of testimonials prove that it does actually and
per-

manently

cure

disease.

v>

Notice of Foreclose
V|theke

j

\s
.m:.
i.ois w.
H
W
illc, ill lac
I<Hilly
her life time, to w it. ou tlie 10th -lay
i>. lK7i\ by her deed ot nmi tgagc
ti
corded in the Waldo Registry d I >eo
Page t9, conveyed to a-, the un«ters;.:i
tain parcel <d laud with the hmldioa
lying in said town of I iiic.dnviile. an-'
as follows, to wit: northerly, by tie
Ai
Cobb farm, easterly, by the Ken la 1
west.
the
Krohock
and
farm.
erly. by
I nick trap river, and whereas the
-aid mortgage have been broken, n w
by reason of the breach of the coiiditi
we claim a foreclosure ot said mortgage
Eineolnville, Me Max a. is:h..
3w22
K P A- A I
■

■

1

I
subscribers hereby give public
concerned, that they have been duly
and taken upon themselves tin* trust oi
of the las: will and testament of

THE

1

CHRISTOPHER

A.

ERSKINi:. late

1

1

1

in the county of W aldo, deceased, by g
as the law directs; they therefore re<p
sons who are indebted to said deo used
make immediate payment, and tlio-c
any demands thereon to exhibit the sac
AOA A. Nor hi
tlenient to them.
CH R 1ST IA X. Lb
3w22

subscribers hereby gne public
concerned, that, they have been duly
and taken uj»• m themselves the trust
istrators, with the will annexed, of iin

o

THE

NEWELL MANSFIELD, late

15.

Lucie, Smeed, arrived

ii

s

Shangiuu

Philadelphia.
Penobscot, E

■■

which KoBl.BT A. YINAL. late ■•! U
said county, deceased, had in and !•>
described real estate,
iz
the !i m
called, of said deceased. situate n.
port, and bounded and mv-cril c ! a- t.■
Beginning at t lie corner of land forin
by Kranci.-1». shaw .1 ud Bn, auiin i1
westerly to hind ol >aiu Shaw the;
to Lebanon load, so called ;
hence
said road to land ot
>..w i,
b.
m
ly, to place of beginning, except
above, not to exceed me amt a ha
house !< f. B. A \ inai.
!-.n
and ••ectipy :. house tin ;•
A iso ■;
cel of land, with the buildings star
situate in said W iiuc; | n
o,
l.ct'anon road a! the vir liwe.-t
Downs’ and. running wesnrlv
M
Yinal thence non herly by a:
1M. Yinal to land former ly o,--upieo
ford and M rs. Stokell
Mis
Thetice northerly hv said ft. x ford a
land to land of .1. IP H. >a w- them
said Davis'land to land former;} c I
thence soiithei ly to plac*. "| beg:i■: i;
a.s deeded to -a id lv .be-I
I..U N'ii.a
of April
1 ss;:. ivn.nlo! in Waldo !,,
-AS, Pagel'g; -nl'jei 1 !•
lie •'t-age
Said farm
.i
ai
locaiion. and esiimated .'<ic to 4"c
thereon. Terms ash.
3\vii:j
FKKD A I
Administrator estate of Kober

New York

Adam W Spies, C N Meyers, sailed from
New York April 13 fur Anjer.
Alice Reed, Alauson Ford, cleared from
Bridgewater, N S, May 20 for Buenos Avres.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at
Charleston, S C, May 10 from New York.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Baltimore April 8 for Montevideo; passed Cape
Henry April 10.
Edward May, cleared from New York May
2b for Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
Rosario April 15 for Boston.
Harvard, Coleord, sailed from Mollemio
May 20 (from Newcastle, NSW,') for Astoria.
Herbert Black. W H Blanchard, sailed
from New York March 4 for San .Jose, Guat.;
spoken April 18, lat 20 S, Ion 38 W.
Henry A Litchfield, sailed from Brunswick, Ga, May 12 for Colon.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, arrived at New
York May 31 from Satilla River.
Iolani, McClure, sailed from New York
Feb 12 for Honolulu.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
Hong lvong June 2 for New York.
Mabel 1 Meyers. Wm Meyers, sailed from
Buenos Ayres April 23 for Barbadoes.
Matanzas, sailed from Havana May 28 for

Pursuant to a license from the li
Probate, for t lie < ouiity ot Waido, I

public auction, on 'Tuesday. the -t
.luly A. D is;te. ;ii it-!) -."ei• ek in the
the premises, all the right, title

water.

April

••

llong Kong.

Great Admiral, Rowell, sailed from New
York March 1 tor Melbourne.
Henry B Hyde, Rlimeas Rendietou, arrived at New York April 21 from Liverpool.

Josephus,

:;;S

»

..f

the County ■>! Waldo, deceased, by
the law directs: they therefore
persons who are indebted to said de« ca-,
to make immediate payment, and t!m-»
any demands thereon, to exhibit tintlenient t>> them.
HARRIET M MANSI
ACOCSTINE P MAN-I
EI. I! A NOR
M TTI N
3\v23
in
as

-•

>

Hub

Bicycle

'

WARRANTED IN EVERY W
S-S.-.-.OO.
SOLI)

]•>!.■

<

\Sll

OK

on

I N

I A

J, H. & J. W. JONES,
K\cry thing

in Hardware.

<><)
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To let

by the day or hour at m\ l.t;
ing, north side of the steamboat \vl .1
O. R. WEBS1 1
Belfast, May 21. 180(5.—2m21

To the Citizens of Belfas;
Notice is

hereby given that fast drivin
by prohibited on the following streets i!
of Belfast, viz: Congress, Cedar, Court ;e
streets, and on High and Church streets c
Court House to the foot of the square.
23
CITY MAKS I

To the Citizens of Belfast
Notice is

hereby given to the citizens 1 1
to. remove all paper and other rubbish I:
sidewalk and street in front of their res'
places, and keep the same free from au\
tions or impediments which may collect ti"
23
CITY MAKSH A1
■

^ i.KilOUS

THOUGHT.

|

Eastern

by Clergymen of YarlDenominations.
The great sin of our
k.
ranee.
Gambling and
It paves the
its allies.
finishes them.
[Rev.

s<rm(*ns
je

,,s

I
!

|

The great vital and muscle nervine. Its electric
energy everlastingly eradicates inflammation.
It cures all it is recommended to cure. I
had a case of cholera last week, of a little girl
who was not expected to live when I was
called, but by giving her a few doses of your
Anodyne Liniment she was entirely cured.
S. B. Umphrv, M. I*
Cordova, Minn.
Tho Doctor’s signature ami directions on every bottle.
Ill'st’d Pamphlet free. Sold everywhere. Price. 35 cents.
Six bottles,$2.00.
1 S. JUIIXm >N A CO., Boston, Mass.

handsome person
a
constituted womauli,'iardt would be an exand yet how the very
tin* lip in scorn.
[Rev.
If

[

Liver Pill Made.”

P“Best
arsons'

piscopaliaii, Petersburg,

is

man

mightier

determined by the standing of its women.
In barbarism she is a creature without a
soul: in civilization she is hum m beiug;
in Christendom she is divine.
The kingdom of heaven will be at hand when every
man becomes a king and every woman a
queen upon a throne.
[Rev. J.\V. Magruder, Methodist, Cincinnati, O.

is a seer, one
s of the future.
All great
strieted sense are prophets
the present can read the
■-•rge A. Miller, Christian

prophet

A

-u,

Pills

Positively euro biliousness ami sick headache,
liver and bowel complaints. They expel all impurities
fnmi the blood. Delicate women find relief from
using them. Price 2afive $l."o. Pamphlet free.
I. >. JOHNSON X CO., 22 Custom House St..Boston,

is the man
than batay»-r conquers armies:
k the arm of God; prayer
kindness of men.
[Rev.
iprist, Philadelphia, Pa.

praying

Ky.

Greed for Office.
A bad symptom
People go to extremes | is the greed and struggle for public office
recreation
and
the
liking,
for purely personal objects and the seleca ring
apparel. Practice i tiou of these unworthy men. Xo man
>i tilings.
God has given who would lift
up his linger to be Presinot excess of any kind.
! dent of the United States is worthy of
j. Christian Church, Althe office.
The President ought to be
the holiest man in the nation, by reason
of his opportunity for service.
[Rev. B. |
nox.
The deep and S. Mills,
Evengelist, at Toledo, O.
i' »*nt which is
buried in
working classes sounds
Home Infi.fence.
Home is tlie test
roar of
an angry sea,
i of character. If a man is harsh and
at sure to great and viocruel and rough at home, that is what lie
lations.
[Rev. C. «J. Lu- is in business and society,although he may
ai; nmore, Pa.
conceal it with a mask.
The nun who is I
disrespectful and unkind to his parents at j
to
be
a
fact
idly coming
home will show the same spirit to the ;
as much denounced as
young lady whom he now courts when she |
i' the function of a
right- becomes his wife. [Tlev. A. P. Palmer,
will be to prevent war,
Methodist, Utica, X. Y.
no
render it impossible.
'• utting. *
'ongregationalist,
Dauwin.
Darwin was a
student,

jv,

State

Fair.

The

Boston

J. Wallace, who is

s^ofc"ay’ August

of the

°“

iiiiie'

26> *25°,

2.30

»-o0, tunning race, 1 1-ts mile; $400class;
2 17
class; $lo0, running race 1 1 3 mile
^lluusday, August 27, $300, 2.20 class;
laCe’ 1 12 mile; $300, 2.10
class, $200, running race 1-2
mile; $300,

A« 28, $300, 2.25 class;
*->miday’
$200,
running race, 1 mile; $200 2 35
class; $lo0, running race.
Consolation
foi

horses which have not won either a
second money.
Hie special conditions
governing the
races will be as follows:
National Trotting association rules to govern. Entrance
o per
cent., payable at time of entry. No
horse will be considered
entered unless
the a per oent. is
paid. After paying 5
first or

cent, in one class, the same horse
per
may
be named in as
many other classes as desired by paying 2 1-2
per cent, in each
class named,
paying the other 2 1-2 per
cent, before 5 o’clock the
day before the
race is to start.
I he right is reserved to refund and
declare oil any purse not
tilling satisfactorily. Ail races to harness are trot and
pace and best 3 in 5.
The running are
fiat and best 2 in 5.
Purses divided 50,
h°rse paid but one money.
All running races to be run
bv American
Jockey Club rules.

Letter From

a

Water

Works.

Belfast Boy who Is Employed In
Their Const ruction.

the Eastern Maine
StItee£i,nTmeDt0f
announced the
following
list nfF™no0h aQd
1,
purses, the eutries for
Cl°Se
Saturday, August 22,
at4°p. Ti.
*250- 2-40 class;
MOOefiURU8-3
2 -1
S’ t’200’ lunning race, 1
ia®e8

Methodist, ludianapo-

1

Maine

The following interesting description
is taken from a letter received by Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Wallace from their son, Chester
in the

employed
in the construction
gineer’s department
new

en-

Boston Water Woiks.

Metropolitan Whiter board was orand the act proganized July 1<J, 1895,
The

vides that they shall construct, maintain
and operate a system of water works,
and shall provide thereby a sufficient supcities of Boston,
ply of pure water tor the
Chelsea, Everett, Malden, Medford, Newton and Somerville, and the towns of
Belmont, Iivde Park, Melrose, Revere,
Watertown and Wintlirop, which cities
and towns shall constitute the Metropolitan Water District. It was further directed that other cities and towns within a
radius of ten miles of the State House
should, on application, be admitted into
the district. The district contains at the
present time a population of 984,300, and
as it is
proposed to construct a system
of water works sufficiently large to meet
ail requirements until the year 1915, at
which time the estimated population will
be 1,730,000, and as the average daily consumption is estimated to be 100 gallons

(L Sensation

of keenest satisfaetion

comes

with

of Williams’ Root Beer.

every

glass

Keep

it in the house

THESE ARE MOVING TIMES.

ready to quench

---iTHHNI ——-.

your thirst. Your whole family will
enjoy it. It is a temperance drink,

clear, bright
are drinking

and
to

You

sparkling.
your

own

health

Our Furniture is

Wiams
ftootfteer

WILLIAMS & CARLETON CO.,
Hartford, Conn.

MFRS,

Because it is offered at prices that tempt
Here are some of the bargains we offer:

Extension Tables from $3.50 upwards.
Chamber Sets from SI0.50 upwards.
Fancy Chairs at aimist your own price.
Extra Soft Top Mattresses from $1.50
Hair

MR. WILLIS, a

first-class workman, is connected with
this establishment. Repairing of Furniture, Upholstering and Varnishing done in a thorough manner and
with despatch.
tfl6

J. C.

PREPARATION'S

GREAT
BATTLE
IS

TO

BE

|

j

\
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THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE is not

Republican

paper of the country, but is
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER.
Its campaign
citizen.

news
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|
|

1
h

hv

|
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Children Cry

Castoria.

only

the

leading

PRE-EMINENTLY A

and discussions will

interest every Ameri-

can

All the

news

Department,

day, Foreign Correspondence. Agricultural
Reports, Short Stories complete in each
Pictures, Fashion Plates with elaborate descrip-

of the

Market

number, Comic
tions, and a variety of items of household interest, nukes up AN
IDEAL FAMILY'

PAPER.
Journal’’ and “New York

Republican
(both papers).

We furnish “The
Tribune”

ONE YEAR

Weekly

FOR ONLY $2.00,

CASH IN ADVANCE.
Address all orders to

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.
Write

your

and

name

ad1res3

TribuneBuilding,New

on

a

it

send

card,

pastel

to

Geo.

W.

Best,

City, andasamplecopyof EHENEWYORKWEEKIY

York

TRI3UNE will be mailed !o you.

II- YOU WANT—.-

TO GET

SUCCESSOR TO

Stevens

Erskine,

&

I

Manufacturer and Dealer in

ARNESSES,
ROBES,

BLANKETS,
HALTERS,
HATS,
TRUNKS,
BAGS,
WHIPS,
ETC., ETC.

4*r
*X

-gg-

I

;'

isj

:

IF YOU WANT—_

TO RENT
l

I
Place your ad% ertisement in the

FINE LINE OF

Harnesses.

Custom

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

ALSO SUCCESSOR TO

IitOltiNl, Me

F. A, Robbins,

*

*

Carriage Trimmer

*

in all its branches and

Harness

repairing
carriage trimming done promptly to
order at the most reasonable

rates.

All persons having unsettled accounts with tlie
late firm are requested to call and settle with the
14tf
undersigned at the old stand.

75 Chests

oSJ Main Street, Belfast Me

A. A

HOWES & CO.

.THE.

SIAN & SIBLEY CO.,
JOBBERS

OF

CRAIN,

TO

>

Grass Seeds
AND

GROCERIES.
Importers o!

p

LiOd.lSa

TELEPHONE 4-2.If

GEO.F.EAMES, I.D.. D.D.S.
The Nose and Throat,
Newbury St.,

(Near Corner

BOSTON,

Hours,
Oct., 1895.—lyr45*
12

to 2.

of

Fairfield

...

Other hours

town

A, A. HOWES & CO.

33, 33, 37 Front St,, Belfast, Me.

i.4S)

largest sto.ds ami the l»-*sr vtri.cy in

■

BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

No.

Garden Seeds.
The

quality of

Blacksmith

PAYERS!

I

SEEDS and

Anthracite and

JAX

shall be at my "fHee in Memorial building Sat4 v. m..
urdays from* 10 ,v. m. to 1 M..and J
until January 1, lxnii.
All persons who wish to
w
avail themselves id the disc.>unt d
per cent,
'v.i.;.
on their taxes must |-av 1»\ Jannarv
H. F. MASON. Collector.
*ji»tf
Helfast, Sejd. 1.

FEED.

Dealers in the finest

-30c. Tea

of better quality than we ever had.
Just received from China.

C. E. STEVENS,
No

Better than Rubber

OMO

f

NEW

ELECTED, AND THE

1

[

A

WAY.

PROSPERITY TO THE N ATION.

<

:

UNDER

WELL

will, as always, be found in the thickest of the light, battling vigorously for SOUXI) BUSINESS PRINCIPLES. which will bring

NERVE-LIFE

building

ALREADY

NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

•mi

|

ARE

President of the United States

•.

blessing

3

NOVEMBER

OF

.•

experience of Others.
Sebago,

FOR

THE

1

■■

& Son.

Thompson

■

■

upwards.

Top

and Woo! lower than ever before.
Sofas and Parlor Sets lower than any time
Since we have been in business.

Trade Mark

per day per inhabitant, making an average daily consumption of 173,000,000 gallons for the entire district, it will he
necessary to construct a system capable
of supplying that amount.
The plans provide tor tne additional
requirements by taking the water of the
South Branch of the Nashua River iu the
These waters are to be
town of Clinton.
What Free Silver Would Mean.
combined with the supply now obtained
from the Sudbury and Cochituate system
Cincinnati, O., June J, 1890. Presi- and conveyed to the various cities and
dent Ingalls of the
13ig Four and Chesa- towns of the Metropolitan District. It
peake A Ohio railroads was asked to-day, was calculated that the Nashua water
“\\ hat are the prospects for a free silver shed will
yield in a dry year 105,000,000
plank in the Chicago platform?”
gallons of water daily, so that with the
Registered“Well, it doesn't look like anything (38,000,000 gallons now obtained from the
else, and I guess this is as good a year as Sudbury and Cochituate system, the
any for the object lesson. It simply means Metropolitan District will have under
a reduction in the
work- ordinary circumstances a daily supply of
wag'es of
great
j ingman in the country. I seeevery
In order to make
that Ken- 178,000,000 gallons.
i;. I.
He went around the world, making scion- 1
tucky has fallen into line, and it looks as available the yield of the Nashua water
title researches, and toiled for forty years if
the campaign would be a gold or silver shed it will be necessary to construct a
We must reap as we at his
investigations. On all his work he battle between
the two big parties.”
■ate natural law we must.
large storage reservoir, and after making
never perverted a fact to support a theory, j
careful surveys of the banks of the river it
iate Cod's law we will
he had no religious faith, and j
Unhappily,
':
e is a <»od of justice.
As
Blood purified, disease cured, sick ness and was calculated that by building a large
yet he never pretended to dogmatize where j
dam across the river a short disunisli the guilty.
; Rev. he had no authority.
And 1 would that suffering prevented—this is the record made masonry
tance above the Lancaster Mills, having a
;vshyteriau. Utica, N. Y. all men were like him with respect to his 1 each year by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
total length of 1,250 feet and a maximum
i methods, [llev. \Y. II. P. Faimce, Bap- j
“Do you notice how time
Puritana will positively give any
Hies, Tommy?" height of 120 feet above the bed of the
•>!>.
1 admire the wisdom list. New York
“Yes’m.” “In what wav?"
City.
“W’y, seems
woman, or child Perfect Digesman,
of
flood
an
area
six
it
will
and
one
< atholic
river,
t° me 'taint been a week since L wuz licked
priesthood. They
half square miles tv* an average depth of
tion;— the kind of digestion that
tor skatin’ oil thin ice, n' last
•a sense than rrotestant
|
Goo's (ofntky.
night I got it
There has always
again for goin’ in swimmin’!"
are more skillful.
[Chicago forty-six feet. The foundation of the dam j brings New Life.
They been a God since the world began, of one Record.
is t<> rest on solid rock, which is found in
is.
They know better kind or another, and through these ideas :
j
of all sickness and
old hold a city.
[Rev. of God the nations have advanced in eivi- ; Hall's Hair Renewer '•••conns tin- natural (he deepest part of the valley at or about
feet below the surface of the water
all disorders of the
sixty
f°°d
and
Jr,, Independent. New lizatiou.
color-matter
f-*r
the
and
meWhat we need in this land is to
hair,
the
the
land
in
river.
that
will
be
Upon
have more of that which was the spirit of uicinal lierhs for the scalp, curing gray ness,
P>lood, Liver, Kiddam
is
built
flooded
when
tlift
is
there
at
and
scalp sores?
our fathers.
If this generation could have baldness, dandruff,
neys,
Lungs,
the
time
224
with
i.
present
dwelling houses,
Love is the only the realization of the
“I have here,” said the
power of God that
agent, “a little
Nerves, Brain, and
in
of ji• iwein this
that will show you how to he your a population of 1,711, four churches and
they had in those days, then we would hook
six school-houses, all of which must be
Skin is caused by improper workown
win* has grown beyond ! haw a
“Kf ut would show me how
country that would be God's coun- to he lawyer.
torn down or removed in building this
rise's lawyer,” said the man
cart and mind acknowlof the
IP".. Orcn Boot. Cungregationalist, j with somebody
ing
! try.
the Mack heart! that was gray at the
leservoir. It was tbought that by removing
iily t iiinu which makes life | < liutoiL X. Y.
“I might buy it.
roots,
But
what
is
the
all the loam and vegetable matter to an
use
is t he good we can do for
fer a man to learn how to rub hisself ?"
[In- average depth of about nine inches for
J. Wood, episcopalian,
Wi.atji
We are not to indulge in dianapolis Journal.
the entire area, that the quality of water |
'a.
wrath.
That is (tod's prerogative alone,
would be improved enough to offset the
The Fact that Doctors
|
(tod he thanked that the exercise of puni- |
advise change of air and climate extra expense. The water is to he convey- !
caticrcd hosts of ti.c Lord five wrath is to be
divine wis- i frequently
guided
by
to those suffering from catarrh is proof that ed from this reservoir to Basin No. 5 of \
’licentiate. A great tordom instead of human whim, human likes catarrh is a local and
Puritana makes the
climatic disease, and the Sudbury system through an aqueduct i
's soon to be made.
The and dislikes.
In due time it will be exer- not a constitutional > flection.
Heart Right,
Therefore, twelve miles long, with a carrying capacity j
: \ will witness the reunion
cised in a wise way and with all the cer- unless you can afford to leave home and i
of 800,000,000 gallons of water daily. This
and under the leadership
Lungs Right,
of God’s own nature.
God will! business, you can rind the remedy in Ely’s
tainty
aqueduct embraces a tunnel through
•»>?> of the Lord will march
Blood Right,
settle all things just right.
Exact justice Cream Balm. Applied directly to the seat rock of
about two miles long, a masonry
of the disease, it effects instant relief and a
-!. W. Aden. Christian,
will be meted out. to all.
We can leave
R iglit,
Kidneys
about
seven
miles
with
a
cure
after short continuance. aqueduct
long,
all our grievances in the hands of God. satisfactory
Nerves Right,
No mercury or injurious d-rug is contained bridge across the Assabet River, and an
C.
L.
CincinWork, Presbyterian,
in the Balm. 50 cents. All druggists.
I [Dr.
Health Right.
open channel about three miles long.
The passion of ljing I
nati, ().
th is destroyed.
“If women have not finer sensibilities From Basin No. 5, the combined waters
The coil- I
Decause it makes the Stomach
than men,” asked the defender of her se\, of the Nashua and Sudbury system will
famous criminal, Holmes,
Mu, Aclks. There are many people who “then
right.
why is it that men laugh and women be employed through the present aquecion.
He confessed to the would have us believe that the
age of weep at a wedding?” “Because they are ducts to the Chestnut Hill reservoir.
Get of your
d people who have since miracles is
druggist this great disease-conquermg dispast and that Christ has ceased not tlie one who is getting married,” an(the price is *1 for the complete treatment, on?
covery
At
Chestnut Hill reservoir it is propos- j
His sense of truthful- to exercise his miraculous
bott e of Puritana. one bottle of Puritana
Pills, and one
power in the swered the coarse, heartless luau. [Indian- ed to build a new pumping station
large
,of Puritana Tablets, all m one package), and you
:> gone.
[Rev. William R. world. We grant that the miraculous apolis Journal.
wil. bless the day v-h.-n you heard of
Puritana. The
enough for the low service pumps and the
runtana Compound Co., Concord, X. II.
ist, Rochester, N. Y.
element is not so strikingly displayed in
You make no mistake when you buy Dal- extra high service pumps.
Provision has
these as in the days of Christ’s flesh. The ton's SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC and
been made for three high duty low sern<:i:s.
What wonders we blind are not
their
neither
dalton’s
family
pills.
receiving
sight,
Everybody says so, vice pumps; each capable of lifting 40,; abilities we have' What reare the lame being made to walk, nor the ! and “what everybody says must be true.”
000,000 gallons of water per day to a
*:s! Resources of thought, dead
being raised out of their graves, j A Mutual Disappointment. “I was so height of forty feet. The two extra high
"ve, resources of energy, Still, it does not follow that Christ has ,
I
was
out
the
other
disappointed
day when service pumps will be very small in comyon them, but we can not either lost or withdrawn his miraculous
Great RESTORER
you called, Miss Percival.” “So was I.
1
with the others; as they would
They are inexhaustible, power from the world. The miraculous j felt sure I’d rind you, because as I turned parison
Restores perfect
need to have a capacity of 2,000,000 galmill us are of God, for we element lias not been taken out of the the corner 1 saw
iu.
health, vigor and
;
you go
(Harper’s Ba- lons per day.
Large main pipes are to be
■Iren.
manhood and re'/
[Rev. Dr. Puller, world, it has only changed its sphere of ! zar.
laid
from
this
station
to
pumping
Spot
• hid. Mass.
moves all obstaBucklen's Arnica Salve.
operation. In the days of old it was apa natural basin in Stoneliam, which
cles to marriage.
Pond,
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts, is to be
plied to the bodies of men; in these days
improved and used as a distributFhe Bible is the book of it
/%■ Restores fhe
displays its power in the hearts and Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever ing reservoir and connected with the local
entire
nervous
N also the book of litcralives of men.
/ system and stops all
[llev. Alexander Laird, Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, water system now in use by the different
>; it be called the Book, for
New Bedford, Mass.
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive- cities and towns in the
vital losses.
RePresbyterian,
Metropolitan
mother ol books.
Since
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
moves effects of the
District.
In the later part of July, 1805,
to
satisfaction
the
of
bookmakers
guaranteed
give
perfect
sins
of
and
exprinting
youth
The Agricultural Experiment Stations. money refunded. Price 25 cents per box. the engineering staff was organized to
cesses of later years.
'> producing Bibles and
For
sale
A.
A.
Howes
&
Co,
by
Removes all effects
carry out this work, and in view of the
Bible. [Rev. Washington
of dissipation and reNearly forty-live years ago, a company
n.hus. 0.
Solved at Last. “Dodger is going to have | large amount of work to be done the staff
of farmers joined themselves together in a law
all waste places.1
was organized into departments, such as
pairs
passed compelling women to wear
Cures Insomnia and
the little German village of Moeckern, their old
hats to the theatre.”
v\ hat good the distribution department, which inIf we can not love the
restores refreshing
near the city of Leipsic, and under the
will that do?” “Why, then they will al- cludes the pumping stations, the pipe
is no God, and all our
sleep. Cures Iminfluence of the Leipsic University, callways be willing to take them off.” [Chica- systems and the distributing reservoirs,
is a d uel, mocking deluand restores
potence
ed a chemist to their aid and (with later go Record.
with headquarters at 3Mt. Vernon street,
iot made for law, but for
full vital power.
help from the government) organized the
a who is indifferent to his
Cures all wasting
For Over Fifty lears.
Boston, and the Aqueduct Department,
first
diseases and restores
agricultural experiment station.
me love of God in his heart.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs. which includes the aqueduct and all work
in Germany,
This department
Boussingault in Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for connected with it.
development to all parts of the body.
Is, Evangelist, Toledo, (>. Liebig
is the only purely
Lawes
and
in
NERVE-LIFE
Gilbert
England, over fifty years by millions of mothers for has its headquarters at Clinton, Mass.
i France,
scientific treatment and affords relief from
and other great pioneers had been blazing their children while teething, with perfect
It is the intention to create addition;
i;\v.
The church that is
removes the cause
It
the first day’s use.
the path of progress for years before.
A success. It soothes the child, softens the
al departments when necessary.
Work
n
or around a man is not
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
deal of research bearing upon ag- gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
was
started
on
great
of
immediately
surveys
hristian church. God honis the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
riculture had been and is still being carpleas- different routes to Spot Pond.
These
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
r»s, ability in his servants,
ing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
on in the schools and universities,
ried
consisted
of
the
location
of
street
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
surveys
of
the world. Twenty-live cents a bot■pie join a minister instead of j
Part
but the action of these .Saxon agricultur- tle. Its value is incalculable.
lines and fences, and a few of the princifree in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
m Christ it is time for a leBe sure and
ists in 1851 marks the beginning of the ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Stamps. Mention this paper.
i >u.
Soothing Syrup, and pal buildings, the street railway track,
[Rev. Dr. Campbell,
50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.
Send
station
take
no
other kind.
and all the existing sewers, gaS and water
proper,—the organizaexperiment
Iyr4b
Lowell, Mass.
NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,
tion of scientific research, and with the
Mrs. Yeast: “I wish I could think of pipes and electric conduits and a profile
KALAMAZOO. MICHaid of government, “as a necessary and
of the street.
Then this is all plotted on
We need not contend
something to keep my husband home
branch
of
busiin
the
and
the
office
agricultural
proposed pipe
Fs appearance, the length permanent
nights.” Mrs. Crimsonbeak: “Get him a plans
bicycle.” Mrs. Yeast! “That would take lines are sketched on, and after being
cic.
The devil’s impersona- *■ness.*’
him out more than ever.” 'Mrs. Crimson- approved by the Chief Engineer,
seed
thus
The
sown has brought forth
tracings
If you have
ays in sight.
In 1850 there were five; in beak: “Oh no, it wouldn’t! My husband are made from which blue prints are
many fold.
a saloon-keeper, a ballotgot one day before yesterday, and the doc- taken to be used as
1801, fifteen; in 1800, thirty; and to-day tor
in the
plans
01 adulterer or a woman in
working
says he won’t be out for a month.”
there are more than one hundred experifield for staking out these different lines
East
t-m seen
Me.,
the devil.
[Yonker's Statesman.
[Rev. J. ment stations and kindred institutions
in
of pipe.
The work of laying the pipe is
Baptist, Nashville, Tenn. the different countries
Feb. 28. ’95.
Gentlemen :
of Europe. Some
to be done by contractors, the lowest bidare connected with the great universities
I consider the “L. F." Atder securing the contract.
Contracts
Faith.
Men always have
or
technical schools, others
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His Need: “Stand back!” exclaimed the get enough
•icvotion to (tod impels us societies, and governments have learned friend of the man who was down on the supply a portion of the district with
Hia.'.e.
Witness: Wen: .'
the usefullness and indeed the necessity ground. “Stand hack and
muy work, it being more
give him air!” water in the year 1808.
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Bitters will cure your
; ban ever before.
We need of these institutions, not for the farmer And the bystanders accommodatingly stood
hack, while the man who was down on the
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of human needs to have a alone, but for all who are dependent upon
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is extended to Asia and to South Amer- tire. [Chicago Tribune.
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The priest is the messen- j pie’s Food—-A Great National Inquiry,” III., says; “To Dr. King's New Discovery 1
owe my life.
in June Review of Reviews.
Was taken with La Grippe Superintendent of Schools W. W. Stetson,
'tween God and man, the
and trustees of the school, Prof. H. L.
ami tried all the physicians for miles
about,
n.-iliation between sinful, erbut ot no avail and was
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could not live.
Having Dr. King’s New banks of Farmington, D. A. Robertson of
ngth to the weak, comfort
Discovery in my store I sent for a bottle and Augusta and Hon. George M. Warren of
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A slight, cloud lias arisen to obscure the began its use and from the first dose
g and a guide to the
erring.
began Castine. Following is the program of the
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of the Lewiston Sun and its can- to get better, and after
-'ves by the distribution of l effulgence
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didate for Governor, Hon. E. F. Hanson of was up and about,
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again. It is worth its
[Father MacGoldrick, Belfast. The
impervious
Democratic State committee weight in gold. We won’t
Margaret I.. Thompson.
keep store or Salutatory,
to
niton, Pa.
has had a meeting, and chosen an executive house without it.” Get a free trial at A.
Essay on Stones,
Lucy Wasson Jones.
A.
Perspiration
committee, and in the Portland Argus edito- Howes & Co.’ Drug Store.
Laura E. Crocker.
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her or Guttafatuated with Miss Franklin.” “Oil, that’s
Maria A. Bunker.
Valedictory,
percha that a
"iitputs from dance halls,
From this it is evident that the patent all over now.” “He met a girl lie liked bet- Class Ode,
Albert W. Mead.
are absolute*
hardened hy it in an attempt medicine man is not going to have it all his ter, I suppose?” “No; he married Miss
ly odorless,
Music
for the occasion was furnished
the practice with Christian own way. Galen—a name symbolic of the Franklin.” (Pittsburg Chronicle.
and entirely
Pullen’s
orchestra
of
by
Bangor. At the
imperviousto
liev. Hugh Davis, Metlio- “regular” practitioner,—is likely to enter
lure Per Headache.
close of the graduating exercises, a meetperspiration.
the field, with a diploma signed by the State
•n. Pa.
As a
for all forms of Headache.
They are
committee, as an applicant for the job of Electric remedy
ing of the t. ustees was held. Prof. Al- lighter
Bitters has proved t.o be the
by half
very bert F. Richardson was re-elected princidoctoring the sick Democracy of Maine. Go best. It effects a permanent cure
th a a
any
Some of us are striving for it, salts; go it, sarsaparilla.
[Biddeford most dreaded habitual sick headachiand the pal, and all the assistant teachers were Other shields.
s yield
They do not
Journal.
nor and fame, so that our
to its influence.
We urge all who are afflict- re- elected.
deteriorate by
not have to face the battle
will
ed to procure a bottle, and give this
Thursday forenoon the examination of age. and rubremedy
1 when
you do you are robNeighbor: “Weil, Patrick, I’m glad your a fair trial. In cases of habitual constipation the graduating class occurred, conducted outwear
ber
or stockinette shields; therefore are the most
"i the sweetest nectar of
life, master is dead. He was an old skinflint, Electric Bitters cures by giving the needed by the trustees. It was above the aver- economical. Lighter l>v half th.-n others. For
>
to the bowels, and few cases
by all firs -class dealers, or hoik! Vi5c. lor
inheriting a fortune is not anyway.” Patrick (indignantly): “Faith, tone
long resist age. Three men and live ladies are in sale
Sample pair to
to the exhilaration of and Oi bet if he wor alive you’d not be aftber the use of this medicine. Try it once. Large the advanced course and one man and
0M0 MANUKA TURING CO.394 Canal St. New York
diev. Frank Talmage, Pres- sayin’ you wor glad he wor dead.” [Harlem bottles only Fifty cents at A. A. Howes &
twenty-eight ladies in the regular course.
Co.' Drug Store.
Life.
Pend 2"c. to above firm for dozen silk Twin
idsburg, Pa.
The programme included an address to
Dress Stays. The handsomest and best.
the class and presentation of diplomas by
_Fhe character of a people is
for Pitcher’s
State Superintendent of Schools Stetson.
SOLD BY H. A. STARRETT.

buyers.

Wood Seat Chairs from 25c. upwards.
Bedsteads from 50c. upwards.
Lounges from $3.50 upwards.

Puri tana

Nature’s
Cure

j

Moving

when you drink

St.)

PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will cure
It
Blind Bleeding. Ulcerated and Itching Piles
absorbs the tumors, allays the itehingat once, act
Dr. Williams'
as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching of the private parts.and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
bv mail. Sl.no per box.
WILLIAMS M FC Cl).. Prop s, Cleveland, o.
1\4».
Sold at MOODY'S, Belfast.
Dr.

•

Best No 1 Potash J
A. A

SUBSCRIBE

HOWES &

CO

FOR^^^^^

MASS,

by appointment only.
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SEARSPORT

this hand with the mysterious things said to
have been done here in years past.

LOCALS.

Rupert Costello of Boston

visiting friends

is

Commander L. D. Carver, on his return
from a meeting of the Waldo County Veteran Association at Winterport, stopped off
here and attended a special meeting of Freeman McGilvery Post, which was a thoroughly social affair. The commander gave the
boys some fatherly advice, and the evening

here.
John Stevens is relitting liis photograph
rooms.

See advt. of furnished
column.

another

in

rooms

Capt. A. V. Nickels returned from New
York Saturday.
Communion service

Sunday afternoon.
Capt. E. 1*. Nichols
trip last week.

in town

was

on a

mother, Mrs. Sarah Bryantand Mrs. J. Q. Adams left last week for
On their rea two weeks visit in Boston.
turn they will visit their daughter, Mrs. O.

visiting

was spent with reminisceuces of the war.
The Odd Fellows, who were in session
across the way, invited the Post W'itl) their
guest to their lodge room and served refresh

the Harbor next

at

South Montville. Prof. F. F. Phillips
of West Somerville, Mass., was the guest of
C. S. Adams June 3d. The next morning he
called on C. F. Conner and then went to
Belfast by stage and took the train home.
....Mr. and Mrs. Daniel A. Goodrich of
Peabody, Mass., are stopping a few weeks
with her parents* Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W.
Prescott... .Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Holmes are

busi-

Mr.

ments.

Sunday evening.

W. M Parse is in receipt of
of clothing to make.

Waldo. Mrs. Cora Evans is on the sick
list-J. B. Payson, who has been very sick,
is able to go out on pleasant days-1. B.
Clary aud E. L. Harding are at home from
Castine-II. A. Chase lias gone to Salem,
Mass., for the summer.... Mrs. Mae Wallace
of West Virginia and Mrs. Helen Shorey of
Montana are visiting their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. J. Simmons-Crops are coming
along finely. Indications point toward a
much lighter hay crop than for the past two
There is a very small amount of old
years.
hay in the country.

Fred Sweetser arrived Tuesday from New
Loudon, Ct., to spend the summer.
R. P. Smith has engaged to paint a set of
scenery for a theatre at Salem, Mass.
Last Sunday after services at the M. E.
church iifteen converts were baptized.

Ship Josephus, Capt. Phillip II. Gilkey,
arrived at Shanghai, 127 days from New

has

York.

Eugene
the

Itaudall of Boston is spending
here and is boarding at Mrs. Sal-

M.

season

ary's.
part\ from Searsport has been enjoying The lishing at Swan Lake the past
week.
RUiit-e

a

Stephen Larrabee saw two does and a
buck in the woods just north of the village
recently.
By order, of the parish committee a contribution will be taken up at the Congl.
church each Sunday morning during the
summer.

Same, daughter if Capt.
Santa Clara, Cal., is the guest,

Miss
of

L>.

H. Blake

of

Miss Nel-

Nichols.

lie

Capt. Cyrus G. Nichols left by train Saturday to join his vessel, ship it. 11. Thomas,
at

New York.

G. J. Shaw & Son have taken so far this
season about 275 salmon from their weirs at
Sears island,
Rev. \Y. W. Ogier, Presiding Eider of this
district, preached at the M. E. church last

Sunday evening.
Charles G. Sheldon, who made the trip to
Baltimore in bark Josephine, returned
home Saturday.
Charles Widguard of Watervillc rode a
from that city to Searsport in less
than seven hours.

bicycle

Mrs. W. B. Sawyer, who has been visiting
her son in Framingham, Mass., returned
home by steamer Sunday.

Capt. Nathan Carver, Fred R. Sweetser
and Mrs. Leamler Mathews arrived by
steamer Penobscot Wednesday.
Capt. F. C. Curtis and Geo. Sargent recently took a large string of trout from one
of the brooks east of the village.
Howe and wife of Providence, R. I.,

T. R.

intending,
place that suits them, to
in

they

if

town

tiud

can

a

he will preach uextSumlay-Mrs. Hannah
Rowell, who has been sick more than two
years, died last Monday afternoon.... Mrs.
Neweil White and son of Searsport. visited

1

nary

here.

at

Bucksport this week-Children’s

observed at the M. E. church
next Sunday with the usual services... .Mr.
J. C. Norton of Frankfort is visiting at A.
L. McCorrison’s

Day

will be

...

Unity

ami

sr)

is

h-iding

for

the

at

was

was

conferred upon two

dge last Tuesday
delegation fr m Pownal

Mariner's le

(Juite

evening.

a

present.

church meeting of the First
Congregational church twelve were admitted
on confession of faith and two by letters
At

from

the last

other churches.

Hugh Campbell,

whom

G. P. Carter has

Secured to run his bakery, proves to be ail
artist in his profession, and has secured and
is holding a large trade.
Eben

Liman

D.-clors Porter of

v

Pittsfield and

Whitcomb Command of the Union
disbanded last Wednesday

Veteran Unions

evening, as not interest enough
fested for its continuance.

was

mani-

Sell. R. W. Hopkins put into Vineyard
with Capt. Hichborn sick.
Tlie captain arrived home by train Friday,
and is improving in health.
Haven last week

The Red Seals of Stockton Springs played
the White Swans of Searsport Saturday afternoon, the game resulting in a score of 14
to a in favor of the Stockton nine,

Walter H. West of Belfast found a watch
day last week near the turn of the back
road, which he has placed in the hands of
Mial Sargent, who awaits the owner.

Charles Barney

and

wife

arrived

by

and

grace of professionals.
W hat came near being

Lewiston is

Mr.

Prescott of Dixmont
and

Mrs. T. P.

were

the guests of

Tyler Sunday_Miss

Sadie Ivnight of Unity visited at Mr. E. E.
McUauslin’s Sunday... Mr. E. H. Garcelon
and daughter Eva visited in Bangor last
week-Mr. Abner Hodgdon of Newport
was the guest of Mr. Alfred Estes and family last week-The last meeting of the W.
O. T. U. was held at the home of Mrs. G. L.
Tyler. The next meeting will be with Mrs.
Abbie Newell, June 10th.
Doubtless there will be a full
report of the Waldo County Convention of
C. E. which met with the society in Morrill
June 2d, and we will only refer to it as a
pleasant and profitable occasion in which
our people felt amply repaid for the efforts
Morrill.

a serious accident
home of Capt. G. W. Hicliboru last Saturday. His sou Robert took a
revolver from a trunk and while examining it
it was discharged, the bullet passing through
his sister’s arm, making a bad flesh wound.

they made to entertain, to see so many
bright, happy faces, so many of the young
engaged in this good and noble work. Our
Juniors, also, who made themselves useful
in various ways, enjoyed the day much.
The Committee and Society of Morrill wish

The Board of Health was called to the
Union District school rooms last Wednesday to take action in relation to an odor of
creosote. They fouud a lire smouldering in
the chimney, caused by the soot taking fire.
The trouble was easily remedied by making
an opening to the bottom of the chimney.

to

occurred at the

White fell overboard in the lower
Way
pond Monday and but for the grit of little
seven year old Clarence Bruce would have
been drowned.
Clarence told him if he
would make his hands go he would go after
help. He followed the advice, aud the little
fellow secured the help of the Merrill’s from
the mill near by who soon had him out.
A peculiar shaped hand was on exhibition
here the past week, and with the excavating
going on for the foundation of the society
building the story got about that it was a
petrified hand. It was found among the
ruins of the old Hall house which was formerly occupied by Adelphian Lodge I. O. O.
F. and prior to that by Mariners Lodge F.
A. M. An attempt was made to connect
land

Daniel

j

...

ton

will remain during
Wednesday
the summer. Mr. Barney during his stay
will do business at the foundry, which will
gratify many of his old patrons.
The local dealers are having a large run
on bicycles, as our sea captains have caught
the fever and are riding early and late. Notwithstanding the fact that most of them
weigh more than 223 they ride with the
steamer

Mrs.

Commencement-Charles Taylor, Jr., of
Chicago is visiting his father in the village.
-Mrs. H. C. Chandler went to Waterville
and John S. Ayer has been elected President
last Friday on business.... Mrs. Alonzo
in bis stead. In the races to take, place June
Taylor of China is visiting Mrs. Eleanor
24th the, 2 “»0 class has beeu changed to 2.4a,
Perkins.. Helen C. Thomas went to Morrill
to accommodate several parties at Rockland,
June I'd, on her wheel, to attend the C. E.
who are alway s good patrons of this track.
convention-Mrs. Edgar Harding has been
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Walker visited in
very sick, but is somewhat better at this
Lewiston last week, driving across the counwriting.... Last week a dog frightened a colt
try by team.... W. H. Lowell of Boston is in driven
by Mr. Boulter of Knox and he was
town for a few days....Mrs. A. H. Pulsifer
thrown out and badly shaken up hut not
and lam;iv and .Miss Bancroft of Brooklyn,
seriously injured. He was one of the workN. Y., and Mr. Ned Taylor of Detroit, Mich.,
men on the G. A. R.
building at the Park.
are occupying the New
York cottage on
Mrs. W.R. Rolfe, our village
dress-maker,
River street-1. F. Allen has been visiting
is very busy. She has all she can do_
in Newport-L. F. Hurd is on the road!
Most of the farmers have finished planting
canvassing for the sale of fruit trees.
and are at work on the roads... .H. C. ChanNorth Troy. Mr. A. O. Ward and wife ! dler is
having lots of carriages to paint. He
of Plymouth were in town Sunday_Mr. I
is a first class painter-Lena Bartlett went
Allie Merrill, who has been stopping in
to Albion last Saturday to visit Miss Gould.
town the past winter, has retyrned to Au-Mrs. A. A. Lane is suffering with neuburn-Mr. C. O. Moore is boss of the road
ralgia in her head and eyes.
machine, and good work is being done in
Centre Montvillk. Mr. Yolney Thompthe district-Mr. Augustus Woodard of1

Agricultural Society, has gone to Howard*
R. 1., to take charge of the State farm there

visiting Mr. Warren Berry and
family-Mrs. M. W. Munroe is visiting in
Pittsfield... .Miss Elizabeth Rhoades, who
recently received treatment at the hospital
The Waldo County Congregational Con- in Lewiston, is much better and is
visiting
ference will meet with the First church here friends in Gardiner-Mrs. William
Barker,
next Tuesday and Wednesday, June ldtli
who was reported seriously ill in last week’s
and ITtli. For provisional program see anno
is
better-Mr.
and
Mrs.
issue,
WellingA town meeting is called for Saturday
June 13th to acton two articles—to locate
the new school house at North Searsport,
ami to see what the town will do in relation
to water works.

of

Charles Baker in Belfast last week....
There is to be a Quarterly meeting at the
Union church next Suinla\.... Perley Clark
went to Kent’s Hill this week to attend the

Whitcomb .if this village removed a tumor
the lace of Mrs. A. J. Skidmore in a
very skilful manner last Saturday... .Mr.
Frank Bunker, President of the West Waldo

one

other column.

remains

Mrs.

from

third degree

candidates

Lodge

Warren

market.

Rosio;
lie

K. J..

market,

The

Starkey, a former resident of this town, were
brought here for burial Saturday from
Lowell, Mass....Miss Mary Fogg visited

hay by

.V. F.. Nieherson Ida Mm* liar Harbor

cousin, of Augusta accompanied her_Mrs. Grace Chadwick of Augusta is making a visit at John H. Black’s.
-Wesley Marden is visiting his brother
Frank and is making some repairs on the
house-Rufus Rowe lost ahorse last week.

Fisher,

a

Prospect Centre. Farmers are all done
farming in this vicinity, and working on the
road is the next in order.Mrs. S. M.
Knowlton has been having her house painted
and making other improvements. Mr. L.
M. Ames did the work_Mr. and Mrs. Ney
Killmau of Ellsworth and Mrs. Hulbert
Graut of Kingman are visiting their parents,

extend their sincere thanks to the friends
whose names are not on our roll-call who
kindly assisted us, and hope they may all
soon become members of our society, and
active workers for Christ.
[Sec. Y. P. S. C.
E....Our regular Morrill correspondent
says: The meeting of the County Union of
Christian Endeavorers in this place last
week was a grand success. The papers read
in the afternoon showed careful thought
and preparation. The sermon in the forenoon by Rev. H. I. Holt, and in the evening by Rev. Mr. Thomas of Lewiston were
enjoyed by all-Last Sunday Rev. Joseph
Jenkins of St. George, Me., gave us a sermon
from Matt.
11:2-3 4-5_Mrs.
John
Thomas of Everett, Mass., and Mrs. Frank
Greer of Belfast were at church last Sunday.
They were guests of Mrs. I. W. Cross.
Miss Lulu Thompson of North Searsmont
was the guest of Miss Nellie Greer Saturday and Sunday... .Miss Susie Bachelder of
Monroe is spending a few weeks with Miss
Nellie Greer-Miss Nellie Greer spent part
of last week in Belfast with her sister, Mrs.
E. J. Monroe-Mr. Geo. Bachelder of Monroe spent part of last week with M. V. Greer
and while there he caught 50 fish.

Troy. Miss Nellie Hillman, who passed
the winter in Malden, Mass., has returned
home-Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Moody of

Winterport

were

in

town

last

week,

the

guests of Mr. Moody’s sister, Mrs. Sarah
Norton-Mr. Tosepb Piper of Rockland |
was in town for a day last week.. ..Mr. and
Mrs. Albion Phiibrick and Miss Maude Phil,
brick of Dixmont. were the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. I>. F. Harduig last Thursday... .Rev
David Boyd of East Newport called on
friends in town last Saturday... .Quite- a
delegation from Troy attended the Free

Baptist quarterly meeting in Thorndike hist
Sunday. Among them were Mr. Beniali
Harding, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Sturgess,
Miss Hannah Sturgess, Mr. and Mrs. Freeman My rick, Mr. ar.d Mrs. Trafton Whitaker, Mrs. M. F. Leathers, Mr. J. Fairfield.
They were well repaid for going, as the
meetings were very interesting, and the
house was full, pews, aisles and gallery_
Mrs. Levi Harding is failing rapidly aud is
a

great sufferer.

Winterport. Mr. and Mrs. Janies Duuing of Bangor were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
F. W. Haley Sunday... The masons began
work on the power station June 8th. A
Winterport vessel brings the pipe and the

shingles' were grown and sawed in Winterport-Chas. McKenney is about to build a
large storehouse* to accommodate his increasing business. A. I. Mayo is the builder-The Commercial House is doing a large
business. It is full to overflowing.. .Lawyer
Bowden is recovering from his accident....
Judge Belches is still confined to his house.
-A large number of stone cutters are now
son's new carriages are selling about as fast
at work at Mt. Waldo..
Mrs. H. N. Abbott
as they
are finished.
He has a variety of
styles. Several have been sent away recent- has enlarged and rebuilt her barn.... Abbott Campbell is having a iarge trade for his
ly to parties in Brooks, Monroe, Freedom,
Belfast.Miss Nora Waterhouse has
returned from a visit of several months in
and

Massachusetts-Quite

delegation from
Centre Montville attended the graduating
a

Monroe.

baked beans-Mrs. Blanche Tyler Everett
died at her home in Pittsfield Friday morning and was brought to her old home fur
burial. Blanche was one of our well known
and popular young ladies. She was married
only last September and her sudden death
was a sad blow to her young husband, Mr.
Charles Everett, as well as to her mother,
Mrs. Carrie R. Tyler, her grandmother and
her twin sister, Mrs. Florence Belches, who
mourn their loss.
She was a member of the
M. E. church and Sunday school and of the

Morning Light Grange gave an
last Saturday evening, the

entertainment

Cook and Eva Cook acted well their parts,
and Miss Minnie Spearin gave a song and
music on the auto-harp. The Grange is
flourishing, with new members coming in at
every meeting-Mrs. Susie Lyman is here
from Massachusetts visiting her mother,
Mrs. Betsey Colson-The village school
will be suspended the latter part of this
week to enable the teacher to attend the
graduating exercises at the M. C. I., Pittsfield, where a sister will graduate... .A Sunday school was organized last Sunday with
a good attendance.
It is hoped that all will
aid in making the school a success.

Smuggling Liquors
St.

tt

week....Mrs.
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Medical Co., Westbrook,

Scates

j
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If Health

into Maine.

“Catching'

was

1 Instead of Disease,

F., June 5.
Inspector
O’Reilly, commanding the revenue cruiser
Fiona, reports extensive smuggling operations between the French colony of Miquelon
and the coast of Maine.
Many vessels laden
with liquors are leaving St. Pierre weekly.
Sill l'

5

<

Johns, N.

-£rYOU WOULD NOT NHL I

Dalton’s

NKWS.

Nerve Tonic!

1

•’*> vNU-%

POUT OF BELFAST.

Or DALTON'S FAMILY PILLS,

ARRIVED.

June 4. Sell. Aliila, White, Boston.
June o. Solis. S. L. Dav is. Pal tershall. 11<• li.vken ; James Holmes, Kyan, Sandypoint; Passport,
Fat"n, (Iteen’s Landing.
June
Sells. .Mentura, Wardwell, Portland;
Fannie & Fdith. Rich, Sandypoint.
June 7
Sells. Maria Webster, Turner, .Mount
Desert: J. 1». Stinson, Hillings, Thomaston.
June 7.
Sell. P. M. Ronnie. Burgess, Vinalliaven.
June 8. Seh. Gardiner B. Reynolds, Wyman,
New York.

As this is not the case, to be well

June 8.
June 4.

point.

Seh. Omaha, Dorr, Bangor.
Sell. Fannie W Edith, Rich,

June 0. Seh James Holmes, Ryan, Boston.
June 8. Sells. Mentura, Wardwell. Bucksport;
J. B. Stinson, Pollings, Bangor.

Dalton’s

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, June 2.

Ar. scli. Henry R. Tilton,
Randlett, Jacksonville; 3, ar, seh. Kit Carson,
Bangor; 4, old. ship St. Nicholas, Philadelphia;
5. passed Hell Gate, sells. Gardiner B. Revnokls.
Wyman, Hoboken lor Belfast; Emma S. Briggs,
Osborn, Amboy for Augusta; 6, ar, sell. Annie R.
Lewis, Cobb, Bangor ;ar. in Hart Island Roads, sell
Mark Pendleton. Dodge, Bangor for New York ; f>,
sld, sell. Lester A. Lewis, Hoboken for Belfast ; t>,
sld, sell. Norombega, Edgewater for Boston ; 7, ar.
seh. Mary L. Crosby, Savannah; bark White
Wings, Davidson, Guantanamo; ar, in Hart
Island Roads sobs. Rabboni, Lord, Bangor for
New Y’ork; R. F. Hart, Dodge, Bowdoinham for
New York; George Gurney, Carr, < lark's Island
for New York; 8. ar, sells. Maggie Mulvey, Swan's
Island; Webster Barnard, Bangor; A. W. Ellis,
Rockland; Carrie A. Bucknam, Macoris; eld, sell.
Tofa, Tampico.
Boston, June 2. Ar, sch. H. J. Cottrell; 3, ar,
sch. Miantonomah, Ryan, Belfast; 8, ar, sch.
Fawn. Shute, Edgewater, N. J.
Philadelphia, June 2. Cld, schs. Isaac Oberton,
Trim, Bangor; Penobscot, Dodge, Jacksonville;
3. ar, schs. Isaiah Hart, Williams, Turks Island;
Ella M. Willey, Willey, Bangor; 4, cld, sch. Edward H. Blake, Smith,' Key West; 0, ar, ship St.
Nicholas, New Y'ork; 7, ar, bark Matanzas, Havana; sell. J. Holmes Birdsall, Boston; 8, cld,
sch. Carrie E. Pickering, Haskell, Bangor.
Baltimore, June 5. Ar, bark Josephine, MoClean, Belfast, Me.; 7, ar, bark Doris, Thompson,
Washington, 1). ('.
Portland, June 2. Cld, sch. Charlotte T. Siblev,
Bartlett, Jacksonville.
Bangor, June 2. Ar, brig Katalidin, Leathers,
New York; sch. Flora Condon, Sellers. Port Johnson; 3, ar, schs. Menawa, Johnson, New York;
Abraham Richardson, Wade, Rondout; 5, ar, sell.
Annie P. Chase, Ellis, New York.
Jacksonville, June 8. Sld, sch. Hattie H. Barbour, Erskine, Gau laloupe,
Norfolk, \’a., June 4. Cld, sch. D. H. Rivers.
Colcord, Portland.
Perth Amboy, June 3. Sld, sell. Emma S. Briggs,
Osborn, Augusta, Me.; 0, sld, sch. Maud Snare,
Lowell, Bangor.
Providence, June 2. Ar. sell. W. Wallace Ward,
Norfolk; sld, sell. Gov. Ames, Newport News; 8,
cld, sell. Gen. Adelbert Ames, Small, coal port.

FOKF.tON POUT-.

Matanzas, May 28
Sld, sell. A
B. Sherman,
Pillsbury, ('ardena-.
Ar. seh. Surah L.
I.uuisimrg. C. ii.. .1 me
Palmer, Wiiittier, Port land. :o load for Boston, to

sail

4fi;.

Honolulu, M;u 13. Sld, ship Dirigo. New York;
ar, i»ark. >oniona, Noyes, Newea-tle. N.S. W.
Shanghae, June 2. Ar, sliip Josephus, New

18,

\ ork.
Anjer May 4. Passed, sliij> Mary L. Cushing,
Manila foi Boston.
Curacoa, May 3<‘. in port, sch. Estelle. Hutchinson, from Bangor, ar. 21st, to sail about June
2 for Bonaire to lead for Bangui.
Singapore, April 28. It, port, bark Adolph
Ohrig. Amsbury, for New Y’ork.
Melbourne, June 7. Ar. ship Great Admiral.
Rowell. New York.
M A K1X E

MI SO K I. L A X Y.

Boston, June 4. Sch. >arah E. Palmer, Capt.
Whittier, sailed from Portland June 1, arrived at
Louisburg, ('. B.,the afternoon of the 3d, and will
he loaded this aftern on, 4th. This is about as
quick loading and sailing as anything on record.
Vineyard Haven, June 4. Sch. R. W. Hopkins,
from Norfolk for Cienfuegos, which arrived at
this port May 31st with her master, Capt. llieli1'orn, sick, sailed this morning in charge of Capt.
J
H. Bond, formerly of sch. John K. Souther.
Capt. Hichborn was brought ashore.
Baltimore, May e>. The new four-mast* d bark
entine Josephine, measuring 2<'7 feet over alb
fresh from the builders’ yard at Belfast, Me., arrived in port yesterday in charge of Capt. Win.
Mc< lean, who believes he has a smart piece of
wood under him, although a tedious trip from Belfast gave him no opportunity to try her mettle.
Her graceful white hull, clean white sails and
bright new tiags attracted much attention. The
vessel is 180 feet in length on the keel, 3(1 feet (>
inches beam and 1(1 feet (1 inches depth of hold.
She has a double deck and a poop deck 104 feet
in length. The masts and topmasts in round numbers are lot) feet in height. The yards measure
(58, (1(1, (12, f»(>, 50 and 40 feet in length. She
spreads 5,500 square yards of canvas. After being metaled here the Josephine will take her place
in the fleet of Brazil traders.
Charters. Sch. Henry S. Woodruff, Wilmington, N. C., to Port au-Prince, lumber, §(l and port
charges, and back, North of Hatteras, logwood,
§3. Sch. A B.Sherman, Cardenas to New York or
Philadelphia, sugar, io cents. Sch. Floienee Iceland, Fernandina to New York, lumber, §4.75.
Sch. F. c. Pendleton, Brunswick to New York,
lumber. §4 50. Sch. .Etna, Jacksonville to New
York, §4.DO. Coal freights: Sch. Izetta, Hoboken
to Castine, 50 cents.
Sch. Norombega, Port Johnson, to(lardiner,(55 cents. Sch. Al aretta S.Snare,
Part Johnson to Revere, 55 cents and towage.
Sch. E. H. Blake, Philade.phia to Key West, p. t.
Sch Isaac Oberton, Philadelphia to Bangor, 75c.
FuKo.ii rs. The Freight Circular of Brown A:
('<• New York, reports for the week ending June
(lib: The condition ol the general market has
changed m no important particular during the
There is vet considerable interest
past week.
manifested in large vessels such as are suitable
t«»r long Vo;.age trades, but the limited
supply,
both spot and to arrive, and the strength of owners' views are obstacles that confront shippers of
case oil and general eurgo. hence the business volume is eon fined within at her narrow limits. There,
is no s|M-cj:ii inquiry for barrel pet roleunt tonnage ;
vessels suitable for the transportation arc scarce,
hence c<>nsigne*\s adhere steadih to previous rates.
The season lor tobacco .-hipatents has opened, ami
several vessels have been closer! home to lialv
with Kentucky at the b>w rate of 20s. Naval
store freights continue very dull, though with little tonnage offered for the trade, the market may
be regarded as linn upon the basis of recent ratepaid. There lias been les- inquire of late for lumber tonnage to the Rivet Plate, this being paiticular the case for Cult shipment. Rates from all
ports, however, are regain.ed as low by owners,
hence tonnage offerings are limited. To Rio Janeiro advanced rates have been paid for both lumber and case oil.
To the West Indies there is a
moderate demand for general cargo tonnage, bur.
with no special improvement in shippers' ideas,
vessels offer rather sparingly. Competition between steamers plying in the Windward Island
trade has caused a material reduction in going
rates, greatly to the advantage to sail tonnage.
Coast wise lumber tonnage has been in better demand of late, though no improvement in rates
has been established. In coal freights there has
been no action of any consequence, though rates
remain nominally unchanged.
..

ABSOLUTELY PURE

Report

keep

wA

from Scrofula, Rheumatism and
all Taints, nothing is better than

Sandy-

Wilmington, N. (.. June 8. Sld, sell. Man Ann
.McCann, Salem.
Bath, June 3. Sld, seh. Young Brothers, Washington. 1). C.
Galveston, June 4. Ar. seh. Senator Sullivan,
( lnckett. Bangor.
Ar. s< h. YYm. H. sunnier,
Savannah,' .1 une 4.
Pemlletoii, Perth Ainho\
Brunswick, Ga., June’ t. Sid, seh. Almcda YVillty. Dodge, New Y'ork.
Charleston, June 4. Ar. brig H. B. Hussey, Bos
ton. d, .-Id, Park Carrie L. Tyne, New York.
Fermiudma. June 4
Ar. sell- .!,---i. Lima,
\\
Devereaux, New York A bbie « Stu
Boston.
Green's Landing. June 4.
In port. sell. Jonathan Cone, for New York.

ana to

i if iip * rots* run «Bis.

SAILED.

Castine Normal School last
V. Thompson, Miss Edna
Thompson, Miss Kittie Berry, Dr. A. D.
Ramsay, Mr. Walter Beau and Mr. Milton
Wentworth. .A wedding took place at the
residence of Mr. Charles Allen, June 3d.
His only daughter, Miss Mary I. Allen, was
married to M;\ Ralph M. Carter of this town.
Miss Edna Thompson acted as bridesmaid ; Epworth League. The funeral services were
and Mr. Geoige Carter as best man. The held at the church Sunday. A large number
ceremony w as performed by Rev. T. R. Pen- of people attended to express their sympathy
ticost. The young couple left immediately and many beautiful floral offerings were
after the ceremony for Belfast and Castine. sent....Mrs. A. W. Shaw has returned from
.A social and dance is to be held at the Portland Hospital much improved in
the Grange llall, Tuesday, June Kith. There health-Mrs. Almira Bowden is quite ill.
will be a good programme and ice cream is ....Miss Mamie LeFavor of Boston is the
to be served. All anticipate a good time.
guest of the Misses Rankin.. Mr. Frank
Simouton is at home from Middletown Colsandypoint.
A. B.
Trench ot Boston
for the summer vacation.... Mr. Win.
lege
last
week
at
the duck farm_Mr.
spent
of Boston is visiting his brother,
Campbell
and Mrs. Albert Call of Gardiner are
Mr. Alfred Stubbs was
Abbott Campbell.
visiting relatives, here ami in Stockton
up from Bar Harbor for a few days last
Springs... .Miss Sallie B. Rice arrived last week_Mrs. Boarduian of Calais is the
week from Massachusetts.... Mrs. Nathaniel
.There came
guest of Miss M C. Hubbard.
French and daughter Ruth of Roxbury,
very near being a serious affair at Frank
Mass., are at Mrs. Robert French’s for the j
Hardy’s Sunday. A big game-cock attacked
summer-Mrs. Henrietta Harriman arriv- i
the baby, who was playing near the door,
ed Sunday, having spent the winter in
and before the fowl could be beaten off lie
Nashua, N. H., with her daughter, Mrs. inflicted several ugly wounds. If the child’s
Win. SmalL-Mr. and Mrs. John Sanborn
mother had not been close at hand he would
of Dover, Me., lately visited their relatives i
doubtless have been killed.... A buck board
here-Mrs. F. A. Maxtield went to Castine has been
put on the Bueksport side of the
last week to be present at the graduation of ]
Winterport Ferry to take the passengers to
her daughter, Miss Ethel Louise Maxtield, j the train. Charles Parker will run it-Mr.
w ho has completed her course at the Normal
Hayden of Bath is in town.
School-Capt. J. P. Stowers lately arrived
from Mexico and will remain here during
Highest of all in Leavening Power.— Latest U. S. Gov’t
the summer. His son James, w’ho has been
in Hampden at school, will spend his vacation here-Mr. L. K. Perkins, who has I
been in Boston at work, is with his family
here for a few wreeks-Miss Josephine
Harriman picked several ripe straw’berries
last Saturday... .Ross & Co. have completed
the repairs on their wharf here_Schs.
James Holmes and Fannie & Edith loaded
hay here last week. The hay was hauled
from Prospect.
exercises

■1

■
-y8-8-■
If it don't cure you, cash thr c,
is offered to all
Why not take atlvanm.this great offer ? Dr. John Swan, the in
specialist in nervous diseases and all ],,
affections, will advise without charge al'.
may call at our laboratory or who wii;
their symptoms to us. Dr. Swan's v .;
prescription, under which Dr. Swan’s Vr.
and Blood Tonic is formulated, has
plished many wonderful cures and i> ;•
mended and prescribed by eminent ;
cians everywhere.
It supplies the mi
with food, makes new blood and removecause of disease, and makes you well,
give a bank check with every bottle. I
remedy don’t cure you, cash "the ikcck.
are sure to get your money back.
Full
Jr. Sold everywhere, or sent carriage frreceipt of price.

principal feature of which was Madam Jarley’s wax-flowers. They were represented
by Misses Minnie Spearin, Nina Spearin,
Mertie Peavey and Emma Wingate. Isaac

Capt.

and Mrs. Robert Killmau_Manley
Knowlton lias peas in blossom and thinks
her parents, Mr. ami Mrs. Asa liali, a few he will
have green peas by the Fourth....
days last week....Mr. W. B. Snow, the Mr. Otis Hamlin of South Brooks is visiting
Bibie agent, was the guest of Charles Mc- liis
daughter, Mrs. Leslie Hawes-Mr.
Corisou last Sunday-The building of the Hosea
Littllield is painting liis house, which
last
bid
olT
bridge near Frank Clements was
improves its looks very much... .They have
Saturday afternoon to W. M Vose....Mr. ; started work at Mt. Waldo wharf with one
W. 11. and Miss Achsah llall returned to hundred
cutters, but there is no work at
their homes in Lowed, Mass., last Thursday.
Mosquito mountain as yet.... Leslie Hawes
Sw axville. A Sunday school has beeu has been repairing his stable and shingling
Bei.mo.vt. Mrs. Carrie Hall and daughter
organized at the town house, with Mr. E. his carriage house.
of Lincolnville were in tow n, May noth, the
Maiden, Supt. Much interest is maui- ; East Searsmont. W. T. Howard of Belguests of Mrs. Albina Pease.Hudson feated_Rev. Ralph Gillarn and lamiiy are
fast set a nice marble tablet in the East
Kims of Searsmont has
moved into the
in town lor a visit... Mrs. R. S. Smart has Searsmont
It
was
cemetery Thursday.
Fred Morse house at Greer’s Corner....
returned from Massachusetts, where she erected in
memory of Mrs. Sarah J. BrewEdgar Clark has Ins new barn up and boardspent the winter... .Mr. G. L. Morrill ol ster-Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Donnell of
ed.... Id. P. Farrow is making preparations
Parkmau was in town last week-David Rockland were at Leslie Marriner’s
Sunday.
to build his wind-mill-The roads are beSeek ins is building a new house and other- -Mrs. Ella
Whitten and daughter Alice
about
town.
into
condition
better
ing put
wise improving his place... .The L. A. S. were in town
Saturday, the guests of Mr.
_Mrs. Alice Morrill is quite sick-Mrs.
will meet with Mrs. W. E. Damm this, and Mrs.
Joseph Packard... .Geo. Randall
Augusta Cooley is quite sick with heart
Thursday, afternoon and evening-The and wife of South Montville were in town
trouble-C. P. Morrill has torn down his |
glorious Fourth is to be celebrated here, as a Sunday-Miss Inez Peavy spent last Satold shop and moved in on to the Neal farm,
has kindly offered to deliver an urday in Montville.... Norland Brewster of
where it will be converted into a hay barn. I gentleman
oration. Further particulars later....Mr. Brockton, Mass., was in town last week.
Prospect Village. The S. B. I. Society
j Henry Cunningham was at home a few days While here he sold his farm to Leslie Marmet with Miss Ora Libby June 4th. Thirtylast week.
nner-Don Thomas and family of Camden
three were present and they were very
Burnham. Andrew Miles, who works on spent Memorial day at Hiram Pierce’s_
Her
numerous
entertained.
choice
royally
the Maine Central Railroad as section man, Mrs. May Packard was in town last week,
plants in bloom were admired by all. The
had his foot badly crushed by the falling of the guest of her son, Mr. Joseph Packard.
society will meet with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
-Hattie Marriner spent last Monday in
a hard pine timber while unloading from
H. Littlefield June 18th and all are cordially
Grittiu Belmont with her sister, Mrs. Alice Tower.
invited. Supper will be served from G to 8 the cars. He went to Pittsfield and Dr.
dressed the foot and hopes to save all the
Thorndike. The Free Baptist Quarterly
p. m-Mrs. Alden of Hampden is visiting
Annie W. Murray arrived home
her sisters, Mrs. Julia Gillman and Miss toes_Miss
meeting of June 5th, Otli and 7th, was well
from New York, Saturday afternoon-W.
attended. A goodly number of ministers
Mary Mudgett. The latter is very poorly...
S. Shaw has taken one of his horses to BosMr. Harvey Libby of Bangor is at home
were
Rev. David Brackett of
present.
of
He
will
also
ton
to
sell.
hay
dispose
sick with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
Brooks, who has so long been pastor of this
he
sou Fred are skippingthat
and
his
Libby-Miss Alice Gilmore and her friend
church, was not able to be present and it
Mrs. B. A. Berry who has been sick so long was a
of Belfast are the. guests of Miss May Grant.
great disappointment to his many
....Harry Clifford and Mr. Brier of Belfast and was not expected to live, is recovering. friends, as his face would have seemed
.Geo. Kenniston has gone to Hartland to like a “Benediction”-Rev. F.
were guests of Isaac F. Gould last Sunday.
S. Dolliff
-Quite a number from here attended the attend the Seventh Day Advent meeting- of Jackson will preach at the Centre church
Miss
Dasie
and
Miss
Meda
Sherman
Russell
meeting at the Ferry school house last SunSunday afternoon, June 14th_D. B. Flint
on their wheels Saturday.
and wife of Belfast were in town Saturday
day. They have meetings every Sunday at went to Detroit
2 p. m. All are cordially invited.
Searsmont. The people of this vieinitywill and Sunday-Mrs. K. J. Knowlton and
Prospect Ferry. Mrs. Mary Richardson have an opportunity Tuesday evening, June daughters of Bangor are visiting at J. H.
of Pelham, N. H., is visiting her aunt, Mrs. 10th, of listening to Miss Charlotte Thorn- Stevens’-Mr. and Mrs. George Sherman
J. S. Harriman-Mrs. Everett Pierce and
dike Sibley of Belfast, who will deliver her of Burnham were* in town Saturday and
lecture “Over Palestine Hills on Horse- Sunday-Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Thompson
son arrived home from Baugor last weekMiss Edna Ginn arrived home last week back.'’ We hope that everyone will avail of Bangor are visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
from Castine, where she has been attending themselves of the opportunity to hear a Heath... .Mrs. Hattie J. Foster of Rockport
the Normal School-Frank Perkins of Mt.
first class lecture. Tickets 10 cents-D. visited Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Higgins last
Desert visited his old home in this place B. Cobb & Sou are making preparations to week-We have had abundance of rain
last Saturday_B. C. Avery went to Ban- enlarge their store-Miss Jane E. McFar- the past week, and all nature is rejoicing.
land is attending the Commencement exer- Not much corn weather yet and very cool
gor last Saturday on business... .The cutters
nights for June.
at E. L. Warren’s quarry are having a week’s cises of the East Maine Conference Semi-

vacation and most of them have returned to
their homes.... Miss Celia Ginn is at home
A billiard tournament has been the order from Bangor
She will work the rest of the
"1 exercises at the J. O. .1. Club rooms and
millinery season for Miss R. B. Trott in
some line games have been witnessed.
Bucksport. Her work is liked very much.
Mrs. Evander Harriman spent several
A F Trumly, who is furnishing the lumber he t!
Society building, has received Gays in Searsport last week....A party of
ladies and gentlemen from Belfast visited
two argos and has another on the way.
Mrs. E. R. BateheMer last Sunday.
S- i.. Sniaioi has b.-.-n loaded with
locate

Camden.

Lizzie

...

Mrs. John Ward and daughter of Massachusetts are spending the season here, and
are at Capt. J. A. Carver's.

are

CORRESPONDENCE.

large invoice

a

m

Halldale. Rev. H. Small of Bowdoinliam preached at the Vose school house last
Suuday iforenoon and Rev. T. R. Pentecost
preached there in the afternoon. Rev. .lames
Washburn left for Detroit this week, where

Children's concert at the M. E. church
next

Fuller,

P.

ness

COUNTY

her

Palermo. James Dinsmore built a large
storehouse at the station last week... .P. S.
Worthing lias papered the post office and
laid a new hard wood floor.
Mrs. Lucinda
Yeaton of Prentice, formerly of Palermo,
after an absence cf 23 years has made a few
days’ visit to her sister, Ruth Young. Mrs.

Nerve

Tonic;

DALTON’S FAMILY PHIS

—

Rectify Liver Troubles and all Disorders ol
the Digestive Organs and prevent Sick Headaches. They do not gripe.
FOlt

SALE

BY

Our

ALL

B E A L E B

Eyes.

R. H. SMALL,

OP H r H A L M l C 0 PT1CIA N.
Ottice in Johnson Block,

Freedom
At the last regular meeting of
the Dana 1* Carter Belief Corps tint follow-

ing

installed: I’res Mrs. My ta
Brown: Vice IVes., Mary Nutt : Cl,ap., Mary
Elliot: Sec., Annie Libby; Treas., Jennie
Webb; Coin!., Mary Lawrence: (Liard, Mrs.
officers

Hisjli St.. Bel last.

FOR SaSLl
Seiviny Machines for < 'in
Shoe Han ufactor1

were

It. 1» 12. Wheeler A \\ ikon P
Tin se machines hav .ked b
i f T«■ r. a:nl :a
K
mi head
are The last
w it b all m
atTei
Dan forth; Past Pro.. Emma Basher.
After
<
1 >.-a -Ic
! Amerieai,
the. installation a nna- supper was served, r.
Tla se benches sh m ,1 be se n
.i' They have a 11 The
miprovcmem
which the comrades w.-tv invited and all
uin Wheel,
\\ il-ou
i:
had a good social time. Our Corps w
I
m ,,
im«- .-.ns
; Mat
me
limes
automat ieaand u .irks
never in a mere prosperous
••moonm than
« 'lie V. I.eehT W V.
/.ia
at present and we are looking lorwar«! o. j
|.a,ten,
another sii' cr.ssful > car’s work
soli
One 1».
Si;
1:iis_ Ma.•hie
at South ...
is caving a vacation
} Press Machines, mein.;: _• Pai; !;
rile above lu.iehu.er' with
one week, the teacher,
Miss Atone Mad
docks, having gone to PittsiieM t. > attend I Double Stiieh and 1; h* Pit ss
the. graduation exercises there.
H. .M. COOK New
I

|

..

1

■ >

j
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BOM.
Chapman. In Bueksport. May 2m
M:
md
Melville Chapman, a son.
Haskell. In Brooksville, May in,
Mr .m
Mrs. Frank Haskell, a daughter, May t.agnm.
Leach. In Southwest Harbor, May gc, r,. Mr.
and Mrs. Almond Leach, a daughter
Mi I’laiKi.i
In Hartland. May 3. to Mi and Mi>
Edw. T. Mitchell, a daughter, Gladvs Esther.
PERRY. In Rockland, Juno 1, to'Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin C. Perry, a son.
Mrs.

MARRIED.
Carlisle Leonard.
In Hampden, June 3,
Frank H. Carlisle of Brewer and Miss Ida F
Leonard of Hampden.
Carter-Ki.i.iNt,wood.
In Hampden, June g,
Amos A. Carter and Miss Eftie I>. EUiugwood,
both of Hampden.
Edes-Smith. In Lineoluville, June 2, William
Edes of Greenville and Addie Smith of Lincoinville.
Ellinowooi> Littlefield, in Hampden Centre. June g. Florian L. EUiugwood and Miss Lyne
N. Eittletield, both of Hampden.
Hopkins-Weed. In Portland, June 4. Warren
G
H >pkins, formerly of Belfast, and Miss Addie
M. Weed, both of Portland.
Gkokoe-Robbins. in Searsport, June 3. by E.
W. Robbins, Exp, Luther A. George and Valeria
E. Robbins, both of Searsport.
Haskell-Thekber. In Rockland, June 3, Edwin Forest Haskell and Eulalia Marie Thurber,
both of Rockland.
H etc hi nos-A mes. In Bueksport. May 30, Ivyl
L. Hutchings and Miss Josephine S. Ames, both
of Orland.
Lindsey-Dver. In Roeklond, June 3, Captain
Everett c. Lindsey of Jonesboro and Mary A.
Dyer of Rockland.
In Bueksport, May is.
MpGinnis-Cocsins.
Theodore E McGinnis and Miss Bertha Cousins,
both of Bueksport.
Morse-Elms. In Belfast, May 27, by Rev Geo.
E. Tufts, Everett S. Morse and Miss Lydia E. Elms,
both of Belmont.
(p lot; Metcalf. In South MontvilU*. June ti,
by W. S. Pottle, Esq., Isaac N. fjuigg of Palermo
and Miss .Julia K. Metcalf of Appleton.
Torev-Linscott. In Jefferson, May 21, George
W. Tobey and Emma Linscott, both of Jefferson.

Or
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Linden Place, Brookline

Notice of Foreclo
AIM1KCKAS.

Vf

Iisl'.pi:

!•

,.

\\ 1
W

..■.
u.,n
Maine, by h.- mori y
day d Apri A. 1 eighteen hum;
lour, and recorded m the Wa'u
heeds, Book J3.*>, Pay 4'JO, I'nin ci
undersigned. a ertain lot >r pun
the buildings thereon, situated m
ville, bounded and described as
Beginning at the* brook at the M
the mail from Camden to Searstn n
er'v, on the line of the brook to tie
ner <d
Colburn land: thence ssaid Colburn's line to the land of
Bills, thence northwesterly, on
to the town road; thence ia$ferl\,
road to Searsmout road, thence
Searsmoiit
,tnl t" the place of t,,
taming about sixty acres, more <>r
as the
conditions of said morty.
broken, now therefore, by reason
the condition thereof, 1 claim a :
« AKUIL M
said mortgage.
June r>, lHhl'i. 3w24
■

FARM FOR 8
AT

A

BARGA

Situated in Searsporr, about 2 mm
containing 130 acres, cut 4*> tons
30 acres pasture, watered b\ ipr
wood land, near saw mills. IbuM
w
with L and shed. Barn
riage house. K.onO gallon cis’ern
oreliards grafted with desirable c
bearing. House modern tiidslied
< )wner to reside in < 'alifnrnia.
be sold at about, one-half cost
cash, or one-half cash, balance m.
terest o per cent. The sea view ;> d
L ILK I *
information, address
Wintt

1

1

jN^otiec
The stockholders ol
>M I'A \ \ are herein

•.

the HI I
not it;.-.!

Inn annex
..n Montia),
hi
li o'clock I*. >1.. for tin- ; -11 ej
rejecting any proposals that n,.\
to
purcliase ol the property
•••
as may he neeessan
.lisp..-.
\
V. 111 i\VT.S
legal inanuc’
A !te
\ 1 l»r\ I ►
II \>l
Se !•
Hellas!. .1 mi.- 1. 18'Jb. :’>\\2d

•‘Crosby

DIED.

■*

■

Hka\

In Deer Isle. May 28, Mrs. Fannie Brav.
aged 70 years.
Bowmen. In Verona. May 1' Elisha A. Bowden,
aged 54 years, month and 25 days
Clement.
In Penobscot, May 2>, Beorge < !< nient, aged 05 years.
( o.Mmin.
In Vinalhaveu, .May 20. Harry A
->-u
ol Henrietta and the late Ezekiel t oiidon'. ai;
years, r. mom hs and 10 days.
In .Searsmout. May
F.vuKAit.
Faniim B
wife of ,1. W. Farrar, aged 1) yeai and 2 May-'
Dross.
In Orland, May
Alice May <. i—.
aged 10 years, o months and * day >.
Boll.
In Ellsworth, May ol, Thomas A. Dot!.
aged 08 years.
Keene, in Bneksport, May 28, Mr-. l.ydia <
Keene, aged 75 years. 1 month and 15 days.
Mi L1.1n. In Vinalliaven, May 27, David S. M ;i
lin, aged 50 years, 4 months ami 15 days.
In Belfast, .Bine in' Beorge o.
Parirldok.
Partridge, aged 37 years, months amt 17 day s.
Payson. In Cushing. May 30. Samuel Payson,
gaed 77 years and 8 months
Simpson. In Sullivan. May 20, Miss Eliza A.,
only daughter of the late Be hard and Loviea
Simpson, aged 73 years.
Staples. In Deer Isle. May 21, James Staples,
aged 85 years.
Staples. In Swan's Island. May 23, Mi-. Mercy
B. Staples, aged 04 years.
Sin man.
In Waldoboro, May 27, Katie M.,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John M. Shuman, aged
It* years anil 3 months.
Whittier. In Searsport, June 3, Herbert F..
infant son of (Japt. and Mrs. Herbert B. Whittier,
aged 7 days.
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Froth'd Market
l'e
Apples. |' hu. 7»>« 1 <"» 11 av. h
dried, p th.
4
r. Hides, |
1 So a *2 < " j Kamh.
Leans, pea,
medium, I lion 1 75 Land. Sk;
.Million,
yel'w eyes 1 4“// 1
Hutter. j tt.,
14o IS J ‘its. j
5./ 7T’otatoes
Heet p it
oOn 55{Koun.l li
Bariev, p hu,
'J./ 11 {straw, i
Cheese, p tt
1 2 a 1 4Turke\
Chicken, p th,
d*.* a si 'jTallow
Calf Skins,
0«o \ eat, p !!
l»uek, p th.
1 l I Wo >1, ui
EggS, p do/.,
Fowl, p th.
lO« 12 Wood, tut!
()«o
th,
Geese, p
Wood, sot’
Ri te
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Leef, corned, p tt., 7 a s Lime, p
Hutter. salt. 14 thhag, IS oat .Me

**

J. H. & J. W. JONES, 60 Main Si.
Everything

"i .1.
hall in
tor rent
lie/ i.
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44 <)ui<ms. |
p hu,
Cracked Corn, p hu. 44 » dl.ker.i
Corn Meal, p hu,
44 Follock. |
12.« 14 Cork, p 1
Cheese, p It..
Cotton Seed, p ewt, 1 25 I’laster. |
5«J> Kye Meal.
Codfish, dry. p If.
Cranberries, p <it,0<)atn> Shorts, p
Clover Seed, p tt., 1 1 a 12 sugar, 1 tt
Flour, p bid, 3 75 a 4 75 Salt. T.
H.G.Seed, hu, 2 15 a 2 25 Sweet l'ot c
th
8.a lOlWheat Meal
Lard,

t orn.
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